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Division 08

Health and Safety

Chapter 01 – Atmospheric Monitoring Program
January 2010

POLICY

•

This General Order establishes procedures for
the distribution, training, and maintenance of
atmospheric monitoring instruments used by
the Department.
DEFINITIONS
Departmental Standard Instrument - The
standard instrument selected to be supported
within the Atmospheric Monitoring Program.
The Departmental Standard Instrument may
change over time reflecting changes in
technology. The current standard is
designated as the RAE Systems QRAE+
PGM2000, three-gas instrument, equipped
with Combustible Gas Sensor, Carbon
Monoxide Sensor, and Oxygen Sensor.
PROCEDURES
1.

Background

Various emergencies are encountered daily
that require the use of atmospheric
monitoring instruments to ensure the safety of
both responders and the public.
The Atmospheric Monitoring Program
establishes the structure of the program,
distribution of the instruments, and guidelines
for basic instrument use and maintenance.
The Goals of the Atmospheric Monitoring
Program are:
•

Distribute at least one Department
Standard Instrument to each station and
allow for the purchase of additional
instruments by individual companies.
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•

2.

Train personnel to:
¾ Correctly and safely operate
the equipment
¾ Make informed decisions
about the safety of the
environment.
¾ Understand additional
atmospheric monitoring
resources that are available.
Provide a maintenance and exchange
program to ensure that properly calibrated
instruments are in service at all times in
each station.
Respiratory Protection Plan

Fire/EMS Department personnel should not
be significantly exposed to toxic gases as
OSHA29 CFR 1910.134 mandates the use of
respiratory protection in certain
environments. Departmental policies
mandate the use of SCBA while operating in
any Immediately Dangerous to Life or Health
(IDLH) environment.
The decision to remove respiratory protection
is driven by the relative hazard that remains
in the environment. The continuation of
operations without respiratory protection shall
only be considered when DETECTABLE
levels of hazardous gases such as carbon
monoxide, oxygen, and combustible gases are
safe and appropriate.
No single monitoring instrument will detect
all hazards in an atmosphere. Despite this
limitation, the use of proper detection
equipment provides a significant
improvement in overall safety of personnel.
Personnel operating in a potentially
hazardous environment must not remove their
1
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respiratory protection until the atmosphere is
monitored and it can be proven. This can
only be accomplished by the proper use of
atmospheric monitoring instruments.

atmospheric monitoring instrument that meets
the Departmental Standard Specification.

3.

The Hazardous Materials Response Program
supports the maintenance and calibration of
Departmental standard instruments provided
to stations and as outlined in this General
Order. Additional units that are consistent
with the Departmental Standard and
purchased by stations will also be maintained
as necessary. Any other atmospheric
monitoring equipment purchased will not
be supported by this program and the
responsibility for proper care,
maintenance, and documentation lies with
the station.

Indications for Use

Atmospheric monitoring instruments should
be operated during the following incidents,
including, but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.

Structure Fires, especially during
overhaul
Flammable Gas Investigations
Flammable Liquid Spills
Investigations of Unknown Odors
Carbon Monoxide Investigations
Technical Rescue Incidents, when
appropriate
Any other incident where
respiratory protection is
considered

Contraindications for Use

Atmospheric monitoring instruments should
not be used in the following conditions, as
damage to the instrument and sensors may
result:
•
•

Atmospheres with Organic Lead
or Silica Compounds
Atmospheres with Corrosive
Vapors (Acidic or Caustic)

The use of atmospheric monitoring
instruments other than the issued
Departmental Standard Instrument can place
personnel at risk due to differences in alarm
levels as well as a possible lack of
maintenance.
5.

Distribution

The Hazardous Materials Response Program
provides each station with one (1) three-gas
DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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6.

Instrument Maintenance

To ensure that each instrument in service is as
reliable and accurate as possible, Hazardous
Materials Response Program personnel will
calibrate each instrument monthly. To support
this calibration with minimal out of service
time, a maintenance reserve of instruments
will be kept at the Hazardous Materials
Response Program. Instruments received for
maintenance will be exchanged with a reserve
instrument when possible to ensure that
atmospheric monitoring capabilities continue
to be available.
Hazardous Materials Response Program
personnel will coordinate the exchange of
instruments.
7.

Additional Purchases

Individual companies may purchase
additional Departmental Standard Instruments
to increase the number of instruments in their
stations.
As individual organizations purchase
additional instruments, the maintenance plan
option must be selected at the time of the
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purchase. There are two maintenance options
available:
•

•

•

OPTION A - INSTRUMENT
MAINTENANCE POOL
¾ The custody and care of this unit
is conveyed to the Hazardous
Materials Response Program to be
incorporated into the Department's
Atmospheric Monitoring
Instrument Maintenance Pool.
Exercising this option, the
instrument will be exchanged
along with the unit provided in the
grant award. One (1) additional in
service unit will be maintained
and exchanged for this station.
Hazardous Materials Response
Program personnel will ensure that
all maintenance, documentation,
and exchanges are completed.
OPTION B - INDIVIDUAL
MAINTENANCE
¾ The volunteer corporation will
maintain the custody of this
instrument. This instrument will
not be exchanged with any
instrument from the maintenance
pool. The Hazardous Materials
Response Program will provide
prescribed maintenance and
documentation; however, the
instrument must be brought to
Hazardous Materials Response
Program personnel for service.
This option will ensure that the
unit is maintained appropriately;
however, will create out of service
time for the individual unit.
The Atmospheric Monitoring Program
Instrument Maintenance Plan
Designation Form, Attachment #1,
will document this selection. This
form will be maintained in the
inventory record for the instrument at
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the Hazardous Materials Response
Program.
8. Operational Guidance and Training
An operational guide for the use of the
Departmental Standard Instrument has been
developed. It provides the user with
operational instructions for the instrument,
appropriate responders action levels, and
maintenance instructions for station level
maintenance.
9. Responsibilities
Station Personnel
Station personnel that maintain custody of an
instrument will be responsible for the
following:
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Periodic (at least weekly) operational
checks of the instrument.
Replacement of batteries and water
trap filters, when necessary.
Proper use and interpretation of
instrument on appropriate incidents.
Notification and documentation of
damage to the instrument to the
Hazardous Materials Response
Program.
Damage resulting from improper use
or negligence will be the
responsibility of the station that had
custody of the instrument at the time
the damage occurred.
Coordination with Hazardous
Materials Response Program
personnel to ensure maintenance
cycles and exchanges are completed
on time and appropriately.
Personnel are not to tamper with or
otherwise damage the instrument.

Hazardous Materials Response Program
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The Hazardous Materials Response Program
will be responsible for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overall coordination of the Atmospheric
Monitoring Program Maintenance
Program.
Coordination with station personnel to
ensure maintenance cycles and exchanges
are completed on time appropriately.
Perform all manufacturer recommended
maintenance and calibration.
Replacement of parts and sensors, when
necessary.
Documentation of all maintenance
activities.
Coordination with the vendor to ensure
that all instruments are appropriately
repaired, when necessary.
Reporting overall program status to the
Hazardous Materials Coordinator.
REFERENCES

N/A
FORMS/ATTACHMENTS
Attachment #1- Atmospheric Monitoring
Program Instrument Maintenance Plan
Designation Form
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ORGANIZATION
SERIAL NUMBER
PURCHASE DATE
rNITIAL MAINTENANCE PLAN OPTION
OPTION A - rNSTRUMENT MAINTENANCE POOL
The custody and care of this unit is conveyed to the Special Operations
Division to be incorporated into the Department's Atmospheric Monitoring
Instrument Maintenance Pool. Exercising this option, the instrument will be
exchanged along with the unit provided in the grant award. One (1) additional
in service unit will be maintained and exchanged for this station. Special
Operations Division personnel will ensure that all maintenance,
documentation, and exchanges are completed.
OPTION B - INDIVIDUAL MAINTENANCE
The volunteer corporation will maintain the custody of this instrument. This
instrument will not be exchanged with any instrument from the maintenance
pool. The Special Operations Division will provide prescribed maintenance
and documentation; however, the instrument must be brought to the Special
Operations Division for service. This option will ensure that the unit is
maintained appropriately; however, will create out of service time for the
individual unit.
Either option will ensure that instruments that are in service are appropriately maintained
at all times. Damage caused by user negligence or significant mishap will be the
responsibility of the station that had custody of the instrument at the time of the mishap.
NOffilal equipment loss/damage procedures will be followed by responsible supervisor
and forwarded appropriately. All instruments will be delivered and put in service
completely functional and properlv maintained.
Volunteer Chief
Signature
Printed
Date
-~~~'------~-'----'---------'-~-----I

----]
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Division 08

Health and Safety

Chapter 02 – Back Injury Reduction and Lifting Policy
January 2010

POLICY
This General Order shall establish a policy
for lifting and carrying patients and
equipment with the goal of reducing back
injuries.
DEFINITIONS
N/A

level should be considered only after all other
alternatives have been eliminated. Those
alternatives may include, but are not limited
to, stair chairs, reeves stretchers, or other
patient removal devices.
COT LIFTING IS THE PRIMARY CAUSE
OF DEPARTMENTAL BACK INJURIES,
THEREFORE, IT SHOULD BE LIFTED THE
LEAST NUMBER OF TIMES POSSIBLE ON
EACH INCIDENT.

PROCEDURES
Prime Back Injury Conditions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Carrying up or down more than five
stairs.
Cramped/tight quarters, restricted
movement.
Unusual lifting positions or
conditions.
Lift, carry around.
Lifting or carrying over icy areas.
Carrying over unimproved
terrain/inclines.
Carrying over a distance that would
take longer than one minute.
Lifting or carrying a violent or
thrashing patient.
Any patient weighing more than 225
pounds.
Any condition that the two-person
crew evaluates as an unsafe lifting and
carrying situation.

Emergency Medical Service (EMS)
Incidents

Certain items have an approximate standard
weight, which should be considered when
lifting a patient:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stretcher
Life-Pack 12
"E" Oxygen Cylinder
Suction Unit
Aid Bag
Drug Box

125 lbs
25 lbs
16 lbs
4 lbs
25 lbs
30 lbs

Add the weight of the patient to the items
listed above and you will find the total lifted
weight.
When the total lifted weight exceeds 225lbs.,
and a "prime back injury condition" exists, a
minimum of three people will be required. A
four person, four-corner carry is optimal in
this situation.
A two-person crew will require assistance for
any patient weighing greater than 225lbs.,
even where no "prime back injury condition"
exists. A minimum of four people shall be
assembled before moving the patient.

Use of the cot to remove a patient from any
structure where the patient is not at ground
DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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When assistance is requested, it will be up to
the discretion of the station officer-in- charge
to determine what apparatus/vehicle will be
sent. The number of personnel should be
based on information from the unit making
the request.
When unloading patients at medical facilities,
the need for additional assistance may be
evaluated by the officer-in-charge of the
ALS/BLS unit. Requests for assistance, if
required, may be made to other fire
department personnel at the facility, medical
facility personnel, or via the Bureau of
Fire/Rescue Communications.
General Rules for Lifting and
Carrying
Objects weighing more than 60 pounds will
be lifted by two people whenever possible.

•
•
•
•
•

Exceptional Situations
Under certain conditions, exceptions to this
policy will be at the discretion of the
personnel on the scene:
•
•

Whenever possible (a smooth flat surface) the
stretcher should be wheeled, if this will not
affect patient care.
When sufficient personnel are on the scene, a
four-person, four-comer lift and carry should
be used under any condition.
Two personnel should be used when utilizing
a Stryker Power Pro to place a patient into the
ambulance/medic unit or remove the patient
from the unit. One person should lift at each
corner of the foot end of the stretcher.

Keep weight as close to your body as
possible.
Keep your back in a locked-in
position and do not twist.
Keep your back straight -clear your
path.
Bend from the hips, not the waist -use
a spotter on stairs, uneven surfaces.
Do not hyperextend the back -use leg
muscles to lift

Life-threatening and/or emergency
situations, i.e., priority one patients
Any unusual situation where waiting
at the scene for help to arrive could be
detrimental to you or your patient:
¾ Stay in the most balanced
position possible to aid in
handling load shifts.
¾ Exhale during exertion, avoid
straining.
¾ Avoid hurrying.
REFERENCES

N/A
FORMS/ATTACHMENTS
N/A

Facts to remember:
•
•
•

Know the weight of your patient and
equipment.
Know your capabilities and those of
your partner.
Have a plan and communicate it.
Problem solve ahead of time,
determine which partner will lead.
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Division 08

Health and Safety

Chapter 03 – Critical Incident Stress Debriefing Team
January 2010

POLICY
This General Order shall set forth the policies
and procedures for operation and utilization
of the Critical Incident Stress Debriefing
Team.
The Prince George’s County Fire Department
recognizes that critical incidents can be
stressful to personnel. Communication
sessions known as Critical Incident Stress
Debriefings (CISD) can facilitate stress
management in the aftermath of a serious
incident.
DEFINITIONS
N/A

Participation in annual in-service training, as
well as quarterly meetings, will be required to
enhance team skills and knowledge.
Application for team membership will be
accepted in January of each year, and can be
obtained by contacting the team coordinator
at 301-883-6270.
2.

Clinical Services/Disaster Response

The CISD Team shall be requested by the
Fire Chief or designated Incident Commander
to assist at the scene of a disaster to serve in
an advisory capacity concerning critical
incident stress symptoms in personnel. In
addition, the team will provide on-the-scene
support to any personnel who are on a work
break during a prolonged disaster incident.

PROCEDURES
1.

Program Operation/Components

The CISD Team members shall be selected
by the Fire Chief or his designee. The
Coordinator of the Employee and Volunteer
Assistance Programs (EAP/VAP) will serve
as the CISD Team Coordinator. The team
shall consist of, at least:
•
•

•

One additional member of the
EAP/VAP staff
Three representatives from the
professional clinical community (i.e.,
social workers, psychologists, or nurse
therapists)
Three representatives from the Prince
George’s County Fire Department

THE ONLY TEAM MEMBERS THAT
WILL RESPOND DIRECTLY TO THE
SCENE OF ANY INCIDENT SHALL BE
UNIFORMED FIRE OR EMS
PERSONNEL, FAMILIAR WITH PRINCE
GEORGE’S COUNTY FIRE
DEPARTMENT POLICIES AND
PROCEDURES.
Upon arrival at an incident, team members
will report directly to the command post for
assignment. Non-uniformed members of the
team shall be utilized away from the scene to
provide short term diffusing sessions as
personnel leave the incident and/or go off
duty. In addition, all team members will be
utilized in the aftermath of the disaster to
provide critical incident debriefing services.

3.
DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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The CISD Team may also be requested by the
Incident Commander to assist at the scene or
in the aftermath of a critical incident. A
critical incident is defined as an incident on a
smaller scale than a disaster that may have
serious impact on the personnel.
Examples of critical incidents include, but are
not limited to:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

4.

Serious injury or death of emergency
team member in the line of duty, or
threat of serious injury or death
Serious injury or death of a civilian as
the result of Fire Department
activities, (i.e., investigator shoots
suspect, 9-I involving apparatus)
Death of a child, particularly if
unusually tragic circumstances are
involved
Any loss of life which follows
prolonged expenditure of physical and
emotional energy in rescue
Physical and/or psychological threat
to rescuers, including hostage
situations
Extremely negative attention from the
media or community
Any mass casualty incident
Back-to back traumatic incidents that
may have a cumulative effect on
personnel
Activating the CISDT for Disaster
Services and Critical Incident
Services

Requesting the CISD Team to respond to the
scene of any incident shall be the
responsibility of the Incident Commander.
Activating the CISD Team to respond to the
aftermath of a critical incident shall be the
responsibility of the bureau of Special
Tactical Operations’ Commander on duty.
DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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In the case of multiple calls to the EAP from
personnel on the call, the EAP Coordinator
may request permission to extend critical
incident debriefing services to personnel on
the call. The CISD Team Coordinator shall be
notified of a disaster or critical incident (as
defined above) by the Bureau of Fire/Rescue
communications so that the team can prepare
to respond if they are requested by the fire
chief or Incident Commander.
All requests for CISD Team response shall be
forwarded to the CISD Team Coordinator
who will gather information on the severity of
stressors on the call and dispatch the team as
appropriate. If the magnitude of the incident
is beyond the scope of the team to provide
complete services, mutual aid response from
another CISD Team will be recommended by
the Prince George’s County Fire Department
CISD Team to the Fire Chief. Upon approval
of the Fire Chief, Mutual Aid CISD Teams
will be called.
5.

Educational Services

It shall be the responsibility of the CISD
Team Coordinator to arrange for annual
training for Bureau of Special Tactical
Operations Commanders, as well as other
Incident Commanders, in the policies and
procedures of the Prince George’s County
Fire Department Critical Incident Stress
Debriefing Team. The CISD team
Coordinator will also provide training for
front-line personnel in Critical Incident Stress
Management.
REFERENCES
N/A
FORMS/ATTACHMENTS
N/A
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Division 08

Health and Safety

Chapter 04 – Driving Regulations
POLICY
This General Order shall set forth procedures
to reduce vehicle accidents and thus reduce
injuries and financial loss by establishing
minimum qualifications for drivers, general
driving rules, emergency response
procedures, and suspension of driving
privileges.

January 2010

regardless of vehicle ownership and/or
insurance coverage.
Drivers of all Fire/EMS Department vehicles,
non-emergency and emergency response
types, must be an employee/member of the
Prince George's County Fire/EMS
Department, at least 18 years of age, and meet
the minimum training requirements set forth
in this Order.

DEFINITIONS
All drivers shall successfully complete the
following training requirements:

N/A

•

PROCEDURES
1.

•

Qualifications for Drivers

All personnel, as a condition of driving, are
required to understand and obey all local,
state, and federal laws and regulations as they
pertain to driving.
All personnel who drive a Fire/Emergency
Medical Services (EMS) Department vehicle
shall possess a valid driver's license from
their state or jurisdiction of residence classed
for the particular type of vehicle to be driven.
Personnel shall comply with all requirements
established by the issuing state/jurisdiction
for the appropriate class of license.
All personnel who tiller a Fire/EMS
Department vehicle shall possess a valid
Class B license from Maryland, or an
equivalent from their state or jurisdiction of
residence.
Personnel shall comply with all requirements
established by the Fire/EMS Department for
the safe operation of motor vehicles
DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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2.

Departmental approved Emergency
Vehicle Operators Course (EVOC).
At least ten (10) hours or one hundred
(100) miles of behind the wheel
training (per type of vehicle).
General Driving Rules

Vehicle drivers shall operate apparatus in
such a manner as to not discredit themselves
or the Prince George’s County Fire/EMS
Department.
There shall be no back/side step riding on any
Fire/EMS apparatus.
Drivers shall not attempt to drive any
Fire/EMS Department vehicle while under
the influence of any alcoholic beverage or
after taking any medicine, drug, or compound
which may impair their senses or interfere
with their ability to operate such vehicle.
All persons shall be sitting in seats and shall
wear seat belts at all times while the vehicle
is in motion.

1
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Drivers shall not move apparatus without first
checking around the entire vehicle to ensure
that all personnel are secured (seated/belted).
Protective equipment and hearing protection
shall be worn in accordance with General
Order 08-13, Personal Protective Equipment
while the vehicle is in motion. Vehicle
drivers may dispense with the wearing of full
protective gear, but shall have such gear
available on the apparatus. A helmet shall be
worn by the driver on open cab apparatus.
Apparatus shall not be placed in such a
position as to endanger either personnel or
apparatus. Apparatus taken off the road shall
be maneuvered with extreme caution and
discretion. Drivers shall carefully check the
ground conditions prior to going off road and
shall do so only when necessary.
Apparatus drivers shall back their vehicles
safely and only after the unit officer-in-charge
(OIC) has dismounted and proceeded to the
rear of the apparatus to provide backing
directions. The unit OIC must maintain
visual contact with the driver. All other
personnel shall remain on the apparatus until
directed by the unit OIC to dismount. In the
event the driver is alone, he/she should obtain
backing assistance. If no assistance is
available, the vehicle can be backed
exercising extreme caution. Prior to backing,
the driver must dismount the vehicle and
check around the entire vehicle to ensure that
the vehicle can be backed in a safe manner.
Apparatus drivers shall place a wheel chock
in the proper position immediately after
stopping and dismounting from the cab of the
vehicle, other than when in quarters. Hand or
foot brakes, spring parking brakes, and
“PARK” position on automatic transmissions
shall not be the sole means for holding
vehicles stationary.

DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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Vehicles emerging from an alley, driveway,
or building shall stop immediately prior to
driving onto a sidewalk or roadway, and shall
yield the right-of-way to pedestrians and
other vehicles to avoid collisions.
When a vehicle is to be driven using chains,
the maximum speed shall not exceed 30
MPH.
Drivers and officers shall not drive, or
knowingly permit a vehicle to be driven,
which is in such an unsafe condition as to
endanger any person or property, or is in
violation of any Fire/EMS General Order.
The driver of a Fire/EMS Department vehicle
that is involved in an accident shall follow the
procedures as outlined in General Order 0805, Vehicle Accident and Loss Damage
Reporting. Fire/EMS vehicle drivers who are
involved in accidents shall be subject to drug
and alcohol screening, as set forth under the
provisions of General Order 08-20, Substance
Abuse Policy.
Drivers shall use extreme caution when
operating apparatus in low overhead areas
and narrow spaces. When safe passage of the
apparatus is questionable, the driver shall stop
and allow the OIC to dismount and guide the
driver through such spaces. Should safe
passage be questionable through such areas,
an alternate route shall be sought.
Vehicles shall not park in designated fire
lanes and posted no parking or designated
handicap areas when on routine nonemergency business, such as preplans,
errands, etc.
Smoking shall not be permitted by any
member while on moving apparatus.
3.

Emergency Response
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The following provision under this procedure
shall not relieve any driver of an emergency
vehicle from exercising extreme due caution
for the safety of all persons. These provisions
will not protect the driver from the
consequences of his/her reckless disregard for
the safety of others. Drivers shall use
prudence when operating any emergency
vehicle. Drivers that choose to disregard
provisions in this section may be held
personally liable for their actions.
Emergency vehicle drivers may exceed the
posted speed limit under the following
conditions:
•
•

•

•

When exercising extreme due caution
and the safety of all persons and
property are not endangered.
Only when the weather and the time
of day permit the driver's visibility to
clearly identify and avoid potential
hazards within their anticipated path
of travel.
At night and during inclement
weather, the emergency vehicle driver
shall not exceed the posted speed limit
and speed shall be reduced below the
posted speed limit as necessary. In all
instances, extreme caution will be
observed.
Emergency vehicle drivers shall
reduce the speed of the vehicle
sufficiently at all intersections to
negotiate a full stop when the
intersection cannot be safely entered.
All emergency vehicle drivers shall
yield the right-of-way to any vehicle
that is already in an intersection and
shall not enter an intersection until all
oncoming traffic has yielded the rightof-way and the intersection can be
negotiated safely. Upon entering the
intersection, the vehicle shall be under
complete control and driven at such a
speed that it can be safely stopped to

DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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avoid a collision should another
vehicle enter the intersection.
Emergency vehicle drivers shall
realize the “right-of-way” must be
granted by the other driver.
The driver shall operate a vehicle under
emergency conditions only when audible and
visual warning devices are operating, and
properly dispatched by Public Safety
Communications.
Emergency vehicle drivers shall be aware of
the running routes of other companies and be
alert for other responding apparatus. The
right-of-way for two (2) responding pieces of
apparatus shall be determined by the
following sequences:
•
•

•

•
•

Apparatus having the right-of-way by
traffic control devices.
Apparatus that will be traveling
through an intersection without
negotiating any turns will have
preference over vehicles having to
turn.
Apparatus negotiating a right hand
turn at an intersection will have
preference over apparatus that must
turn left.
The first vehicle in the intersection
shall have the right-of-way.
When emergency vehicle drivers that
are responding behind another
responding emergency vehicle shall
use extreme caution. The driver shall
reduce the speed of the vehicle and/or
regulate the travel distance between
the two vehicles to negotiate a full
stop and avoid a collision if the
vehicle in front stops abruptly. The
vehicle driver shall be prepared to
negotiate a full stop and avoid a
collision if other vehicles pull into
his/her path after yielding the right of
way to the first vehicle.
3
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Emergency vehicle drivers shall not overtake
or pass other responding emergency vehicles.
Emergency vehicles shall be driven on the
right hand side of the center line of roadways
except when passing. This also applies when
there is a median strip in the center of the
road. Drivers shall not travel on the left side
of the median strip or center dividing line
unless necessary due to congested traffic. At
no time shall the vehicle’s speed exceed 20
miles per hour.
When overtaking and passing motorists,
emergency vehicle drivers shall pass on the
motorists' left side except when the motorists
have stopped at an intersection making a left
turn, or when the motorists have pulled to the
extreme left of the roadway and indicated by
their actions that they are aware of the
emergency vehicle's presence. Drivers may
then pass on the motorists' right side, but shall
exercise extreme caution.
Emergency vehicle drivers may travel against
traffic on one-way streets and lanes only
when the emergency is in that section of that
street or lane, not as a means of taking a
shorter route. Whenever it is necessary to
travel the wrong way on a one-way
thoroughfare, they shall reduce the speed of
the vehicle to negotiate a full stop to avoid a
collision and proceed with extreme caution.
At no time during this shall the vehicle’s
speed exceed 20 miles per hour.
The use of audible and visual emergency
warning signals shall not be permitted on a
moving emergency vehicle while involved in
non-emergency activity.
Emergency vehicle drivers shall not proceed
across a railroad crossing if the warning
devices are operating or the gates are lowered
unless the OIC dismounts from the vehicle,
DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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checks to see that a train is not approaching,
crosses the tracks, and signals that it is safe
for the vehicle to cross. The OIC shall not reenter the vehicle until it is completely across
the tracks.
Emergency vehicle drivers shall stop for all
school buses displaying flashing lights, and
shall proceed only after the driver of the
school bus signals that it is safe to do so and
all flashing lights are turned off.
When approaching the scene of any
emergency, emergency vehicle drivers shall
slow down well in advance so as not to
endanger personnel and equipment already on
the scene as well as citizen spectators.
Apparatus shall be parked in accordance with
the officer’s instructions. Every attempt shall
be made to avoid blocking roadways so as not
to impede other apparatus.
When laying out, the unit OIC shall make
verbal and visual contact with the layout
crewmember. The officer is responsible for
ensuring that the vehicle can safely proceed
to the emergency.
Apparatus shall be utilized as a barrier from
oncoming traffic whenever possible. When
acting as a barrier, apparatus warning lights
shall remain on, and at least three (3)
fluorescent and retro-reflective warning
devices such as traffic cones, illuminated
warning devices such as highway flares, or
other appropriate warning devices shall be
used to warn oncoming traffic of the
emergency operations and the hazards to
personnel operating at the incident.
4.

Administration

The Fire/EMS Department will participate in
the Maryland Motor Vehicle Administration
(MVA) Driver's License Flag Program to
keep track of the driving activity of all career
4
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employees and volunteer members. This
program notes any positive and negative
actions applicable to an individual's driver’s
license, such as the accumulation of moving
violation points, suspended and/or revoked
licenses.
•
The Risk Management office (RMO) will
maintain a complete record of the driving
status of all employees and members by
receiving regular activity reports from the
Maryland MVA. Drivers residing out-ofstate shall present a certified copy of their
driving record annually to RMO. The
Maryland MVA point system will be used for
all violations. Points will be cleared after two
(2) years.
Administrative Procedure 610, issued by the
Chief Administrative Officer, establishes the
following point standards:
•

•

•
Career and volunteer members who
have accumulated four (4) points shall
receive a letter from RMO advising
them of their driving record and be
counseled by their career
supervisor/volunteer chief. The career
supervisor/volunteer chief shall be
required to complete a counseling
form (Attachment #1) and return it to
RMO. The appropriate Lieutenant
Colonel, Major, and Volunteer Chief
shall also be notified.
Career and volunteer members who
have accumulated six (6) or more
points shall receive a letter from RMO
advising them of their driving record
and shall not be permitted to drive any
Fire/EMS Department vehicle until
the points return to four (4) or less.
The career supervisor/volunteer chief
shall be required to complete a
counseling form with the
employee/member and return it to
RMO. Employees/members shall also
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•

•

5.

be required to attend a Driver
Improvement Course recognized by
the Prince George’s County Fire/EMS
Department. The appropriate
Lieutenant Colonel, Major, and
Volunteer Chief shall also be notified.
Career and volunteer members, who
have eight (8) or more points, or a
suspended/revoked license, shall not
be permitted to drive/operate any
Fire/EMS Department vehicle. They
shall receive a counseling form
through their supervisor/volunteer
chief and must attend a complete
Fire/EMS Department or equivalent
Emergency Vehicle Operator’s
Course (EVOC). The loss of driving
privileges may result in additional
Departmental action due to the
inability of the employee/member to
perform his/her job requirements.
Career employees shall be placed on
their own leave. After thirty (30)
days, if they fail to regain a valid
license, career employees are subject
to dismissal and volunteer members
can be permanently removed from
driving operations.
If an employee or member fails to
notify the Fire/EMS Department about
a suspension/revocation, they shall be
subject to disciplinary action up to and
including dismissal. The appropriate
Lieutenant Colonel, Major, and
Volunteer Chief shall also be notified.
Career employees and volunteer
members who have had their license
reinstated shall receive a letter from
RMO advising them of their reinstated
driving license. The appropriate
Lieutenant Colonel, Major, and
Volunteer Chief shall also be notified.
Responsibilities

5
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All career and volunteer drivers shall be
responsible to drive with due regard for the
safety of all persons.
All career and volunteer members that drive
Fire/EMS vehicles shall be required to
comply with this General Order.
All career and volunteer supervisors are
responsible to ensure that all career and
volunteer members under their supervision
are aware of and comply with the provisions
of this General Order.
The County Fire Chief, or his designee, shall
be responsible for providing authorization to
all career and volunteer members to drive
vehicles owned/ operated/ insured or
maintained by or under the authority of
Prince George’s County Government.
REFERENCES
N/A
FORMS/ATTACHMENTS
N/A
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Division 08

Health and Safety

Chapter 05 – Vehicle Accident and Loss Damage Reporting
January 2010

POLICY

•

This General Order shall establish procedures
for reporting, documenting, and investigating
accidents involving Fire/EMS Department
vehicles, or the loss of property regardless of
ownership and/or insurance coverage.

•
•
•

DEFINITIONS
Departmental Vehicle Accident - Any
incident, which involves damage/injury or
loss to, or as a result of any vehicle operating,
maintained, fueled, and/or insured under the
auspices of the Prince George’s County
Fire/EMS Department.

PROCEDURES
1.

All Departmental Vehicle Accidents
•

When a vehicle accident occurs, the
driver or officer shall immediately
notify Public Safety Communications
(PSC). PSC will immediately notify
the Fire/Emergency Medical
Services(EMS) Call Center which
shall be responsible for notifying the
Duty Chief, corresponding Battalion
Officer, appropriate Volunteer
Officers, Safety Officer and EMS 1.

•

The County/appropriate police
department shall investigate all
accidents involving Fire/EMS
Department vehicles.

•

The vehicle will not be moved from
the point of impact unless lives are
being endangered by the vehicle
remaining at the point of impact,
and/or, ordered by the police
department.

•

The driver of the vehicle shall
complete and sign the following
reports immediately following the

Major Departmental Vehicle Accident
Any Departmental Vehicle Accident that had
one or more of the following:
1)
2)

3)

A fatality or serious injury has occurred
(member or civilian).
Damage to the Department’s vehicle
exceeds one-third the value of the
vehicle or $10,000.
Is determined by the Duty Chief to be
unusual or unique in nature, warranting
special attention.

Critical Accident Support and Hindsight
(CRASH) Team - A designated team of
individuals, appointed by the Fire Chief, to
provide on-scene support and gather
information to investigate the cause and
circumstances of a situation, which results in
a major departmental vehicle accident. The
Crash Team is comprised of:
-

•

Departmental Safety Officer
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(chairperson) or designee.
Emergency Operations Command
Major or designee.
Emergency Medical Service (EMS)
Supervisor (or on-duty EMS officer).
Apparatus Maintenance Manager or
designee.
Other individuals assigned by the Fire
Chief with special qualifications.

1
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incident (unless incapacitated) and
forward them to his/her supervisor
within 24 hours.
¾ Vehicle Accident Report (PGC Form
#555)
¾ Notice of Loss or Damage Report
(PGC Form #556)
¾ Accident Review and/or Theft Report
(PGC Form #2842
¾ A detailed narrative describing all
pertinent aspects of the accident.
•

Crew/Passengers (each and every
person on board the vehicle at the
time of the accident) will prepare a
statement regarding the accident.

¾ The statement is to be in the form of
an Inter-Office Memorandum, and
headed “Confidential in Anticipation
of Litigation.”
¾ The memorandum is to be addressed
to the Associate County Attorney, and
start “In response to your request, (I
am giving the following statement
regarding...”
¾ All statements must be signed, dated,
and submitted to Risk Management
Office (OSH) within 48 hours. Said
statements shall normally be
submitted with the other components
of the Vehicle Accident Report.
•

The supervisor, at the time of the
accident, or the next higher level of
command not involved in the accident
shall be responsible to:

¾ Notify the Operations Center and
provide relative information for Flash
Report to be emailed for notifications.
¾ Investigate the accident and complete
a Supervisor’s Accident Investigation
and Report for Vehicles (PGC Form
#1385).
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¾ Provide a narrative of any additional
facts regarding the incident.
¾ Review the Driver’s Accident Report.
¾ Complete additional Vehicle Accident
Information Report (PGC Form
#3030).
¾ Complete a Notice of Loss or Damage
Report (PGC Form #556) to include
all Fire/EMS Department property
damaged as a result of the accident.
¾ Complete an accident Review and/or
theft Report (PGC Form #2842),
providing as much detail as possible.
¾ Submit all the reports and any pictures
to the Risk Management Office.
(RMO) via the chain-of-command
within two business days/48 hours.
¾ Obtain copies or case numbers of the
Police Department’s investigation
report.
Note:
In the event the driver or officer of
the Fire/EMS Department vehicle involved is
unable to complete any of the reports because
of injury, the next level supervisor or officerin-charge will complete the reports. An
explanation of why the driver(s) or officer
was unable to complete the report should be
noted.
•

All the reports, diagrams, pictures,
etc. shall be submitted to the Risk
Management Office via the chain-ofcommand within two business days/48
hours.

•

Apparatus Maintenance is to be
contacted for instructions and
procedures concerning body damage
repairs.

•

The Risk Management Office will
review and forward the completed
reports to the appropriate insurance
carrier and Apparatus Maintenance.
The appropriate Battalion Officer
2
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shall review reports prior to
submission to Risk Management.
•

•

2.

Any person directed to appear before
a court or Non-Departmental hearing
relating to a Departmental accident
shall notify the Office of the Fire
Chief, in writing, prior to the hearing
date. The notice shall contain date,
time, and location of the hearing, as
well as a brief overview of the
incident.
The driver, supervisor and crew shall
cooperate with all aspects of the
departmental investigation.
Major Departmental Vehicle
Accidents

•

All procedures outlined in Section 1,
“All Departmental Vehicle Accidents”
shall be followed.

•

Immediate notifications shall be made
to the CRASH Team members.

•

Immediate notifications shall be made
to the driver’s or officer’s supervisor.
(If the immediate supervisor is
involved, the next level of supervisor
shall be notified). The supervisor shall
participate in the investigation so that
he/she has first hand knowledge of the
incident to complete the report (s).

•

All departmental vehicles involved in
a major accident, regardless of
ownership or insurance, shall remain
out- of- service and either be driven or
towed to Apparatus Maintenance for
post accident investigation and
documentation. All equipment shall
remain on the vehicle until released by
Apparatus Maintenance.
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•

Apparatus Maintenance shall
complete a standard series of Post
Accident Tasks to determine the
mechanical condition and physical
characteristics of the vehicle prior to
the crash. This shall include
inspection and documentation of any
component, which may have been a
contributing factor to the accident and
review maintenance history.

3. Post Accident Testing
• Supervisors shall arrange for post
accident testing in accordance with
the guidelines established in 08-20
(Substance Abuse Policy).
4. Property Loss or Damage
•

Any Fire/EMS Department property
that is lost, damaged, or stolen shall
be reported via the chain-of-command
to the Risk Management Office within
48 hours.

•

The following forms will be used:
¾ A Notice of Loss or Damage
Report (PGC Form #556).
¾ An Accident Review and/or Theft
Report (PGC Form #2842),
providing as much detail as
possible.
¾ If the property is stolen, a police
report is required.
¾ The Risk Management Office will
forward the completed forms to
the appropriate agencies/offices.
¾ The supervisor shall follow-up
with the appropriate disciplinary
action as it relates to theft,
malicious destruction, misuse, loss
or unauthorized use of Fire/EMS
Department Property.
3
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5. Vehicle Accident Review Board
•

•

The Vehicle Accident Review Board
shall meet for the purpose of
investigating the circumstances
surrounding a Fire/EMS Department
vehicular accident causing a fatality,
serious injury, or excess vehicle
damage. The Board will also make
recommendations for preventing
similar accidents.
The Members of the Board shall be:

¾ Major, Risk Management Office
(Chairperson).
¾ Operational Safety Officer.
¾ Manager, Apparatus Maintenance.
¾ Representative, Volunteer Chiefs
Council.
¾ Representative, Volunteer Fire
Commission.
¾ Representative, Volunteer Fire &
Rescue Association.
¾ Representative, International
Association of Fire Fighters Local
1619.
¾ Major, Emergency Operations
Command.
¾ Other individuals assigned by the Fire
Chief with special qualifications.
•

The Vehicle Accident Review Board
shall meet when:

¾ Fatality or serious injury has occurred.
¾ Damage that exceeds one-third the
value of the vehicle; or $10,000.
¾ There is a question of, or discrepancy
in the preventability of the accident.
¾ At the direction of the Fire Chief.
•

¾ Testimony of driver and witness
accounts of the accident as required.
¾ A determination of whether the
accident was “preventable.”
¾ Any recommended corrective action
or procedures.
¾ These reports must be completed
within 45 days of the accident.
Members shall be required to comply with
any corrective actions approved by the Fire
Chief based on the recommendation of the
Vehicle Accident Review Board.
6. Compliance
•

•

•

•

•

The Board shall forward a report to
the Fire Chief containing:

¾ All required accident reports.
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•

It is unlawful for any employee or
member to make a false statement in
connection with any of the matters
covered by this General Order.
If an employee or member makes a
false statement in connection with any
of the enumerated provisions, the
employee or member shall be
subjected to disciplinary action up to
and including immediate dismissal.
A false statement in connection with
any of the matters covered by this
General Order shall amount to the
falsification of County reports or
documents under Section 16193(c)(1)(A)(iv) of the Prince
George’s County Code.
Vehicle Accident Review Board
hearing attendance shall be required
by all personnel, when directed to
participate.
Failure to assist in any part of the
investigation, Accident Review Board
and/or any follow-up reporting shall
subject the employee/member to
immediate operational removal and
disciplinary action up to and
including immediate dismissal,
Leaving the scene of a vehicle
accident, failure to report a vehicle
4
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accident or damage shall subject the
employee/member to immediate
operational removal and disciplinary
action up to and including immediate
dismissal.
REFERENCES
General Order 08-20 Substance Abuse Policy
FORMS/ATTACHMENTS
P.G.C. Form #1385
P.G.C. Form #556
P.G.C. Form #2842
P.G.C. Form #3030
On-Scene Tasks and Responsibilities Chart
Inter-Office Memorandum Office of Law,
Associate County Attorney
Instructions for Completing Vehicle Accident
Reports
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PRINCE GEORGE’S COUNTY
SUPERVISOR’S ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION & REPORT FOR VEHICLES
EMPLOYEE

SOCIAL SECURITY NO.

OCCUPATION

AGE

ORGANIZATION

EMPLOYMENT (IN YEARS)

SUB-ACTIVITY

FUNCTIONAL AREA

VEHICLE #

UNIT TYPE

ROAD CONDITION

WEATHER CONDITION

DATE OF ACCIDENT
VEHICLE RESPONSE

ODOMETER READING

TIME OF DAY
EMERGENCY

LIGHT CONDITION
EMP. PHYSICAL COND.

NON-EMERGENCY

POLICE CCN

LOCATION DESCRIPTION
ACCIDENT DESCRIPTION

VEHICLE ACTION
OTHER VEHICLE ACTION
IMMEDIATE CAUSE

CONTRIBUTING FACTORS

WAS THIS ACCIDENT PREVENTABLE BY COUNTY EMPLOYEE?
CORRECTIVE ACTION RECOMMENDED
CORRECTIVE ACTION TAKEN? – DATE
DAMAGE TO COUNTY VEHICLE (SPECIFY)
TAKEN FOR ESTIMATES OF DAMAGE?
DATE & TIME INCIDENT REPORTED BY EMPLOYEE
DATE OF INVESTIGATION
SIGNED (SUPERVISOR OR INVESTIGATOR)
PGC #1385 Rev 8/79

YES

NO

SUB-ACTIVITY REVIEW AND APPRAISAL
1.

IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT WAS THE IMMEDIATE CAUSE OF THIS ACCIDENT?

2.

IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT WERE THE CONTRIBUTING FACTORS?

3.

WHAT ARE YOUR RECOMMENDATIONS?

4.

HAVE THEY BEEN IMPLEMENTED?
IF ‘NO’ EXPLAIN:

SIGNED

YES

NO

DATE
(Sub-Activity Reviewing Authority)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
ORGANIZATION REVIEW AND ASSIGNMENT OF CODES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

ORGANIZATION/SUB-ACTIVITY/FUNCTIONAL AREA
AGE
OCCUPATION
EXPERIENCE
DRIVER CLASS.
UNIT TYPE
ACCIDENT LOCATION
WEATHER CONDITION
ROAD CONDITION
LIGHT CONDITION
DRIVER CONDITION
IMMEDIATE CAUSE
CONTR. FACTOR
ACCIDENT TYPE
PREVENTABILITY

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

VEHICLE AGE
VEHICLE RESPONSE
VEHICLE ACTION
OTHER VEHICLE ACTION
DEFENSIVE D.C.

SIGNED

DATE
(Organization Review Authority)

_________________________________________
FOR SAFETY OFFICE USE ONLY
CASE NUMBER
MOSHA LOG ENTRY?

YES

NO

PRINCE GEORGE’S COUNTY GOVERNMENT
NOTICE OF LOSS OR DAMAGE REPORT
DEPARTMENT
CODE NO.
DO NOT WRITE IN THIS SPACE

DATE OF LOSS OR DAMAGE

PROPERTY AFFECTED

ESTIMATE OF LOSS
FILE NO.

$

BUILDING OR STRUCTURE

DATE RECORDED

$

MOTOR VEHICLE

COVERAGE PERIOD
Adjust

$

OTHER PROPERTY
TYPE OF LOSS
FIRE, WINDSTORM, OR OTHER
ACCIDENT OR COLLISION
THEFT

CAUSE OF LOSS OR DAMAGE (Attach Supporting Information)

DATE

SIGNED

TITLE
DO NOT WRITE – INFORMATION NOTES

FORWARD IN DUPLICATE TO:
SAFETY AND INSURANCE MANAGEMENT DIVISION
Room 5000, County Administration Building
PGC #556 Rev. 8/78

Subrogate

ACTION TAKEN
DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY AFFECTED

None

ACCIDENT REVIEW AND/OR THEFT REPORT

(It is important that you provide as much detail as possible for each item listed below. Use a
separate sheet if necessary)
1.

PERSONNEL INVOLVED/VEHICLE OR ITEM INVOLVED:

2.

WERE PERSONNEL TRAINED AND AUTHORIZED TO OPERATE
EQUIPMENT?

3.

CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING ACCIDENT OR THEFT:

4.

ACTION TAKEN TO DETERMINE EMPLOYEE NEGLIGENCE, IF ANY:

5.

DISCIPLINARY ACTION TAKEN? (YES OR NO, AND EXPLAIN BELOW)

6.

EFFORTS TAKEN TO PREVENT RECURRENCE:

7.

COPY OF POLICE REPORT SUBMITTED? (YES OR NO AND EXPLAIN BELOW)

8.

WERE SAFETY BELTS AND/OR SAFETY BAR USED? (YES OR NO)

P.G.C. FORM #2842 (6/02)

ADDITIONAL VEHICLE ACCIDENT INFORMATION
(TO BE COMPLETED BY SUPERVISOR)

1.

NAME OF DRIVER:

2.

STATUS OF DRIVER:

3.

DATE OF THE VEHICLE ACCIDENT:

4.

DRIVER’S LICENSE/PERMIT NUMBER:

5.

VEHICLE NUMBER:

6.

RADIO I.D. NUMBER (A-99, E-99, T-99, ETC.)

7.

ESTMATED DAMAGE:

CAREER

CIVILIAN

A.

FIRE/EMS DEPARTMENT VEHICLE:

B.

FIRE/EMS DEPARTMENT PROPERTY:

C.

OTHER VEHICLE(S):

D.

OTHER PROPERTY:

PGC FORM #0303 (6/02)

VOLUNTEER

On-Scene Tasks and Responsibilities
Accident
X

Major
Accident
X

X

X

Photograph Acc. Scene &
Vehicles

Duty Chief

Apparatus Maintenance
Manager
Dept. Safety Officer

X

Contact Concentra

Duty Chief

On Duty Batt. Chief

X

Take Driver to Concentra

Duty Chief

On Duty Batt. Chief

X

Detailed Drawing of Accident
Scene

Duty Chief

On Duty Batt. Chief

X

Duty Officer

Dept. Safety Officer

X

Statements from Fire
Department Personnel in
Vehicle
Statements from Witnesses

Duty Chief

Dept. Safety Officer

X

Accident Report

X

X
X

X

Task
Download Drive Cam

Primary
Responsibility
Duty Chief

Secondary Responsibility

Drivers Supervisor

X

Supervisor Report

Driver
Drivers Supervisor

x

Tow Truck Notification

Fire/EMS Call Center

X

Tow Truck Coordination

X

Pull Daily, Weekly & Monthly
Inspection Forms For past
month from the station

Apparatus
Maintenance Manager
Battalion Chief

X

Compile all reports, pictures
and documentation, and
forward to Risk Management
within 48 hours

Driver’s Supervisor

Battalion Chief
Apparatus Maintenance
Manager
Duty Chief
EOC Major

Battalion Chief

INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM
PRINCE GEORGE'S COUNTY, MARYLAND

December 1, 2009

TO:

Associate County Attorney

FROM:
RE:
In response to your request, I am giving the following statement
regarding …

CONFIDENTIAL

PRINCE GEORGE’S COUNTY GOVERNMENT

VEHICLE ACCIDENT REPORT
IMPORTANT:

INSURED

TIME &
PLACE

ALL ACCIDENTS MUST BE REPORTED TO THE COUNTY POLICE IMMEDIATELY

Name

Phone

Prince George’s County

952-3562

Address

Room 5000, County Administration Building
Upper Marlboro, Maryland 20870
DATE & TIME OF LOSS OR ACCIDENT

YEAR

MAKE

ACCIDENT LOCATION

MODEL

SERIAL NO.

MODEL NO.

OWNER OF INSURED VEHICLE

LICENSE NO.

OTHER INSURANCE

PRINCE GEORGE’S COUNTY
NAME OF DRIVER

INSURED
AUTOMOBILE
(No. 1)

AGE

WAS USE WITH THE KNOWLEDGE AND PERMISSION
OF INSURED?

PHONE

DESCRIBE PURPUSE OF USE

WHERE MAY AUTO BE SEEN (ADDRESS)

ESTIMATED COST OF REPAIRS

SPECIFY DAMAGE
HAVE POLICE BEEN NOTIFIED?

POLICE OFFICER’S NAME, CASE NUMBER & DATE

OWNER
YEAR

DAMAGE TO
PROPERTY OF
OTHERS*
(No. 2)

ADDRESS
MAKE

SERIAL NO.

OTHER DRIVER

MOTOR NO.

ADDRESS

LIST DAMAGE
WAS OTHER
INSURED?

DAMAGE TO
PROPERTY OF
OTHERS
(Cont.d)
(No. 3)

MODEL

PHONE
LICENSE NO. & STATE
PHONE
ESTIMATED COST OF REPAIRS

CAR

NAME OF COMPANY & POLICY NO.

OWNER

ADDRESS

PHONE

OTHER DRIVER

ADDRESS

PHONE

LIST DAMAGE

ESTIMATED COST OF REPAIRS

IF AUTOMOBILE, MAKE & YEAR

LICENSE NO. & STATE

WAS OTHER CAR INSURED?

NAME OF COMPANY & POLICY NO.
PASSENGER

AME

PERSONS
INJURED*

P.G. 555 Rev.

8/79

ADDRESS

AGE

INSURED’S OTHER
CAR
CAR
(CHECK ONE)

PEDESTRIAN

EXTENT OF INJURIES

PASSENGER
NAME

PERSONS
INJURED*

ADDRESS

AGE

INSURED’S OTHER
CAR
CAR
(CHECK ONE)

PEDESTRIAN

EXTENT OF INJURIES

DESCRIPTION
OF
ACCIDENT*
WITNESSES
(Show Bystander,Ins.
Car,Other
Car,etc.)

NOTE: Forward this completed form to your supervisor
within 2 days of the accident. Obtain estimates
for repair within 2 weeks of the accident.

__________________________
Signature of Driver
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Division 08

Health and Safety

Chapter 06 – Employee & Volunteer Assistance Programs
January 2010

•
•
•

POLICY
This General Order shall communicate the
policies and procedures for operation and
utilization of the Employee and Volunteer
Assistance Programs.

•
•
•
•
•
•

The Prince George’s County Fire Department
recognizes that unresolved personal problems
have a negative impact on the individual, as
well as create potential for decline in work
attendance, job performance, and safety.
Because our employees and volunteers are
entrusted with the responsibility to protect the
lives and property of the citizens of Prince
George’s County, it is of paramount
importance that personnel obtain assistance
for any problem that has the potential to
interfere with our fire department services.
Furthermore, the Fire Department
acknowledges that alcoholism, like drug
addiction, is a disease that can respond well
to early intervention and treatment. In an
effort to strive toward the goal of a drug free
work force, personnel are encouraged to seek
help to remedy substance use and abuse.
Therefore, the Prince George’s County Fire
Department has established the Employee and
Volunteer Assistance Programs (EAP and
VAP) to provide confidential help in the
following problem areas:
•
•
•

Substance abuse/Alcoholism &
Alcohol Abuse/DWI/DUI
Co- Dependency and Adult Children
of Alcoholic Issues
Marital Problems

DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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Domestic Violence
Family Problems
Emotional and/or Psychological
Problems
Weight control
Life & Work Stress
Critical Incident Stress
Legal Problems
Financial Difficulties
Sleep Disorders
DEFINITIONS

N/A
PROCEDURES
1.

General Provisions

The EAP is available to all employees, both
uniform and civilian, as well as their
immediate family members. Also eligible for
the EAP are retirees of the Prince George’s
County Fire Department. In addition, VAP is
available to all volunteer members, as well as
their immediate family members. Both career
and volunteer personnel may utilize the
assistance programs without fear of reprisal
and without jeopardizing job/membership
security or promotional opportunities.
Confidentiality
The Prince George’s County Fire
Department, as well as Local 1619 of
International Association of Fire fighters and
the Volunteer Fire and Rescue Association,
recognize that strict confidentiality policies
for both the EAP and VAP will enhance
1
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program utilization. Furthermore, all records
of the EAP and VAP shall be kept in
accordance with applicable local, state, and
federal laws. All clients entering the EAP and
VAP shall receive written and verbal
appraisal of the confidentiality policy and will
sign documentation that all policies have been
explained by the counselor and understood by
the client. All information revealed by the
client will remain completely confidential
within the EAP and/or VAP, with the
exception of any of the following:
•

•
•
•

•
•

2.

The client reveals information about
child abuse or neglect that is required
by law to be released to appropriate
child protective services.
The client gives WRITTEN
authorization for release of
information.
The EAP/VAP receive Judicial Orders
to release specific information for a
court proceeding.
The client is unfit for duty and the
client must be removed from service
in a
confidential manner in order to
protect the client from working while
he/she is a clear and present danger to
himself/herself or others.
The client is in the state of a bona fide
medical emergency and needs medical
attention.
The client commits or threatens to
commit a crime on the property of the
program or against program
employees.

improve programming and outreach to the
volunteer population; however, individual
cases are never discussed.
In addition to Advisory Board guidance, the
EAP/VAP receives feedback from clients
participating in the programs. Clients will be
requested to fill out an anonymous evaluation
form for the purpose of measuring client
satisfaction and encouraging participants to
give suggestions to improve operations and
services.
3.

Program Operation Components

Confidential clinical services provided by the
EAP and VAP shall include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Educational Services by the EAP and VAP
shall include:
•

Program Leadership/Evaluation

Since its inception, the EAP has been the
result of a combined effort between the
Prince George’s County Fire Department and
the Volunteer Fire and Rescue Association. A
VAP Advisory Board consisting of
representatives of the Department, the
volunteers, and the VAP staff, work to
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Crisis intervention
Problem assessment
Assistance with accessing insurance
benefits
Short-term counseling
Referral to long-term therapy or
residential treatment as needed
Follow-up after treatment
Back to work conferences after longterm sick leave utilization
Critical Incident Stress Debriefings
Workplace stress/anger management
Mental health assessments.

•
•
•

Written and/or instructional outreach
to all new employees/volunteer
members
Annual in-service training for
supervisors on the utilization of the
EAP and VAP
Individual supervisor consultation
concerning utilization of the EAP and
VAP
Drug Prevention and Awareness
Seminars, as requested
2
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•
•

Critical Incident Stress Prevention and
Awareness Seminars, as requested
Stress Management, Positive Mental
Health, and Wellness Awareness
Seminars, as requested

meeting each other in the waiting room of the
EAP and VAP.
5.

Types of Referrals

Self-referral
4.

Accessing the Programs

Phone Access
Both the EAP and VAP shall maintain 24hour phone availability personnel, in case the
need arises for crises care.
The EAP phone number is 301-883-6270.
The VAP phone number is 301-883-6270.
Employees/volunteer members can also
reach EAP/VAP by call the Operations
Center at 301-583-2200.
In an emergency, personnel may also reach
the EAP or VAP via pager by following this
process:
•
•
•
•

Call the Public Safety
Communications at 301-499-8400.
Ask Public Safety Communications to
page the EAP or VAP.
Leave a number where an EAP/VAP
Coordinator can call you back within
20 minutes.
DO NOT leave your name.

All career/civilian employees also have the
option to utilize the County Employee
Assistance Program. You can reach the
county EAP program by calling 1-877-3340530.
Office Space
Both the EAP and VAP shall be housed at a
location away from other Fire Department
work sites. Every precaution will be taken to
schedule client appointments to avoid clients
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Prince George’s County Fire Department
personnel and their family member may
choose to seek help through the EAO and
VAP before problems accelerate to the point
of impacting on job performance, attendance,
and behavior.
Early problem recognition and intervention is
always preferable; therefore, the Fire
Department encourages personnel to
voluntarily-utilize the programs to resolve
personal problems. Employees/members who
self-refer may request off-duty appointments
for full confidentiality or arrange on-duty
appointments with the cooperation of the
supervisor. On-duty EAP appointments do
not require leave. The employee is detailed to
the EAP for his/her meeting. However, once
referred away from the program, sick leave or
annual must be used. If an employee is
attending an EAP appointment while on duty,
the supervisor may require the employee to
produce a document verifying his/her EAP
visit.
Supervisory-referral
In the case of employees and volunteers who
have documented problems in the areas of
attendance, job performance, and behavior,
the supervisor shall refer the employee or
volunteer to the appropriate assistance
program according to the following
procedure:
•

Call the EAP/VAP counselor to
discuss the reasons for supervisory
referral and set an appointment time
for the first meeting.
3
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•

•

•

•

Document the problems in attendance,
performance and behavior on the
enclosed Form (Attachment 1). Send
all documentation to the EAP/VAP.
Remember, documentation of referral
to the EAP/VAP cannot become a part
of the personnel record, PPA, or
disciplinary charges.
Confront the employee/member with
his/her attendance, performance, and
behavior problems, express concern as
needed, and then refer the
employee/member to the appropriate
assistance program. Supervisors shall
refrain from attempting to diagnose
the employee/member as a part of the
referral.
Send the employee/member to the
EAP/VAP appointment at the predesignated time. Employees should be
detailed on duty.
Upon arrival at the EAP/VAP, the
employee/member will be given an
introduction to the program and then
the counselor will obtain written
consent from the client to inform the
supervisor only of the following facts:
¾ Whether or not the
employee/member has agreed
to participate in the program
¾ Whether or not the
employee/member is attending
EAP/VAP appointments
¾ Whether or not the
employee/member will require
further time away from work
for further treatment
¾ When the employee/member
exits the program

visit. If the employee/member fails to show
up for the initial EAP/VAP appointment, the
supervisor will be notified of non-compliance
of the referral.
Supervisors are reminded that the Assistance
Programs are not substitutes for the normal
disciplinary actions. Any employee/member
that exhibits significant problems in
attendance, performance, and behavior, even
after referral to the EAP/VAP, is subject to
routine disciplinary actions.
6.

Cost

The EAP and VAP are provided as benefits to
the career and volunteer personnel. All inhouse services provided by the assistance
program are free of charge. However, any
expenses incurred in seeking subsequent
professional counseling, including in-patient
or out-patient treatment, will be the
responsibility of the employee or volunteer
member. Every effort will be made to assist
the employee/member in finding cost
effective care, while utilizing their health care
insurance coverage.
REFERENCES
N/A
FORMS/ATTACHMENTS
Attachment #1 - Referral Form

If the employee/member declines to accept
assistance, the program counselor will
document this fact and then notify the
supervisor. An employee/member who is
supervisor referred is not required to
participate in the program beyond the initial
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Attacnment I
TO:

Employee (or Volunteer) Assistance Program Coordinator

FROM:
(Name)

(Title)

(Station/Division)

Supervisory-Referral of Employee/Member

RE:

I am writing to document the supervisory-referral of
Rank
Name
_
To the EAP/VAP on this date
. The
employee/member has experienced work related problems in the areas of: (include date, times,
specifics)
Attendance:

Performance:

Behavior:

The employee/member is also involved in the following disciplinary
process:

Other supervisors involved in this referral include:

I have instructed the employee/member to contact the Employee Assistance Program at
699-2936 or the Volunteer Assistance Program at 345-0635 to set an appointment by this
date:
. The employee/member understands it is his/her responsibility to
maintain contact with the EAPNAP.

_
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Division 08

Health and Safety

Chapter 07 – Infection Control Program
January 2010

POLICY
This General Order shall outline and govern
the Infection Control Program.
While providing emergency services,
employees and members are considered at
risk for exposure to communicable diseases
during patient transports, accidents, and fires.
Most incidents involve blood and body fluid
exposure during the performance of invasive
procedures, emergency resuscitation, or the
handling of contaminated medical items.
The Prince George’s County Fire/Emergency
Medical Services (EMS) Department
recognizes its employees/members are at risk
for potential exposure to communicable
diseases during the performance of their
duties. The Infection Control Program has
been implemented to prevent
employee/member and community exposure
to communicable diseases.
This program has been developed in
accordance with the National Fire Protection
Standards 1581 - Infection Control Program
and 1500 - Occupational Safety and Health
Program and the OSHA - Blood borne
Pathogens Standard. This General Order
applies to all employees/members providing
fire, rescue, or emergency medical services.
DEFINITIONS
Airborne Isolation - Used for diseases
transmitted by airborne droplet nuclei, which
can remain suspended in air currents for
hours. Examples of diseases requiring
airborne isolation are tuberculosis, varicella,
and measles.
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Blood borne Pathogens - Pathogenic
microorganisms that are present in human
blood and can cause disease in humans.
Examples of blood borne pathogens are
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV),
Hepatitis B Virus (HBV), and Hepatitis C
Virus (HCV).
Cleaning - The physical removal of dirt and
debris. This is generally accomplished with
soap, water, and physical scrubbing.
Contaminated- The presence of, or
reasonably anticipated presence of blood,
body fluids, or other potentially infectious
materials (OPIM’s) on an item or surface.
Contact Isolation - Used for diseases
transmitted by direct patient contact or by
contact with items in the patient's
environment. Examples of diseases requiring
contact isolation are MRSA, VRE, C.
difficile, RSV, Herpes simplex virus, and
Scabies.
Disinfection - The process used to inactivate
virtually all recognized microorganisms, but
not necessarily all microbial forms such as
bacterial endospores.
Droplet Isolation - Used for diseases
transmitted by large droplets. Droplet
organisms usually fall to the floor within
three feet of the patient. Examples of diseases
requiring droplet isolation are Influenza,
Mumps, Rubella, Meningitis, and Pertussis.
Immunization - Is the process or procedure
by which a person is rendered immune to
certain vaccine preventable diseases.
Examples of vaccine preventable diseases are
1
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Measles, Mumps, Rubella (MMR), and
Varicella Zoster (chickenpox).
Infectious Occupational Exposure - A skin,
eye, mucus membrane, non-intact skin, or
parenteral contact with blood and body fluids
or other potentially infectious materials
(OPIM's) that may result from the
performance of the employees/members
duties.
Non-Infectious Exposure - Exposure to a
non-infectious substance (i.e., chemicals,
toxic gases or vapors, PCB’s, radiation, etc.)
that may result from the performance of a
Fire/EMS Department employee/member’s
duties.
Other Potentially Infectious Materials
(OPIM’s) - Any body fluid that is visibly
contaminated with blood; all body fluids in
situations where it is difficult or impossible to
differentiate between body fluids; and any
unfixed tissue or organ (other than intact
skin) from a human, living or dead.
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Specialized clothing or equipment worn for
protection against an infectious or
communicable disease hazard. Splash
resistant eyewear, cleaning gloves, and fluid
resistant clothing are examples of PPE used
for cleaning and disinfection.
Shall - Indicates a mandatory requirement.
Source Individual - Any individual, living or
dead, whose blood or body fluids, or other
potentially infectious materials (OPIM's)
could be a source of an occupational exposure
to an employee/member.
Standard Precautions - An approach to
infection control in which all human blood
and body fluids are treated as if known to be
infected with blood borne pathogens,
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including but not limited to, Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), Hepatitis B
Virus (HBV), and Hepatitis C Virus (HCV).
Therefore, appropriate personal protective
equipment (PPE) shall be worn for all
procedures/tasks where there may be a
potential or anticipated exposure to blood and
body fluids or other potentially infectious
materials (OPIM’s).
Work Practice Controls - Work practice
controls reduce the likelihood of exposure to
communicable diseases by altering the
manner in which a task is performed.
Examples of work practice controls are
prohibiting recapping of needles, utilizing the
one-handed scoop technique when recapping
needles, and hand washing.
PROCEDURES
1.

Work Practice/Engineering Controls

Standard Precautions (formerly Universal
Precautions)
An approach to infection control in which all
human blood and body fluids are treated as if
known to be infectious with blood borne
pathogens, including but not limited to,
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV),
Hepatitis B Virus (HBV), and Hepatitis C
Virus (HCV). Therefore, appropriate personal
protective equipment (PPE) shall be worn for
all procedures/tasks where there may be a
potential or anticipated exposure to blood and
body fluids or other potentially infectious
materials (OPIM’s).
Hand Washing
Hands shall be washed before and after direct
patient care and after touching blood and
body fluids or other potentially infectious
materials (OPIM’s). Hands shall be washed
before eating, drinking, applying cosmetics,
2
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and changing contact lenses, and after using
the lavatory facilities. Hands shall be washed
immediately or as soon as feasible after
removal of gloves or other personal protective
equipment (PPE).
Foamed alcohol hand degermer or
antibacterial towelettes shall be used when
hand-washing facilities are not readily
available. When towelettes or alcohol foam
degermer are used, cleanse hands for 60
seconds and wash hands with soap and
running water as soon as possible.
REMEMBER HAND WASHING IS THE
MOST EFFECTIVE MEANS TO PREVENT
THE SPREAD OF INFECTION. WEARING
GLOVES DOES NOT MEAN YOU DON’T
HAVE TO WASH YOUR HANDS!
Food and Specimens
Eating, drinking, smoking, applying
cosmetics or lip balm, chewing gum and
handling contact lenses is prohibited in areas
where there is a risk of occupational exposure
to blood and body fluids or other potentially
infectious materials (OPIM’s). Examples
include emergency response vehicles and
equipment disinfection areas. Storage of food
and drinks are prohibited in places where
blood and body fluids or other potentially
infectious materials (OPIM’s) are kept.

potentially infectious materials (OPIM’s)
from skin and/or clothing must be done as
soon as possible.
Work uniform contaminated with blood and
body fluids or other potentially infectious
materials (OPIM's) must be removed as soon
as possible for more thorough cleaning.
Clothing soiled with body fluids must be
placed in a clear plastic bag until
washed/laundered at the station. If
disinfection is not feasible, place the work
uniform into a red bag for disposal at the
nearest hospital.
Employee/member should complete an
Infection Control Exposure Report to track
gear contamination and/or disposal.
Loss/Damage Reports should be completed
and forwarded with a Clothing Request Form
to Logistics & Support Services for
replacement of contaminated work uniforms.
DO NOT SEND CONTAMINATED PPE
OR WORK UNIFORMS TO LOGISTICS
AND SUPPORT SERVICES.
Needleless Systems, Needle Devices, NonNeedle Sharps and Sharps Disposal
Needleless systems must be used for:
•

Equipment and Clothing
•
All specimens of blood and body fluids or
other potentially infectious materials
(OPIM’s) must be contained in leak-proof
containers or biohazardous plastic bags
during handling and transport. Equipment that
may become contaminated shall be inspected
for blood and body fluids or other potentially
infectious materials (OPIM’s) on a regular
basis and decontaminated as necessary.
Removal of blood and body fluids or other
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•

•

Withdrawal of body fluids after initial
venous or arterial access is established
Administration of medications or
fluids
Any other procedure involving the
potential for an exposure incident for
which a needleless system is available
as an alternative for the use of needle
devices
In certain instances when needleless
systems are not used, needle devices
with engineered sharps injury
protection must be used for:
3
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¾ Withdrawal of body fluids
¾ Accessing a vein or artery
¾ Administration of medications
or fluids
¾ Any other procedure involving
the potential for an exposure
incident for which a needle
device with engineered sharps
injury protection is available
Non-needle sharps must include sharps injury
protection. Note the only exceptions to the
above requirements are, if:
•

The engineering control is not available
in the marketplace
• In a rare situation, the licensed health
care professional directly involved in a
patient’s care determines, in the
reasonable exercise of clinical judgment,
that use of the engineering control will
jeopardize the patient’s safety or the
success of a medical procedure involving
the patient. Such a determination must be
documented in the patient’s medical
record
• After extensive evaluation the Safety
Committee determines that the available
engineering control(s) is not more
effective in preventing exposure incidents
than alternative mechanisms (e.g., work
practices)
• The engineering control does not have
reasonably specific and reliable
information on its safety performance
and is being evaluated to determine such
efficacy
NOTE: Staff Education for Sharps Safety
Products
Education regarding the use of all engineering
controls such as sharps safety devices is
provided prior to implementation of such
devices and as needed to assure appropriate
and successful use of all engineering controls.
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Sharps Disposal
Never attempt to re-sheath, break, bend, or
otherwise manipulate contaminated needles
or sharps. Immediately after use,
needles/sharps must be placed in a puncture
resistant, leak proof container with colorcoded red biohazard symbol. The sharps
container must be kept upright at all times.
These containers are commonly referred to as
sharps boxes and kept on all ambulances,
medic units, and at the hospital. This
container, when two-thirds (2/3) full, shall be
left at the hospital for proper disposal.
DO NOT OVERFILL SHARPS
CONTAINERS AND NEVER PUT USED
NEEDLES IN THE TRASH.
Contaminated needles and other contaminated
sharps must not be recapped or removed from
devices.
EXCEPTION: Contaminated sharps may be
bent, recapped or removed from devices if:
•
•

The procedure is performed using a
mechanical device or a one-handed
technique, AND
It can be demonstrated that no
alternative is feasible or such action is
required by a specific medical
procedure

NOTE: One-handed recapping is
accomplished by placing the needle cap on a
horizontal, firm surface and placing the needle
into the cap, lifting the capped needle vertically
and then securing the cap to the needle. TWOHANDED RECAPPING IS STRICTLY
FORBIDDEN.
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
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PPE shall be worn for any task or procedure
in which direct contact with blood or body
fluids or other potentially infectious materials
(OPIM’s) of the patient is anticipated.
Examples of PPE are gloves, masks, and eye
protection (goggles). (See TABLE 2.)

likely, to prevent mucous membrane exposure
of the eyes, nose, and mouth.

PPE shall be removed promptly after use,
before touching non- contaminated items or
surfaces, before caring for another patient,
and before leaving the work area/scene.

2.

Disposable exam gloves must be worn
whenever exposure to blood and body fluids
or other potentially infectious materials
(OPIM’s) is likely. These gloves may be
worn under turnout gloves when extrication is
necessary. The turnout gloves can then be
quickly removed, leaving the examination
gloves for intricate patient care procedures.
Radios, stretchers or equipment that is
touched or handled while wearing gloves
contaminated or soiled with blood or body
fluids or other potentially infectious materials
(OPIM’s) must also be considered
contaminated until disinfected.
Heavy gauge (reusable gloves) can be used
when cleaning the unit or equipment. These
gloves should be washed in the same manner
as hands are washed, but both inside and out.
These gloves should be discarded if they
become cracked, torn, punctured, or
otherwise show signs of deterioration.
Gloves shall be worn when an open wound is
known to exist on your hands. Open wounds
or rashes must be covered with a waterproof
dressing (for example, tegaderm) prior to
providing direct patient care.
Mask and eye protection (goggles, helmet,
visor or glasses) shall be worn when
splashing of blood and body fluids or other
potentially infectious materials (OPIM’s) is
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ALWAYS WASH HANDS AFTER
REMOVING GLOVES OR OTHER
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT!
Isolation/Communicable Diseases

Isolation precautions shall be used in addition
to Standard Precautions for
suspected/confirmed communicable
diseases/conditions. Isolation precautions are
based on the route of transmission of the
disease/condition. Airborne, Droplet and
Contact are the three isolation categories that
are currently recognized by the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).
3.

Vaccination and Immunization
Practices

Hepatitis B Vaccine (HBV)
The Hepatitis B vaccine is recommended for
all employees/members with anticipated
occupational exposure to blood and body
fluids or other potentially infectious materials
(OPIM’s). Exceptions are employees/
members who have received the complete
vaccine series, have antibody testing that
indicates immunity, or have a medical
contraindication for the vaccine.
The Hepatitis B vaccine is offered at no cost,
within ten working days of initial assignment,
during education and training sessions and
annually. The Hepatitis B vaccine is
administered as a series of three (3) injections
at 0, 1 and 5-month intervals.
Employees/ Members who accept or refuse
the Hepatitis B vaccine must sign a consent or
declination statement (waiver). The
declination statement (waiver) can be
rescinded at any time and the Hepatitis B
vaccine shall be provided at no cost to the
employee/member. Compliance with the
5
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vaccine schedule is the employee/member’s
responsibility.

leave to be paid for mandatory time off from
the 10th - 21st day post-exposure, as
appropriate.

Tetanus Toxoid
4.
Tetanus Toxoid vaccines will be administered
at no cost to employees/members for
prophylaxis and management of any breaks in
the integrity of the skin due to work related
injuries.
For a minor wound with low potential of
contamination, Tetanus Toxoid Booster dose
will be given if no booster has been
administered within the last 10 years.
For wounds with a high potential of
contamination, Tetanus Immune Globulin
will be given regardless of when the last
booster was administered.
Varicella Vaccine (Chickenpox)
a. Employees/members immunity to varicella
will be reviewed and documented at preemployment and during their scheduled
health screenings. Varicella immunity can be
documented by proof of prior immunization,
reliable history of varicella infection, or a
positive serologic titer.
b. If an employee/member is determined to be
non-immune to varicella, he/she will be
offered the varicella vaccine at no cost unless
medically contraindicated.
c. If an employee/member receives a workrelated exposure to varicella or (shingles)
and is found to be non-immune to varicella,
he/she will be offered the varicella vaccine
and/or be placed on mandatory work
restriction from the 10th through the 21st day
post-exposure, as appropriate.
d. If an employee/member receives a nonwork related exposure to varicella or
shingles or a work-related exposure to
varicella, the employee/member must use sick
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Work Restrictions, Communicable
Diseases and Occupational
Exposures

Employees/members exposed to known
communicable diseases shall be restricted
from duty in accordance with the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, “Guidelines
for Infection Control in Healthcare Personnel,
1998.”
5.

Management of Employees with
Blood borne Diseases

a. All employees/members shall follow
standard precautions. Therefore, neither
mandatory nor voluntary screening programs
for Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV),
Hepatitis B Virus (HBV), Hepatitis C Virus
(HCV), and other blood borne diseases is
warranted.
b. Employees/members with a blood borne
infection implicated in a employee/member to
patient Human Immunodeficiency Virus
(HIV), Hepatitis B Virus (HBV), and/or
Hepatitis C Virus (HCV) transmission shall
be referred to the Infection Control
Officer/Physician and Private Physician for
fitness for duty exam (Reference the
Americans with Disability Act of 1990, Titles
1-5).
c. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV),
Hepatitis B Virus (HBV) and/or Hepatitis C
Virus (HCV) infected employees/members
shall not be prohibited from work/practice
solely on the basis of their blood borne
pathogen infection/disease.
d. Employee/member’s job accommodations
shall be based on the results of fitness for
6
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duty exam, work restrictions, competence,
and ability to perform routine duties,
including the following:
•

•
•

•
•

HBV e-antigen carriage, for the subset
of activities previously linked
epidemiologically to clusters of
provider to patient HBV transmission,
despite use of good infection control
practices.
Medical conditions resulting in
employees/members incompetence or
inability to perform assigned tasks.
Documented untoward events, for
example employees/members known
to transmit HIV, HBV and HCV
despite following established
guidelines to prevent transmission of
infectious diseases.
Employees/member’s refusal to
follow the Infection Control Program.
Employee/member’s inability to
perform regular duties assuming that
“reasonable accommodation” has
been offered for this disability.

6. Post Exposure Incident, Evaluation and
Follow Up
• STEP 1 - Clean Injured Area
Wash injured area with soap and running
water or germicidal hand washing solution.
After thoroughly cleaning the wound, apply
alcohol, betadine, or hydrogen peroxide.
• STEP 2 - Report Incident/Exposure
All blood and body fluids or other potentially
infectious materials (OPIM’s) exposures shall
be reported immediately to the
Fire/Emergency Medical Services Operations
Center Supervisor, who will immediately
contact the Infection Control Officer, who is
responsible for medical follow-up and
referrals.
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• STEP 3 - Employee/Member
Counseling and Documentation
The Infection Control Officer, or his/her
designee, shall conduct the post-exposure
evaluations. The confidential post-exposure
evaluation and follow-up counseling session
shall be conducted immediately, (PEP
medications shall be offered within 2 hours,
as appropriate), and at no cost to
employees/members who have been exposed
to blood and body fluids or other potentially
infectious materials (OPIM's).
Counseling shall include at a minimum,
information related to HIV, HBV, HCV,
Standard Precautions, and emotional/ medical
concerns, and documentation of the
circumstances surrounding the exposure as
well as follow-up with employees/ members
to ensure appropriate counseling, serology
testing and medical treatment, as appropriate.
• STEP 4 - Exposure Determination
The Infection Control Officer, or his/her
designee, shall determine the exposure code
and level of exposure. The following
information shall be documented: (1) Type of
exposure, i.e., percutaneous injury, mucous
membrane or non-intact skin; (2) Duration of
exposure; (3) Length of time since the
exposure incident (for example immediate vs.
several hours); (4) Source of the exposure;
and (5) Vaccination status of the
employee/member.
•

STEP 5 Laboratory Testing and
Informed Consent
Laboratory testing shall be obtained on
employees/members as soon as feasible, after
informed consent is obtained, in order to
determine HBV, HIV, and HCV status. If
employees/members consent to baseline
blood collection but do not consent at that
time to HIV serological testing, the laboratory
shall be instructed to save the blood sample
7
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for at least 90 days. If the employee/member
elects to have the baseline blood sample
tested within that time frame, such testing
shall be done as soon as feasible.

Unit Disinfection: All areas of the unit shall
be completely cleaned/disinfected daily in
addition to “as needed” cleaning and
disinfection.

• STEP 6 Evaluation of the Source
Individual
The Infection Control Officer, or his/her
designee, shall obtain source patient
information. This shall include patient
identification and the circumstances under
which the exposure incident occurred, if
feasible.

Laundry and Clothing: All nonexchangeable items, such as towels, blankets
and personal clothing, must be removed and
placed in a yellow or clear plastic bag. These
items should be placed directly in the washer
and washed with hot soapy water and one cup
of bleach, as appropriate.

Laboratory testing shall be done on the source
individual as soon as feasible, after informed
consent is obtained in order to determine
HBV, HCV, HIV status. If the source
patient’s HBV, HCV, and HIV status is
known, these tests do not need to be repeated.
When law does not require the source
individual informed consent, the source
individual’s blood shall be tested and the
results documented.
7.

Vehicle and Equipment Disinfection
Procedures

In the Station
Due to the increasing use of invasive devices
in pre-hospital care (i.e., ETT’s, IV’s, and
oral airways), it has become necessary to
develop a system to ensure invasive devices
are cleaned, disinfected, and discarded
properly and safely.
CLEANING AND DISINFECTION
PROCEDURES:
Stethoscopes: may harbor pathogenic
organisms and must be cleaned with soap and
water or alcohol wipe after examining each
patient.

Non-Disposable Equipment: Backboards,
cots, mattresses, reeves, and B/P cuffs must
be rinsed with cold water and washed with
warm soapy water. Then rinse a second time
with hot water, spray with the disinfectant
solution, and allow items to soak for 20
minutes. Items should be rinsed an additional
three times to remove any residual
disinfectant.
When soaking is not possible, clean the items
by spraying liberally with the disinfectant
solution and scrubbing with a brush or cloth.
Once clean, spray a second time with the
disinfectant solution and allow to soak for at
least 20 minutes.
Non-Disposable Patient Care Instruments:
Shall be disinfected with 2% alkaline
gluteraldehyde solution prior to re-use.
Instruments on the unit (for example,
laryngoscope blades and McGill forceps)
must be rinsed with cold water, thoroughly
cleaned with soap and water, and then rinsed
a second time with hot water until complete
disinfection with gluteraldehyde solution can
be done at the station.
GLUTERALDEHYDE DISINFECTION
PROCEDURE:
STEP 1 - Utilizing gloves, prepare two
percent (2%) alkaline gluteraldehyde solution

DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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in a two to three gallon, sealed, heavy duty,
plastic container, as per instructions, and label
with expiration date. This solution can be
reused for 28 days. (See Manufacturer’s
Instructions.)
STEP 2– Pre-wash all non-disposable patient
instruments to remove blood and body fluids
or other potentially infectious materials
(OPIM’s) prior to placing them into the
gluteraldehyde solution. Failure to pre-wash
will decrease the effectiveness of the
gluteraldehyde solution.
STEP 3 - Contaminated non-disposable
instruments such as blades and McGill
forceps that have been pre-washed as
previously described, must be placed in the
gluteraldehyde solution for a 20-minute
soak, then thoroughly rinsed and dried for
reuse.
STEP 4 - Restock the unit, when possible,
with any items being disinfected and replace
personal protective equipment (PPE) such as
gloves, resuscitation devices, and masks.
REMEMBER TO WASH HANDS
THOROUGHLY AFTER COMPLETING
THE DISINFECTION PROCEDURES.
At the Hospital
Laundry: All contaminated laundry must be
placed in a yellow or clear plastic bag, sealed,
and left at the hospital for proper cleaning.
Non-exchangeable items such as blankets,
towels, and personal clothing must be bagged
in the same manner until further cleaning can
be done at the station.
PPE: All contaminated disposable items such
as gloves; masks, and dressing must be placed
in a red bag and left at the hospital for proper
disposal.
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Unit Disinfection: All areas of the unit such
as radio scanners, walls, benches, floors and
handles, where contact with blood and body
fluids or other potentially infectious materials
(OPIM’s) is likely, must be thoroughly precleaned with soap and water or approved
germicide detergent solution then wiped dry.
Cracks and crevices must be scrubbed with a
brush.
THE USE OF HEAVY GLOVES OR
DOUBLE GLOVING IS NECESSARY
WHEN PERFORMING CLEAN-UP
PROCEDURES AND MIXING
DISINFECTANT SOLUTIONS.
UNIT DISINFECTION PROCEDURES:
STEP 1 -The approved germicidal detergent
solution must be mixed and labeled with the
date the mixture was mixed and the discard
date. (See Manufacturer’s Instructions.)
STEP 2 -The disinfectant solution must be
kept in a spray bottle on the unit at all times.
Once mixed, the disinfectant solution is
effective for one week. After a week the
unused portion should be discarded. Checking
the dates of the solution should be integrated
into the daily apparatus check.
STEP 3 -Before adding a fresh mixture, clean
the bottle and allow air-drying.
STEP 4 -Never add (top off) newly mixed
solution to the used solution because this will
decrease the effectiveness of the new
solution.
A solution of nine parts water to one part
bleach may be substituted for the name brand
disinfectant solution. Once mixed, bleach
must be discarded within 24 hours.
REMEMBER TO NEVER PLACE A RED
BAG OR CONTAMINATED ITEMS IN
9
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REGULAR OR UNMARKED TRASH
CANS.
REMEMBER TO WASH HANDS PRIOR
TO LEAVING THE HOSPITAL.

gluteraldehyde disinfectant solution or soap
and water. Spray the bladders liberally with
the gluteraldehyde disinfectant solution,
allow soaking for 20 minutes, then rinse with
warm water and allow to air dry. Do not
machine-wash or dry the bladders.

On the Scene
It is the responsibility of the Officer-InCharge (OIC) on the scene of an incident to
ensure the following precautions are taken
prior to leaving the scene:
• All contaminated disposable items, for
example gloves, masks, dressings,
etc., must be placed in a red bag,
sealed, removed from the scene, and
delivered to a hospital for proper
disposal.
• Any blood/body fluid spills on the
streets, roadways, or other outside
public areas should be disinfected and
washed down.
If wash down is not possible ensure that those
responsible for cleanup are advised to follow
Standard Precautions. If the scene is unable
to be cleaned due to investigation by another
agency, for example police or FBI,
employees/ members shall ensure proper
clean up by the biohazard clean up
contractor.
REMEMBER TO NEVER PLACE A RED
BAG OR CONTAMINATED ITEMS IN A
REGULAR OR UNMARKED TRASH
CAN.
Medical Anti-Shock Trousers (MAST)
When cleaning trousers without removable
bladders, soak in gluteraldehyde disinfectant
solution and allow to air dry.
When cleaning trousers with removable
bladders, remove and close the air chambers.
Pre-wash the bladders with either
DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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The outer garment may be both hand-washed
with warm soapy water and sprayed with the
gluteraldehyde disinfectant solution, or
machine-washed with soap and bleach on
gentle cycle (if available). Allow to air dry or
machine dry at a low setting.
ALL MEDICAL ANTI-SHOCK TROUSERS
(MAST) GARMENTS SHOULD BE
WASHED SEPARATELY FROM OTHER
ITEMS.
8.

Mandatory Equipment
Requirements

All ALS and BLS Units
All Advanced (ALS) and Basic Life (BLS)
Support Units must be stocked with the
minimum quantities of infection control
equipment as outlined in TABLE 1.
All employees/ members are responsible for
restocking ALS and BLS units prior to
returning the units to service.
All Stations
All Stations must maintain a stock of the
minimum quantities of infection control
equipment as outlined in TABLE 2. All
supervisors are responsible for restocking/
ordering station supplies.
All Fire/EMS heavy duty response
Department vehicles (pumpers, trucks,
towers, special units and squads)

10
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All Fire/EMS heavy duty response
Department vehicles, with the exception of
ALS and BLS Units, must be equipped with
the minimum quantities of infection control
equipment as outlined in TABLE 3. All
employees/ members are responsible for
restocking the vehicles prior to returning the
vehicles to service.

Education and training records for
employees/members shall be maintained at
the Fire/EMS Training Academy.

Note: The infection control equipment should
be stored with the “first aid” kit that is
carried on each Fire/EMS Department
vehicle. It is the responsibility of each Station
Supervisor to ensure that their vehicles are
adequately equipped with the infection
control equipment.

Education and training records are maintained
for a minimum of three years from the date
on which the training occurred.

9.

Education and Training Programs

Education programs are coordinated by the
Fire/EMS Training Academy. All employees/
members are required to receive infection
control training prior to riding apparatus
and/or providing patient care. Mandatory
refresher training will be conducted annually
as referred to in the training policies.
The training consists of, but is not limited to:
•

A general explanation of
communicable diseases.
• Information on the Hepatitis B Vaccine
including, but not limited to,
information of the efficacy, safety,
and method of administration.
• Information on the appropriate person
to contact for communicable disease
exposure incidents, including, but not
limited to, medical follow-up.
10.

Record Keeping

Education and Training Records
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Education and training records shall include
the date of the training, the name and
rank/qualifications of the instructor, and
attendees.

Infection Control Exposure and
Immunization Records
a. All files shall include employee/member
name and identification number, and
vaccination status.
b. All files shall include records related to
post-exposure evaluations, communicable
disease exposure incidents, results of
examination and medical testing, and followup.
c. All files shall include a description of the
employee/member duties related to the
exposure incident. All files shall include
documentation on the routes of exposure and
the circumstances under which the exposure
occurred, including device specific
information, if the incident is device related.
d. All files shall include results of the source
patient’s HIV, HBV, and HCV infectivity, if
feasible and not prohibited by state or local
law.
e. All employee/ member medical records
regarding exposure shall be kept confidential
and are not disclosed without employee/
member written consent (See PGC Form
#4558).
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f. All medical records shall be provided upon
request for examination and copied to the
employee/member, legal representatives, and
OSHA representatives, where required by
law.
g. All medical records shall be maintained for
the duration of employment plus thirty (30)
years.
11.

•

Responsibilities
•

Program Compliance
The Infection Control Officer is responsible
for the following:
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Providing 24-hour communicable
disease exposure advice, postexposure follow-up, and referral to the
physician or nearest medical center, as
appropriate.
Documentation of pre- and post-test
counseling and medical treatment for
exposure to communicable diseases,
blood and body fluids, or other
potentially infectious materials
(OPIM’s).
Documentation that employees/
members have been informed about
medical conditions resulting from the
exposure incident.
Maintaining medical records on
communicable disease exposures and
treatment, education and training
records, vaccination records and
related safety and compliance reports.
Coordinating employee/member new
hire and annual education and training
programs and developing infection
control policies and procedures.
Coordinating or administering PPD
Skin Testing and Vaccination
Programs
Ensuring employees/members are
offered and receive the Hepatitis B
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•

•

•

Vaccine within ten (10) working days
of assignment. Obtaining the Hepatitis
B Waiver/Request Form indicating
acceptance or refusal of the Hepatitis
B Vaccine or any desired change, as
appropriate.
Reporting and documenting
employee/ member failure to keep
follow-up appointments and
treatments to the Occupational Safety
and Health office.
Maintaining CONFIDENTIAL
infection control exposure and
immunization records for the duration
of employment plus 30 years.
The Infection Control Officer will
notify and interview
employees/members involved in the
exposure incident to determine the
extent of exposure, if any. The
employee/member will be referred to
the physician or Employee Assistance
Program, (EAP), as appropriate.
Obtaining copies of the preemployment physical examinations,
immunizations and PPD skin tests, as
appropriate, for investigation of
communicable disease exposure
incidents, workers compensation
claims, immunization reviews, and
PPD skin test screenings.
Obtaining completed Medical
Evaluations, Laboratory Test Results,
Hepatitis B Vaccine Waiver/Request
forms and vaccination administration
records for placement in the
employees/members medical file.

Supervisors are responsible for the following:
•
•

Ensuring employees/members
comply with the standards of practice
outlined in this General Order.
Completing the Career Injury Packet
or Volunteer Injury Packet for all
injuries or illness as the result of a
12
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

confirmed communicable disease
exposure and forwarding the
completed packet to the Occupational
Safety and Health office.
Notifying, coordinating,
communicating, and assisting the
Infection Control Officer with
employee/member infection control
concerns and exposure follow-up.
Monitoring the condition and
availability of personal protective
equipment (PPE) and ensuring
minimum requirements are
maintained at all times. (See PGC
Form #4561 ).
Notifying the Infection Control
Officer immediately of
communications from hospitals,
Medical Examiners Office and
Medical Centers related to possible
exposure to communicable diseases.
Forwarding written confirmed or
suspected communicable exposure
notices from hospitals, Medical
Examiner’s Office and medical
centers to the Infection Control
Officer within 24 hours.
Upon request from the Infection
Control Officer providing a written
list identifying employees/members
who may have transported a patient
with a contagious disease listed in
Maryland Annotated Code 10-213.
Fire/Emergency Medical Services
(EMS) Operations Center supervisors
are responsible for notifying the
Infection Control Officer immediately
of all reported communicable disease
exposures.
Upon request Operations Center
personnel shall provide to the
Infection Control Officer the names
and identification numbers of all
personnel who are involved or
responded to incident.
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•

Upon request from the Infection
Control Officer, the Operations Center
shall transport to the incident scene
the Blood borne Pathogen Exposure
Packet and Post Exposure
Prophylactic Medication Kit or other
medical supplies.

Employees/Members are responsible for the
following:
•
•

•

•

•

•

Complying with the infection control
practices outlined in this General
Order.
Immediately notifying the Infection
Control Officer, Fire/Emergency
Medical Services (EMS) Operations
Center personnel and immediate
supervisor of an exposure to a
communicable disease, blood and
body fluids, or other potentially
infectious materials (OPIM’s).
Completing the Infection Control
Exposure Report and forwarding the
completed form to the Infection
Control Officer no later than 24 hours
post-incident for documentation,
counseling and follow-up, as
appropriate. (See PGC Form #4138).
Scheduling and maintaining
appointments with the physician or
designated medical facility as
recommended.
Maintaining confidentiality of source
patients regardless of an exposure to
communicable diseases, blood and
body fluids or other potentially
infectious materials (OPIM’s). For
example, do not provide the source
patient’s diagnosis or medical
information such as HIV status over
the Department radio system.
Notifying the hospital staff to utilize
proper isolation precautions when
transporting patients with known or
suspected communicable diseases.
13
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•

•

Reporting directly to the nearest
medical center in the event of a life
threatening exposure/injury involving
communicable diseases, blood and
body fluids, or other potentially
infectious materials (OPIM’s).
Utilizing sick leave when
experiencing non-work related fever,
flu-like symptoms, vomiting, diarrhea,
lesions, and rashes of unknown origin
and / or productive cough to minimize
the risk of transmission of
communicable diseases to other
employees/members and to the public
we serve.
REFERENCES

N/A
FORMS/ATTACHMENTS
Infection Control Mandatory Equipment
Requirements, PGC Form #4561 (1/05)
Authorization Letter for Release of Employee
Medical Record, PGC Form #4558
Follow-up Notifications, PGC Form #4138
(1/05)
Hepatitis B Vaccine Waiver/Request

DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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Division 08

Health and Safety

Chapter 08 – Non–Infectious Occupational Exposure Program
January 2010

POLICY
This General Order shall establish a reporting
procedure for Non-Infectious Occupational
Exposures to non-infectious substances (i.e.,
chemicals, toxic gases or vapors, PCB’s,
radiation, etc.) that may result from the
performance of a Fire/Emergency Medical
Service (EMS) Department employee/
member duties.
In accordance with the U. S. Department of
Health and Human Services, Agency for
Toxic Substances and Disease Register
(ATSDR), Medical Management Guidelines
for Acute Chemical Exposures all employees/
members at risk for exposures to noninfectious substances (i.e., chemicals, toxic
gases or vapors, PCB’s, radiation, etc.) shall
comply with the provisions of this Program.
DEFINITIONS
Absorption - The process of taking in, as
when a sponge takes up water. Chemicals can
be absorbed through the skin into the
bloodstream and then transported to other
organs. Chemicals can also be absorbed into
the bloodstream after breathing or
swallowing.
Acute Exposure - Occurring over a short
time, usually a few minutes or hours. An
acute exposure can result in short-term or
long-term health effects. An acute effect
happens a short time (up to 1 year) after
exposure.
Chronic Exposure - Contact with a chemical
by swallowing, by breathing, or by direct
contact (such as through the skin or eyes).
DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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Exposures occurring over a long period of
time may be considered chronic.
Ingestion - Swallowing (such as eating or
drinking). Chemicals can get in or on food,
drink, utensils, cigarettes, or hands where
they can be ingested. After ingestion,
chemicals can be absorbed into the blood and
distributed throughout the body.
Inhalation - Breathing. Exposure may occur
from inhaling contaminants because they can
be deposited in the lungs, taken into the
blood, or both.
Infectious Occupational Exposure - A skin,
eye, mucus membrane, non-intact skin, or
parenteral contact with blood and body fluids
or other potentially infectious materials or
communicable disease that may result from
the performance of an employee/member’s
duties.
Non-Infectious Occupational Exposure Exposure to non-infectious substance (i.e.,
chemicals, toxic gases or vapors, PCB’s,
radiation, etc.) that may result from the
performance of an employee/member’s
duties.
PROCEDURES
1.

Reporting Exposures

For non-infectious occupational exposures
employees/members shall immediately notify
the Operations Center Supervisor, Immediate
Supervisor, and Infection Control Officer
upon being notified of a possible exposure to
non-infectious substance (i.e., chemicals,
toxic gases or vapors, PCB’s, radiation, etc.).
Upon notification of designated personnel,
employees/members shall complete a Non1
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Infectious Occupational Exposure Report
(P.G.C. Form #4553) and submit the
completed report to Infection Control Officer
in the office of Occupational Safety and
Health.
2.

Education and Training

Formal training programs are provided for
employees/members at risk for exposure to
non-infectious substances (i.e., chemicals,
toxic gases or vapors, PCB’s, radiation, etc.).
The educational programs are: 1) required
prior to riding apparatus and/or providing
patient care; 2) coordinated by the
Fire/Emergency Medical Services (EMS)
Training Academy; and 3) annual refresher
training is mandatory.
Education and Training Records
Education and training records for both
employees/members will be maintained at the
Fire/Emergency Medical Services (EMS)
Training Academy.

All employees/members medical records
regarding exposure shall be kept confidential
and are not disclosed without written consent.
All medical records shall be provided upon
request for examination and copying to the
employee/member, employee/member
representatives, and OSHA representatives,
where required by law.
All medical records shall be maintained for
the duration of employment plus thirty (30)
years.
4.

Responsibilities

Employees/Members
Employees/ Members are responsible for:
•

•
Education and training records include the
date of the training, station, name and
identification number of the attendees, and
the name and qualifications of the instructor.
Education and training records shall be
maintained for a minimum of three years
from the date on which the training occurred.
3.

Medical Records

All files shall include employees/members
name and ID number, a record of exposure to
non-infectious substance (i.e., chemicals,
toxic gases or vapors, PCB’s, radiation, etc.),
documentation on the routes of exposure,
circumstances under which the exposure
occurred, including results of examination,
medical testing, follow-up procedures and
health care professionals written opinion.
DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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•

•

Demonstrating compliance with the
provisions of this General Order and
attending the mandatory annual
educational training sessions.
Immediately notify the Operation
Center Supervisor, Infection Control
Officer, and Immediate Supervisor
upon being notified of a possible
exposure to non-infectious substance
(i.e., chemicals, toxic gases or vapors,
PCB’s, radiation, etc.) In the event
that your immediate supervisor is not
available, please notify the Public
Safety Communications (PSC). PSC
will notify the Departmental Duty
Officer.
In accordance with existing station
procedures, please make proper entry
in duty station logbook, including
name, ID, number, date, time, and
nature of injury.
Completing the Non–Infectious
Occupational Exposure Report and
forwarding the report to the Infection
Control Officer no later than 24 hours
2
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•

post-incident for documentation of
counseling session, medical referral
and follow up recommendations.
Complying with scheduled
appointments with the physician or
designated medical facility regarding
post exposure follow up and medical
treatment, as recommended.

Occupational Safety and Health office
by 0900 hours the next working day.
Infection Control Officer
The Infection Control Officer is responsible
for:
•

Supervisors
Supervisors are responsible for:
•
•

•

•

•

•

Ensuring employees/members reviews
and comply with the provisions of this
General Order.
Conducting initial and annual review
of this order and ensuring that
employees/members attend mandatory
annual educational training sessions.
Immediately notifying the Operations
Center Supervisor or Infection Control
Officer upon being notified of a
possible or confirmed exposure to
non-infectious substance (i.e.,
chemicals, toxic gases or vapors,
PCB’s, radiation, etc.).
Assisting the Infection Control Officer
with notification and tracking of
employees/members exposed to
patients with active TB, as
appropriate.
Instructing employees/members to
complete the Infection Control
Exposure Report and forwarding the
completed form to the Infection
Control Officer no later than 24 hours
post-incident. (See Attachment #1,
Non -Infectious Occupational
Exposure Report, Form # 4553.)
Completing the Career or Volunteer
Injury Packet for work all confirmed
exposure to non-infectious substances
(i.e., chemicals, toxic gases or vapors,
PCB’s, radiation, etc.) and forwarding
the completed packet to the
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•

•

Coordination and implementation of
the Non-Infectious Occupational
Exposure Program.
Providing employees/members 24hour advice, post exposure
notification, and referral to the
physician or nearest medical center, as
appropriate.
Maintaining medical records for
documentation of Non-Infectious
Occupational Exposures including
pre- and post-exposure counseling and
physician referral and treatment
records.
REFERENCES

N/A
FORMS/ATTACHMENTS
Non -Infectious Occupational Exposure
Report, PGC Form # 4553
Authorization for Release of Employee
Medical Record, Form #4558
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NON - INFECTIOUS OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE REPORT
Follow -Up Notifications
Immediate
Supervisor Name:

Date:

Time:

Operation Command
Center Supervisor

Date:

Time:

I have spoke with the Infection Control Officer and understand
my plan of care.
supervisor and have completed this form to best of my knowledge.
Date:

Employee Signature:

This Section

to Be Completed

Date Received:__
Did the exposed person seek medical attention? 0
Doctor. Hospital or Treatment facility referred to:
Interim disposition:

o

o
o
o
o
o

I have notified my immediate

Exposed person reported

Yes

by Infection
0

Control

No

for follow-up (note from doctor)

Exposed person did not follow-up as directed
No further follow-up recommended
Fact sheet forwarded to Employee
Referred to Quality Assurance

at this time

Referredto Risk Management

Final Disposition/Testing
Exposed Personnel's

Medication:

Questions

or Comments

Date:

Infection Control Officer Signature:

Forward Report to Infection

Control

PRINCE GEORGE'S COUNTY
OCCUPATIONAL
SAFETY & HEALTH
Cranford/Graves
Fire Services Building
6820 Webster Street
Landover Hills, MD 20784
Phone301-583-1934
Fax 301-583-1837

P.G.c. Form: #4553 (10/01) Attachment #1

Officer

Officer

--

PRINCE GEORGES
. ...

.FIRElEMS

COUNTY, MARYLAND
DEPARTMENT

.

THIS FORM IS TO BE UTILIZED TO REPORT ALL SUSPECTED OR CONFIRMED
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURES TO CHEMICALS OR NON-INFECTIOUS SUBSTANCES
SUCH AS TOXIC GASSES, VAPORS, PCB'S, RADIATION, ETC.

Personnel
Name:

Exposed

ID#:

Check: 0 Career 0 Volunteer

Address:
Home Phone:

Work Phone:

Station

_

o Suspected

Incident #:

Date of Exposure:

#:

Agent or Substance

Exposed

0

Confinned

to:

Please check mode of Transmission and Type of Exposure:

o Inhalation

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

0 Absorption 0 Injection 0 Ingestion

Ammonia
Arsine
Asbestos
Benzene
Chloride
Ethylene Oxide
Fonnaldehyde
Gasoline
Hydrogen Cyanide
Hydrogen Flouride

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Other characteristics
or physical properties
How did exposure occur (be specific)
Was safety

equipment

used?

0

Yes

0

(i.e. solid. liquid, gas. color, odor, etc.)
No

If yes.

Was the substance or chemical sent for laboratory
used:
Exposure Incident Location (Be Specific):
Location Contact Phone:
Were other units or agencies on location?
Please specified Other/Police/Fire
Agencies:

P.G.c. Form: #4553 (10101) Attachment #1

Hydrogen Sulfide
Nitrogen Oxides
Parathon
Phenol
Phosgene
Sodium Hydroxide
Toleune
Unidentified Chemical
Xylene

what

analysis?

specific

o Yes

Contact

o Yes
o PGPD

equipment

0

No

Name:
0 No
0 MSP

was used:

If yes, what Lab was

o other

(specify)

--

I'D

PRINCE GEORGE'S COUNTY, MARYLAND
FIRE/EMS DEPARTMENT

THIS FORM IS TO BE UTILIZED TO REPORT ALL SUSPECTED OR CONFIRMED
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURES TO CHEMICALS OR NON-INFECTIOUS SUBSTANCES
SUCH AS TOXIC GASSES, VAPORS, PCB'S, RADIATION, ETC.
Personnel Exposed
Name:

ID#:

Check: 0 Career 0 Volunteer

Address:
Work Phone:

Home Phone:

Incident #:

Date of Exposure:

Station #:

o Suspected

0 Confirmed

Agent or Substance Exposed to:
Please check mode of Transmission and Type of Exposure:

o Inhalation

0 Absorption 0 Injection 0 Ingestion

o Ammonia

o
o
o
o

Arsine
Asbestos
Benzene
Chloride

o Ethylene Oxide
o Formaldehyde

o Gasoline

o Hydrogen Cyanide
o Hydrogen Flouride

o HydrogenSulfide
o NitrogenOxides

o Parathon
o Phenol

o Phosgene
o Sodium Hydroxide

o Toleune

o Unidentified Chemical

o Xylene

Other characteristics or physical properties (i.e., solid, liquid, gas, color, odor, etc.)
How did exposure occur (be specific)
Was safety equipment used? 0 Yes 0 No If yes, what specific equipment was used:
Was the substance or chemical sent for laboratory analysis? 0 Yes 0 No If yes, what Lab was
used:
Exposure Incident Location (Be Specific):
Location Contact Phone:
Contact Name:
Were other units or agencies on location? 0 Yes
0 No
Please specify Other/PolicelFire Agencies: 0 PGFD
0 MSP
0 Other (specify)

P.G.C. Form: #4553 (10/01) Attachment #1
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Division 08

Health and Safety

Chapter 09 – Non–Service Connected Temporary Disability and
Light Duty Requests
January 2010

POLICY
This General Order shall establish procedures
for career employees and volunteer members
related to non-service connected temporary
disabilities, and light duty requests in order to
ensure the health and safety of all personnel.
DEFINITIONS
Fitness for Duty Evaluation – An evaluation
arranged by the Risk Management office and
performed by a County physician.
Full Duty – Duty status category includes all
elements listed in the position description(s),
as well as the physical training requirements.
Physical training requirements may be
altered, but prescribed aerobic capacity must
be met in order to qualify for FULL DUTY.
Light Duty – No Fire/EMS activities may be
performed and the employee/member may
not continue in a full duty assignment. This
duty may include the following activities:
• Data entry into computer systems.
• Office duties.
• Operation of non-emergency vehicles.
• Lifting light equipment of less than
40lbs.
• Communication duties (e.g.,
phone/radio operations)
• Building inspections (can include
inspecting hazardous area and
climbing stairs).

No Duty – The employee/member is
temporarily incapacitated and unable to
perform any work.
PROCEDURES
1.

Career Employees

Career employees who become temporarily
disabled and/or unable to participate in full
firefighting/EMS duties due to a non-job
related injury or medical condition shall
notify their immediate supervisor.
Career employees will submit to Risk
Management and update at least every 30
days their Attending Physician’s
Statement/Temporary Disability Form.
Career employees may request a light duty
assignment for a non-job related injury or
medical condition. Requests for light duty
shall be made to the Fire Chief or designee
through Risk Management. Approval of light
duty will be based on the needs of the
Department at the time of the request. All
light duty requests for non-job related injuries
that resulted from criminal or illegal
activities, or negligence or horseplay on the
employee’s part will be denied. The request
for light duty shall include the following
forms and list the employee’s work
restrictions:
•
•

Attending Physician’s
Statement/Temporary Disability Form
Request For Light Duty: Non-Job
Related (Attachment #2)
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•

Memorandum addressed to the Fire
Chief requesting light duty.

In order for the career employee to return to a
full duty work status, the employee must
submit to the Risk Management office the
Attending Physician’s Statement/Temporary
Disability Form which releases the employee
to a full duty work status.
2.

Volunteer Members

Volunteer members who become temporarily
disabled and/or unable to participate in full
firefighting/EMS duties due to a non-job
related injury or medical condition shall
notify their volunteer chief.

or medical condition, the supervisor shall
document the performance difficulties and
notify Risk Management, both verbally and in
writing, of the performance difficulties.
Risk Management will review the
documentation and may arrange for a fitnessfor-duty evaluation to be performed by a
County physician. If the County physician
disagrees with the employee/member’s
physician regarding duty status, the
employee/member shall be placed on lightduty until the Medical Advisory Board makes
a final decision.
4.

Responsibilities

Employee/Member
Volunteer members will submit to Risk
Management, via their volunteer chief, the
Attending Physician’s Statement/Temporary
Disability form.
Volunteer members may request a light duty
assignment for non-job related injury or
medical condition. Requests for light duty
shall be made to their volunteer chief.
Volunteer members may begin working light
duty once the supporting medical
documentation has been submitted to and
approved by Risk Management. The
supporting medical documentation must be
updated at least every 30 days.
In order for the volunteer member to return to
a full duty work status, the volunteer member
must submit to Risk Management the
completed Attending Physician’s
Statement/Temporary Disability Form
completed which releases the volunteer
member to a full duty work status.
3.

Each employee/member of the Department
should review this General Order. It is the
individual employee/member’s responsibility
to comply with this General Order.
Career/Volunteer Supervisors
Each career/volunteer supervisor shall ensure
that their employee/members understand their
responsibilities in the Non-Service Connected
Temporary Disability and Light Duty Request
process.
Battalion Chiefs/Volunteer Chiefs
Each Battalion Chief/Volunteer Chief shall
ensure compliance within their area of
responsibility.
Majors/Managers
Majors/Managers shall ensure compliance
within their area of responsibility.

Fitness for Duty

If an employee/member’s supervisor notes
job performance difficulties due to an injury

REFERENCES
N/A
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FORMS/ATTACHMENTS
Attending Physician’s Statement/Temporary
Disability Form
Request for Light Duty: Non-Job Related
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Prince George’s County Fire/EMS Department
Attending Physician’s Statement/Temporary Disability Form
-Report to be completed by employee/member and the employee/member’s treating physician-

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE EMPLOYEE/MEMBER

Recurrence: Yes
Date of Injury:
FD ID #:

Employee/Member:

No

Description of event causing injury:
Employment Status:
Normal Work Hours:

Career

Civilian

Volunteer

Shift work, up to 24 hours

Job Description:

Day work, up to 10 hours

FF/EMT

FF/PM

PM

Admin

Volunteer work, averaging a/an

Other

hour shift

Position Description: The employee/member shall check all that apply.
Firefighter: Firefighters are responsible for performing firefighting and rescue operations that expose them to
extreme heat, toxic products of combustion, and hazardous materials. They may be required to: carry a forcible entry bag
(weighing 26 lbs) and climb 46 steps, return to ground and carry another entry bag and climb 31 steps; remove a 14’ roof
ladder from hangers and carry ladder 75 feet without ladder touching ground; drag a person weighing approximately 150
lbs for 75 feet; as well as drive fire apparatus under emergency conditions. Studies have shown that firefighters may
achieve heart rates of 85 to 100% of their maximum capacity, and that this level may be sustained for long periods of
time.
EMT or Paramedic: EMTs or paramedics are required to respond utilizing lights and sirens to the scene of various
types of medical emergencies as well as hazards such as fires and chemical spills. As a result, they may be exposed to
infectious diseases, toxic products of combustion, hazardous vapors and temperature extremes for long periods of time.
Their job entails that they be part of a two-person team that regularly lifts an average 150 lb patient and additional
equipment weighing approximately 50 lbs up and down stairwells and into and out of ambulances. They are required to
communicate both orally and in writing to hospitals, their supervisors, and the public.
Career Employee: Career employees assigned to Full Duty are required to participate in physical training as a part of
the employee’s job description. The Department conducts annual fitness performance appraisals for employees that
incorporate an 85% sub-maximal graded treadmill test, maximum push-ups, maximum sit-ups, flexibility, maximal grip
strength, and body mass index. All career employees are required to maintain an aerobic capacity of 42 ml/kg/min
measured during Departmental medical physicals. Physical fitness training regimens may vary due to individual medical
conditions but all employees who fail to obtain the prescribed aerobic capacity will not be allowed on Full Duty until the
Medical Advisory Board makes a determination.
Civilian Employee: Assigned duties vary by position. The employee should provide a job description to the
physician for review. Please contact the Prince George’s County Fire/EMS Department, Risk Management office at 301583-1951 for additional information.

TO BE COMPLETED BY PHYSICIAN – Medical Condition
Date of Medical Appointment:
Is the injury or illness related to the patient’s involvement with the PGC Fire/EMS Department? Yes No
Diagnosis (Primary diagnosis and secondary conditions, including any complications):

Treatment Plan:

Unknown

TO BE COMPLETED BY PHYSICIAN continued – Work Status
Work Status: Check the appropriate work status block and complete any additional information requested based on the
employee/member’s medical diagnosis, treatment plan and capacity to work. An employee can only be placed on
disability leave or light duty from the Fire/EMS Department upon receipt of this completed, signed and dated form.
The Fire/EMS Department Physician and/or Medical Advisory Board may review your medical evaluations, objective findings and work status
determination. They may require additional medical information, department physical, or an independent medical evaluation prior to authorizing an
employee to return to work. They may also approve, deny, or change the employee’s work status.

FULL DUTY: All assigned activities as applicable and listed in the position description(s), regardless of present work
assignment, may be performed as well as any applicable physical training requirements. Physical training requirements
may be altered, but prescribed aerobic capacity must be met in order to qualify for full duty.
Date released to full duty:

Alterations in physical training requirement:

LIGHT DUTY: No assigned activities as applicable and listed in the position description may be performed and the
employee/member may not continue in a full duty assignment. A light duty assignment normally is an 8-hour/day work
assignment. The Department can accommodate most work restrictions and limitations with modified/alternative work
assignments and hours. If the patient demonstrates a limited loss of function, please provide restrictions and limitations
and the date they began below.
Restrictions (what the patient should not do):
Limitations (What the patient cannot do):
Date released to full duty:

- or -

Date of next appointment/evaluation (30 day max):

NO DUTY: Employees/members shall be considered on light duty unless there is total incapacity and inability to
perform any assigned work. This employee/member is temporarily and totally incapacitated and unable to perform any
assigned work. The employee is required to remain at home recuperating except for medical visits, legal visits related to
the injury and/or family emergencies. The medical reason for the employee/member’s total incapacitation and inability to
work light duty with listed restrictions or limitations is:

If you would like the employee/member to continue in some type of physical training or therapy, please list types of
activities they may engage in:
Date released to

full duty or

light duty

- or -

Date of next appointment/evaluation (30 day max):

REQUIRED ATTACHMENTS AND SIGNATURES
Please make sure that office notes, test results, and discharge summaries are attached or provided to the Prince George’s County third party claims
administrator. This will help reduce additional requests.
FRAUD NOTICE: Any person who knowingly files a false statement of claim containing false or misleading information is subject to criminal
penalties, civil penalties, and for employees/members, disciplinary action up to and including dismissal. This includes Employee and Attending
Physician portions of this form.

Name of Physician (print)

Degree:

Street Address:
City:
Signature of Physician:

Medical Specialty:
Phone #:

State:

Zip Code:

Fax #:
Date:

*Note: If you have any questions regarding this form, the individual’s job description(s), etc. please contact the Prince George’s County Fire/EMS
Department, Risk Management office at 301-583-1951.

PRINCE GEORGE’S COUNTY FIRE/EMS DEPARTMENT
REQUEST FOR LIGHT DUTY: NON-JOB RELATED
NAME:_________________________________________________

DATE:______________________________

STATION/ASSIGNMENT:_________________________________

RANK:_____________________________

SUPERVISOR:_________________________________
BATTALION CHIEF:____________________________
PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS:_____________________________________________________________________
LENGTH OF DISABILITY:______________________________________________________________________
WORK RESTRICTIONS:________________________________________________________________________
LEAVE BALANCES AS OF LAST PAY PERIOD:
ANNUAL HOURS:_______________ PRIOR ANNUAL:_______________ COMP HOURS:_______________
SICK HOURS:___________________ PRIOR SICK:___________________
YEARS IN DEPARTMENT:_________________________
List any special abilities/training you may have, such as: Haz -Mat, Computer, etc.:__________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

This form, along with a completed Attending Physician’s Statement and Temporary Disability Form, must be
submitted through your chain-of-command to OSH for approval.

SUPERVISOR’S COMMENTS:___________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
BATTALION CHIEF’S COMMENTS:_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
MAJOR’S COMMENTS:________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
OSH COMMENTS:_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
OSH APPROVAL:____________________

(10/01)

DENIAL:____________________

DATE:__________________

PRINCE GEORGE’S COUNTY, MARYLAND

FIRE/EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT GENERAL ORDERS

Division 08

Health and Safety

Chapter 10 – Risk Management
January 2010

POLICY
This General order shall establish
administration, organization, functions, and
standards for the Fire Department Safety
Officer in accordance with NFPA 1521,
“Standard for Fire Department Safety
Officer,” 1992 edition.
The Prince George’s County Fire
Department, hereinafter referred to as
Department, recognizes that the fire and
rescue service is one of the most hazardous
occupations. Our members, career and
volunteer, have experienced tragic loss of life
and multitudes of injuries. We must utilize
our existing levels of management in a
direction which will develop more safety and
discipline.
In order to properly protect all members of
this Department, we must change the culture,
especially with regards to the “attitude of
acceptance” that exists in some people and
we must establish a “resolve to improve.”

County requires that an active program be
pursued to identify and abate dangers, both
hidden and apparent, which result in injury,
damage to property, loss of time, or
modification of the level of services provided
to our citizens.
Under the premise that accidents do not
happen, but are caused, the Occupational
Safety and Health Program will focus on the
identification, analysis, and abatement of
hazards, and the human acts and attitudes that
cause accidents, injuries, property loss, and
related costs to the County.
2.

Objectives

The Occupational Safety and Health Program
will focus on reducing the number of injuries
and monetary losses as a result of accidents.
This objective is to be achieved by the
following methods:
•

The elements of the Occupational Safety and
Health Program are applicable to all
personnel of the Prince George’s County Fire
Department.
•

DEFINITIONS
N/A
PROCEDURES
1.

Elimination and/or reduction of
accidents through attitude changes of
supervisors and employees/members,
training of supervisors and
employees/members in job safetyrelated practices, and the
identification, modification and/or
elimination of unsafe actions.
Identification and control or
elimination of hazards which are
inherent in the delivery of fire/rescue
services to the citizens of the County.
Specifically, the program will
minimize exposure to hazards.

Concept
3.

Background

The diversity of operations and services
provided to the citizens of Prince George’s
DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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Loss prevention techniques are tools which
the modern manager must use at all levels to
accomplish the unit or organization’s mission.
As incorporated into managerial functions,
the daily awareness of safe practices and
procedures is directly measurable in the
ability of the manager to reduce injuries and
property damage.
Quality supervision and performance can be
evaluated by measuring the extent of the
manager’s commitment to the Occupational
Safety and Health Program.
4.

Program Implementation

Considering the variety of operations within
the Prince George’s County Fire Department,
and the varying organizational structures, it is
recognized that all occupation safety and
health projects and procedures cannot be
applied uniformly.
Majors/Managers have the latitude to develop
individual subprograms for their divisions in
order to meet or exceed program goals.
Specific subprograms shall be considered
core elements and their application shall be
uniform. They should include, but are not
limited to, areas such as:
• Vehicle Accident Prevention Program
• Safety Committee
Inspection Program:
• Buildings
• Appliances (station and apparatus)
• Protective equipment
5.

Responsibilities

All Fire Department personnel shall be fully
responsible for implementing the provisions
of this program as it applies to his/her
DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
Chapter 10 – Risk Management

operation. The responsibilities listed below
are minimum and not intended to set a
standard or prevent a supervisor from
exceeding or modifying a portion of the
program as dictated by sound supervisory
judgment. A successful Occupational Safety
and Health Program requires adjustments in
order to reach the goals previously
mentioned.
Lieutenant Colonel
Each Lieutenant Colonel shall be charged
with the responsibility of ensuring a safe
work environment. Considering that exposure
hazards vary from incident to incident, each
Lieutenant Colonel shall ensure that
unrelenting efforts will be maintained toward
controlling injuries, property damage, and
other loss-producing situations which affect
the County property and operations.
Therefore, the Lieutenant Colonel shall:
• Ensure that all personnel under their
command are in compliance with the
policies and procedures contained in
the Occupational Safety and Health
Program.
• Provide the active leadership and
positive direction essential to maintain
a firm concept of occupational safety
and health.
• Review occupational safety and health
activities during staff meetings in
order to effect a more positive loss
reduction.
• Attend Fire Department occupational
safety and health meetings called by
the Fire Chief. Each Lieutenant
Colonel will ensure that plans,
formats, programs, and other matters
and information are disseminated
properly.
• Administer operational plans which
define problems, set goals, select
2
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•
•

•
•

•

•

strategies, and identify projected
savings. This should include both long
and short range plans.
Evaluate, modify, and plan bureau
training programs to be compatible
with general Departmental goals.
Administer an operational safety
program which will be furnished to all
personnel. This program should
contain instructions on safe work
practices, injury and accident
reporting, required personal protective
equipment, and motor
vehicle/equipment operations.
Contact the Risk Management office for
any advisory needs to promote the
program.
Discuss the present status of the
operational Occupational Safety and
Health Program during staff meetings
with Majors/Managers/Battalion
Chiefs, and other supervisory
personnel. This time should be
devoted to evaluating progress and
results, identifying areas of concern,
and furnishing an open line of
communication in the area of loss
control to that a united effort can be
achieved.
Hold each Major/Manager/Division
Commander/supervisor responsible
for preventable personal injuries,
vehicular accidents, property damages
and other losses incurred by the
County as a result of actions of their
subordinates.
Ensure that all records are maintained as
outlined in General Order 08-23,
Vehicle Accident Reporting and
Property Loss, and General Order 0816, Reporting Injuries on the Job.
¾ Be accountable to the Fire
Chief for vehicle losses,
property damage, and lost
productive work days due to
accidents/injuries.
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¾ Ensure compliance with all
Orders and Directives
describing the required use,
care, and maintenance of
personal protective equipment
within the Fire Department.
Majors/Bureau Managers/Division
Commanders
Majors/Office Managers/Division
Commanders, and/or other supervisors shall
be fully responsible and accountable to their
supervisor for compliance to the
Occupational Safety and Health Program
within their area of responsibility. Each
Major/Manager/Division Commander, and/or
supervisor shall ensure the following:
•

•

•

•
•

•

Work rules are published and
explained to all personnel to minimize
the potential for personal injury and
property damage. These rules should
be specific and include the
responsibilities required of all
personnel.
Personnel are properly briefed and
trained to perform functions within
the Department. Particular emphasis
shall be placed on safe work practices.
Methods of training new and existing
employees are reviewed and evaluated
with the view of reducing accident
and injury potential.
All personnel are aware of the
requirements for the use and care of
personal protective equipment.
Skills, jobs, and other operations
within the Department that demand
particular attention due to the need for
personal protective equipment or
potentially hazardous methods of
operation are evaluated periodically as
part of the training cycle.
Appoint a safety
coordinator/committee to recognize
3
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•

•

•

•

•

health and safety hazards within their
respective office. Prioritize these
hazards. Set goals and operational
plans to eliminate or reduce these
hazards. Conduct monthly meetings to
review and appraise the success of
their plans and to allow transmittal of
problems and solutions to the
Departmental Occupational Safety
and Health Team. If resolution cannot
be reached, the situation shall be
referred to the Departmental Safety
Officer.
Encourage an informal safety plan
within each unit. Each unit is to
recognize hazards and implement
procedures to reduce these hazards.
All accidents and injuries are
investigated in accordance with
procedures as outlined in General
Order 08-23, Vehicle Accident
Reporting and Property Loss, and
General Order 08-16, Reporting of
Injuries.
Budget responsibility includes
anticipating costs for protective
equipment, facility modifications,
training, and other safety related
accident prevention programs. These
recommendations will be forwarded to
the Fire Chief via the chain-ofcommand.
Each supervisor will be held
accountable for an explanation of the
preventable personal injuries and
accidents, and the preventable loss of
property by subordinate
employees/members.
Each supervisor will consider an
employee’s safety record as part of the
criteria when selecting an employee
for unsupervised work schedules.
Personnel who cause accidents to
themselves and/or others demonstrate
specific performance deficiencies that
must be identified and corrected.
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Battalion Chiefs/Volunteer Chiefs/Station
Supervisors
Supervisors whose job descriptions include
direct supervision for operations shall retain
full responsibility for the safe actions of their
assigned personnel and the safe operation of
machines and equipment within their
operating area. Each Battalion
Chief/Volunteer Chief/Station Supervisor
shall:
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Assume full responsibility for safe
and healthful working areas and
conditions for assigned
employees/members.
Be fully accountable for an
explanation of preventable accidents
and injuries, vehicle accidents,
property damage, and other losses
caused by the actions of subordinate
personnel.
Take the initiative in recommending
correction of deficiencies noted in
facilities, work procedures and habits,
job knowledge or attitudes that have
the potential to adversely impact on
the Department’s Occupational Safety
and Health Program.
Ensure that all personnel are properly
trained, briefed, and informed of the
safe operation of his/her assigned task.
Make available to all personnel a copy
of the Occupational Safety and Health
Program and ensure their familiarity
with the contents.
Be firm in the enforcement of safety
rules, regulations, and operations, and
be alert for habits or situations which
have the potential to be loss
producing.
Recognize personnel for their
contributions to safe work operations,
including active participation of safety
committees, offering suggestions and
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•

•

•

continuing concern for loss control
within the scope of their positions.
Fully cooperate with other personnel
of the Fire Department, Risk
Management office, and appropriate
government agencies in the inspection
of operations under their control.
This cooperation shall include the
immediate shutting down of
operations which present a clear and
present danger to personnel or
removing personnel from hazardous
locations when they are not wearing
or using prescribed protective
equipment.
Conduct monthly scheduled
inspections of their operations, work
place, and equipment. A copy of the
inspection work sheet shall be
forwarded to the Bureau of
Occupational Safety and Health.

Employees/Members
Employees are required, as a condition of
employment, to exercise due care in the
course of their work to prevent injuries to
themselves and their coworkers, to conserve
materials, and to prevent abuse of equipment.
Each employee/member shall:
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

6. Risk Management
The Departmental Risk Management Office
shall be commanded by a Major/Manager
with responsibilities and authority defined by
the Fire Chief in this General Order. The Risk
Management Major/Manager shall report
directly to the Management Services Deputy.
Risk Manager Qualifications
•

Report all unsafe conditions to
supervisors.
Maintain a clean and orderly work
area.
Observe Departmental safety rules
and regulations.
Use personal protective equipment as
required by Departmental policy.
Report all accidents, injuries, and
property damage to supervisors in
accordance with General Order 08-23,
Vehicle Accident Reporting and
Property Loss, and General Order 0816, Reporting Injuries on the Job.
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Stop and obtain instructions from their
supervisor prior to resuming
operations if any doubt exists about
the safety of a job or operations.
Use only the equipment prescribed for
the operation, properly.
Recommend improvements to safety
conditions for his/her duties.
Actively support the Occupational
Safety and Health Program by
following published work rules and
procedures and reporting unsafe
conditions.
Work toward a zero level of accident
occurrence and an integral part of
his/her function.
Serve on formal safety committees, as
required.

•

Maintain knowledge of current
federal, state, and local laws
regulating occupational safety and
health applicable to the fire service.
Maintain knowledge of the current
health and physical fitness factors that
affect the fire service work
environment.

Safety Officer Authority
The Department Risk Manager or his/her
designee(s) shall have the authority and
responsibility to:
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•
•
•

Identify and cause correction of health
and safety hazards.
Cause immediate correction of
situations that cause imminent hazard
to personnel.
When non imminent hazards are
identified, develop actions to correct
the situation within the administrative
process of the Department and have
the authority to bring notice of such
hazards to whoever in the Department
has the ability to cause correction.

•

•

Safety Officer Functions
The Department Safety Officer or his/her
designee(s) shall have the authority and
responsibility to:
• Coordinate the collection and analysis
of records of all accidents,
occupational deaths, injuries,
illnesses, and exposures.
• Identify, analyze and develop corrective
actions to deal with safety/health
hazards.
• Assure the following records are
maintained as specified in Section 2-7
of NFPA 1500.
¾ Department safety and health
policies.
¾ Periodic inspection and service
testing of apparatus and
equipment.
¾ Coordinates inspection/testing
of personal protective
equipment.
¾ Coordinates inspection of
Department facilities.
• Maintain records of all
recommendations made and actions
taken to implement or correct safety
and health hazards or unsafe practices.
• Maintain records of all measures
taken to implement safety and health
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•

•

•
•

•

procedures and accident prevention
methods.
Coordinate periodic reports to the Fire
Chief on Department vehicle
accidents, occupational injuries,
illnesses, deaths, exposures, and
disability claims.
Coordinate with Office of Personnel,
Pensions and Benefits and maintain
record keeping and processing in
accordance with procedures set forth
by county, state, and federal
regulations for the following:
¾ Workers’ compensation
claims.
¾ Inspection and investigative
reports.
¾ Loss control reports.
¾ Injury summary reports.
¾ Disability
claims/leave/retirements.
Act as a resource for divisions in areas
of safety committees, specific safety
problems, technical research, and
other safety matters.
Evaluate compliance with the
Occupational Safety and Health
Programs by the Department and one
or more sub activity. This evaluation
will be accomplished by inspection of
facilities and operations and tabulation
of Departmental loss statistics. Results
will be forwarded to the Fire Chief.
Develop and distribute safety/health
related material for education of
Department members.
Issue periodic reports to the Fire Chief
on the status of the Occupational
Safety and Health Program, including
subprogram results, problem areas,
training required, possible savings,
and program liabilities.
Maintain close monitoring of
disability leave in accordance with the
Personnel Law and existing Labor
Agreement with periodic reports
6
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•

forwarded to the designated officer in
the chain-of-command for the
appropriate action.
Function as staff support of the Chair
of the Occupational Safety and Health
Team for activities for the operation
of that Team.

Safety Officer as a Liaison

The Department Safety Officer or his/her
designee(s) shall have the authority and
responsibility to:
•

•

As a liaison, the Safety Officer shall:
•
•

•

•

•
•

Be a member of the Departmental
Occupational Safety and Health
Team.
Provide information and assistance to
officers and firefighters surveying
their response areas so that they will
be able to identify and report safety
and health hazards that could have
adverse affects on Department
operations.
Coordinate with staff officers
regarding recommended changes in
equipment, procedures, and
recommended methods to eliminate
unsafe practices and reduce existing
hazardous conditions.
Maintain a liaison with equipment
manufacturers, standards making
organizations, regulatory agencies,
and safety specialists outside the
Department regarding changes to
equipment and procedures and
methods to eliminate unsafe practices
and reduce existing hazardous
conditions.
Ensure that needed medical advice
and treatment are available to the
members of the Department.
Act as liaison for safety inspections,
other than those conducted by the
County.

Rules, Regulations, and Procedures
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Develop, review, and revise rules,
regulations, and standard operating
procedures pertaining to occupational
safety and health, and submit these
recommendations to the Fire Chief.
Periodically report to the Management
Services Deputy on the adequacy and
effectiveness of, and compliance with,
the rules, regulations, and standard
operating procedures.

Accident and Prevention
The Department Safety Officer or his/her
designee(s) shall have the authority and
responsibility to:
•

•

•

Manage an accident prevention
program that addresses the training of
all Fire Department drivers/operators,
and delegate the development, direct
participation, review and/or
supervision of this program.
Periodically survey operations,
procedures, equipment, and
Department facilities with regard to
maintaining safe working practices
and procedures.
Report any recommendations to the
Fire Chief.

Apparatus and Equipment
The Department Risk Manager, along with
representatives from Emergency Operations
Command and Support Services Command
shall be responsible to:
•

Review specifications for new
apparatus, equipment, and protective
clothing and equipment for
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•

•

•

compliance with applicable safety
standards.
Assist and make recommendations
regarding the evaluation of new
equipment and its acceptance, or
approval, by the Department in
accordance with Sections 4-1 and 4-5
of NFPA 1500.
Assist and make recommendations
regarding the service testing of
apparatus and equipment to determine
its suitability for continued service in
accordance with Section 4-4 and 4-5
of NFPA 1500.
Develop, implement, and maintain a
protective clothing and protective
equipment program that will meet the
requirements of Chapter 5 of NFPA
1500.

incorrect or questionable procedures
were employed.
Training, Education, and Special
Assignments
•

•

•

Accident Investigation, Procedures, and
Review
•

•

•

•

Investigate or cause to be investigated
in conjunction with the Safety
Investigative Team all occupational
injuries, illnesses, and fatalities
involving Department members and
all accidents involving Department
vehicles, apparatus, equipment, or
Department facilities.
Develop corrective recommendations
resulting from accident investigations,
and submit such recommendations to
the Fire Chief.
Coordinate accident reporting and
investigation procedures, and
periodically review these procedures
for revisions.
Review the procedures employed
during any unusually hazardous
operations, and submit
recommendations to the
Administrative Services Deputy
whenever it is determined that
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•

•

•

•

7.

Ensure that training in safety
procedures relating to all Department
operations and functions is provided
to members through the
Fire/Emergency Medical Services
Training Academy (FETA). The
FETA shall address recommendations
arising from the investigation of
accidents, injuries, and observation of
incident scene activities.
Career and Volunteer Division
Officers will be assigned specific
responsibilities concerning fire
operations’ safety.
The Advanced Emergency Medical
Services (AEMS) will be assigned
responsibilities concerning AEMS
safety.
The Apparatus Maintenance Division
will be assigned specific
responsibilities concerning vehicle
accident and vehicle safety.
The FETA will be assigned specific
responsibilities concerning training,
including the development of safetyrelated courses.
Logistics will be assigned specific
responsibilities concerning the
purchase of firefighter protective gear,
appliances, tools, and equipment.
There will be monthly safety
committee meetings as required by
this General Order.
Control of Personnel Injuries

Physical Condition of Employees/Members
The physical condition of the employee work
force represents a potential liability which
8
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must be assess in view of injuries,
absenteeism, disability leave, and retirements.
Therefore, it is important that the health of
employees be a matter of concern to all
supervisors.

•

of equipment to which they are
assigned to utilize.
All personnel will be periodically
updated on the equipment they are
required to use.

The Risk Management Coordinator will
maintain a medical file on each recruit
(employee/member). Special emphasis shall
be placed in detecting latent conditions, such
as previous back problems, hernias, heart and
lung diseases, hypertension, and physical
impairment.

Personal Protective Clothing

The withholding of facts or the failure to
answer the questions truthfully shall
constitute the basis for denial of
employment/membership or subsequent
termination.

Identification and Control of Recognized
Hazards

The Department shall require a physical, at
County expense, as outlined in
Administrative Procedures. Specialized
categories may also receive periodic physical
examinations and be required to participate in
physical fitness programs.
Each volunteer will have a physical in
accordance with Prince George’s County
Code, Subtitle 11, (CB-82).
Safety Training
Supervisors should not assume that a newly
hired, newly assigned, or reassigned
employee/member knows and understands
safety procedures. The supervisor is
responsible for the proper training of all
personnel:
•
•

All new personnel, career and
volunteer, will be given safety
instructions.
Newly assigned station personnel will
be given specific instruction in the use
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Supervisors shall ensure that personnel are
suitably dressed for the work they perform.
Suitable dress is defined as protective
clothing as outlined in General Order 08-13,
Personal Protective Equipment.

Every effort will be made to identify, control,
regulate, or eliminate all recognized hazards.
Hazardous situations may be defined as
circumstances that may cause serious
physical harm or death.
Examples of hazardous situations include
inadequate shoring, improper scaffolding,
excessive toxic or oxygen deficient
atmospheres, all electrical hazards, and
certain vehicle malfunctions, i.e., faulty
steering, etc.
All equipment necessary for recognizing or
controlling such hazards must be readily
available as required.
Effective measures will be taken to eliminate
such hazards. If the hazard cannot be
eliminated immediately, effective
measurements and control procedures must
be employed. All personnel subject to
exposure will be fully informed and
instructed as to the nature, severity, and
emergency procedures necessary in case of an
accident.
Hazardous operations may be defined as any
activities that may cause serious physical

9
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harm or death to personnel. Examples
include:
• Actions necessary to control hazardous
situations, i.e., repairing a chlorine gas
leak.
• Any operation involving a hazardous
situation, i.e., oxygen deficient fire
scenes.
• Any operation that is in itself a hazard.
All hazardous operations will be identified,
specific procedures specified, and all
personnel will be familiar with appropriate
Departmental General Orders and those
approved Bureau Operating Procedures.
Safety Analysis for Occupational Hazards
To eliminate accidents in hazardous situations
and operations, it is mandatory that all
exposed personnel be thoroughly familiar will
all existing Departmental rules and
regulations and fully understand the methods
and procedures for doing each job safely
when such hazards cannot be eliminated.

•

identified and their causes understood,
ways of eliminating or minimizing
them shall be developed.
¾ Provide proper equipment to
eliminated or minimize the
hazard, or
¾ Provide personal protective
equipment and enforce its use
to eliminate or minimize the
possibility of injury.
If the hazards, either situational or
operational, cannot be effectively
eliminated or minimized, then formal
guidelines should be formulated.

Work rules should be established in writing,
disseminated among all personnel, and
maintained on file for periodic review. This
becomes a document to assist the supervisor
in instructing his/her personnel in the safe
method of performing their jobs and what
protective equipment will be required. It also
provides each person with a source of
information he/she can use for occasional
review.
Personal Protective Equipment

It should be noted, however, that the primary
objective is to eliminate the hazard or to
effectively minimize the inherent risk.
Job safety analysis is the process of
identifying, analyzing, eliminating, or
controlling recognized hazards. The
procedures for job safety analysis follow.
They relate to both hazardous situations and
hazardous operations.
•

•

Identify and locate the hazard through
individual company preplanning.
Hazardous operations are usually
identified by common sense.
Hazardous situations may be more
difficult to detect.
When the hazards and potential
dangers associated with each step are
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All personal protective equipment shall be
worn in accordance with General Order 0813.
8.

Control of Motor Vehicle Losses/Safe
Driving Incentive Program

Driving Regulations
The driving regulations for the operation of
emergency and non-emergency Fire
Department vehicles are specified in General
Order 08-04, Driving Regulations, and shall
be adhered to by all personnel. At no time
will members be allowed to smoke while on
moving apparatus.

10
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Preventability Determination
In accordance with the National Safety
Council definition, a preventable accident is
one in which the driver fails to do everything
reasonably possible to avoid the accident.
Personnel who have been charged with a
preventable accident have the right to contest
this determination by requesting it be
evaluated by the Occupational Safety and
Health Team.
Safety Investigative Team
The Safety Investigative Team’s purpose is to
establish a procedure for investigating the
circumstances surrounding a Fire Department
vehicular accident causing a fatality, serious
injury, or excess vehicle damage.

volunteer employees/members of each station
that accomplishes an “accident-free year.”
9.

Management Participation –
Committees

The establishment of a series of interrelated
safety committees within the framework of
the Department is a measurement of
management’s intent, interest, and support for
a program of occupational safety and health
and accident reduction.
A primary function of the committee system
is to facilitate exchange of ideas between
management and employees/members and to
clarify policies relative to hazards, problem
areas, and loss prevention. In order to
facilitate this exchange, a Departmental
Occupational Safety and Health Team is
established.

Training and Discipline
Appropriate training will be provided by the
Department when required. Personnel shall be
selected for training on the basis of their
assignment, special equipment operated, or
when their driving records indicate additional
training is required.
Personnel with unsatisfactory driving records
shall be subject to disciplinary review. If
disciplinary action is deemed necessary, the
Department Safety Officer will make
appropriate notification to the responsible
supervisor and coordinate all activities with
the responsible Lieutenant Colonel, Bureau
Manager, or Volunteer Chief, when
appropriate.
Safe Driving Incentive Program
The Fire Department Safe Driving Incentive
Program has been established to recognize
and promote safe driving practices. An annual
award will be presented to the career and
DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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Management Participation – Committees
shall:
• Be chaired by a Lieutenant Colonel to
serve alternating successive six month
terms.
• Consist of the Department Safety
Officer, Risk Management
Coordinator, and representative of the
Volunteer Chiefs’ Council, Volunteer
Fire/Rescue Association, Local 1619,
Volunteer Fire Commission, and each
Bureau Safety Coordinator.
• Review loss experienced, cost analysis
figures, Departmental problems at the
policy level, progress of bureau’s
safety plans, the Occupational Safety
and Health Program, coordinate and
recommend top-level policies and
procedures for upgrading the program
with consideration for the impact on
Departmental and County operations,
and other related concerns.
• Meet monthly – minutes to be taken.
11
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10.

Posting – Survey of Occupational
Injuries and Illnesses

In accordance with Maryland Occupational
Safety and Health regulations, the Survey of
Occupational Injuries and Illnesses must be
posted yearly for 30 days at all work sites.
The Survey of Occupational Injuries and
Illnesses shall be completed by the County’s
Risk Management Office. The survey results
will be reissued on a yearly basis. After the
survey has been posted for 30 days, it is to be
filed with this General Order and the previous
year is to be discarded.
REFERENCES
NFPA 1521, “Standard for Fire Department
Safety Officer,” 1992 edition.
NFPA 1002, “Standard for Fire Apparatus
Driver/Operator Professional Qualifications,”
1993 edition.
NFPA 1021, “Standard for Fire Officer
Professional Qualifications,” 1992 edition.
NFPA 1500, “Standard on Fire Department
Occupational Safety and Health Program,”
1992 edition.
NFPA 1561, “Standard on Fire Department
Incident Management System,” 1990 edition.
NFPA 1581, “Fire Standard on Fire
Department Infection Control Program,”
1991 edition.
FORMS/ATTACHMENTS
N/A
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Division 08

Health and Safety

Chapter 11 – Personal Grooming
January 2010

POLICY
This General Order shall establish a standard
for personal grooming to enhance the level of
safety for all Fire/ EMS Department members
and ensure that members’ appearance reflects
favorably on the Department and Prince
George’s County.
No attempt has been made to define “styles”
of hair. The standards, instead, relate to
“safety.” Deviation from these standards may
detract from the delivery of essential fire
protection services and subject firefighters
and citizens to unnecessary risk.
Hair grooming regulations shall be adhered to
by all members of the Prince George’s
County Fire/EMS Department, both career
and volunteer, excluding volunteer members
whose duties are strictly administrative and
do not respond on any type of emergency
apparatus.
DEFINITIONS
N/A
PROCEDURES
Personnel who may have any occasion to
wear a self-contained breathing apparatus
shall not have facial hair that comes between
the sealing surface of the face-piece and the
face or that interferes with valve function.
Haircuts
Hair shall be clean, neat, and present a
trimmed appearance. The length of the hair
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shall not be worn below 2/3’s of the uniform
shirt collar.
Wigs may be worn on duty to cover natural
baldness or physical disfiguration caused by
accidents or medical procedures. The wig
worn shall be clean, neat, and present a
trimmed appearance. The length of the hair
shall not be worn below 2/3’s of the uniform
shirt collar.
Hair may be dyed or frosted.
Sideburns
If an individual chooses to wear sideburns,
they shall be neatly trimmed and of equal
width (no flair) and shall not extend below
the corner of the mouth. In addition, the
sideburns shall terminate in a clean horizontal
line with a width and length not to come
between the sealing surface of the face-piece
and the face or interfere with valve function.
Mustaches
A short and neatly trimmed mustache may be
worn, but shall not extend over the upper lip
or beyond ½ inch from the corners of the
mouth (measured from the corner of the
mouth) and shall not come between the
sealing surface of the face-piece and the face
or interfere with valve function.
Beards and Goatees
Beards and/or goatees are not permitted to be
worn by any personnel who may have any
occasion to wear a self-contained breathing
apparatus. Additionally, all male personnel
shall be clean shaven while on duty.
1
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Personnel are to comply with General Order
08-21, Respiratory Protection Program.
Compliance
Any deviation from this regulation shall be
for assignment purposes only and shall have
prior approval of the Fire Chief, upon
recommendation of the Appropriate
Lieutenant Colonel.
It shall be the responsibility of the career and
volunteer officers to enforce this General
Order evenly and fairly.
Officers shall take appropriate action to
prohibit those members who do not comply
with this General Order from responding on
emergencies.
REFERENCES
N/A
FORMS/ATTACHMENTS
N/A
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Division 08

Health and Safety

Chapter 12 – Outdoor Activities During Air Quality Alerts and
Inclement Weather Conditions
January 2010

POLICY
This General Order shall provide guidelines
and operating procedures for all personnel
concerning the cancellation of outdoor
activities during air quality alerts (Ozone
Action Days) and/or inclement weather
conditions. Every attempt should be made to
follow these guidelines whenever possible.
These guidelines do not preclude the
performance of essential emergency and nonemergency functions regardless of prevailing
weather conditions.
DEFINITIONS
N/A
PROCEDURES
1.

Notification

Information concerning the status of air
quality and weather forecasting is provided
on a continuous basis to Public Safety
Communications from sources, such as; the
Maryland Emergency Management Agency
(MEMA), the National Weather Service and
the Metropolitan Washington Council of
Governments (COG).
Upon receipt of information that an air
quality alert and/or inclement weather
condition exists, Public Safety
Communications will make an all channel
announcement notifying fire and emergency
medical service personnel of the areas
affected and the approximate duration.
Recommended actions and other pertinent

information concerning the dangers
associated with poor air quality and/or
deteriorating weather conditions would be
included in the message.
Guidelines
Guidelines are hereby established concerning
the curtailment of outdoor activities during air
quality alerts and inclement weather. The
final determination to continue outdoor
activities will be left to the discretion of the
Battalion Chiefs using the following criteria:
•

Factors to be used to determine
outdoor activities during an air quality
alert as prescribed by the Metropolitan
Washington COG Air Quality
Forecast and Action Guide:
¾ Code Red- Unhealthy Air
Quality (100+ range)
All non-emergency outdoor
activities should be limited to
essential functions, drills to be
held indoors, limit refueling of
vehicles, combine errands, no
unnecessary idling of vehicles
Ozone Alert Action Flags will be
raised as a warning to the public
of possible health hazards. These
flags will be flown at designated
County Government office
buildings, Maryland National
Capital Park and Planning
Commission facilities, and fire
stations throughout the County.
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¾ Code Orange- Moderately
Unhealthy Air Quality (8599 range)
Limit prolonged outside
activities to a minimum
Ozone Alert Action Flags will
be raised as a warning to the
public of possible health
hazards. These flags will be
flown at designated County
Government office buildings,
Maryland National Capital
Park and Planning
Commission facilities, and fire
stations throughout the
County.

•

Severe cold (temperature 32 degrees
and below)

When any of the above weather conditions
exists, the final determination to continue
outdoor activities will be left to the discretion
of the Battalion Chiefs.
Indoor Activities and Drills
Nothing in this General Order shall cancel
indoor activities or training drills.
Weather Related Disasters
Weather related disasters will continue to be
handled according to General Orders as set by
this Department.

¾ Code Yellow- Moderate Air
Quality (51-84 range)

REFERENCES
N/A

Normal Department outdoor
activities permitted.
¾ Code Green- Good Air
Quality (0-50 range)

FORMS/ATTACHMENTS
N/A

Normal Department outdoor
activities permitted.
Factors to be used to determine the
cancellation of outdoor activities during
inclement weather conditions as forecasted by
the National Weather Service:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rain (moderate to heavy)
Flooding conditions
Severe thunderstorms and lightening
Sleet or hail
Snow accumulating or considerable
amount is still on the ground
Tornado or hurricane (watch or
warning)
Heat (temperature 95 degrees and
above)
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Division 08

Health and Safety

Chapter 13 – Personal Protective Equipment
January 2010

POLICY
This General Order shall establish standards
for personal protective equipment worn by
Fire Department personnel to ensure
maximum safety and identification during
emergency fire/rescue operations.
The proper utilization of protective
equipment is vital to the safety of personnel
and is mandatory. The Fire Department is
committed to providing quality protective
equipment.
Members shall use and maintain all protective
equipment in accordance with Departmental
procedures and manufacturer specifications.
DEFINITIONS
N/A
PROCEDURES
1.

Personal Protective Equipment
Requirements

The use of personal protective equipment will
be MANDATORY AS A CONDITION OF
EMPLOYMENT/MEMBERSHIP when
specified by the Department for hazard
protection.
•
•

Supervisors will be held accountable
for allowing personnel to work
without prescribed equipment.
The Risk Management Office’s
review of injuries will emphasize
accidents resulting from failure to use
protective equipment.
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Regulation personal protective equipment
shall consist of a helmet, turnout coat, and
turnout pants with approved boots, gloves,
Nomex hood, and Self-Contained Breathing
Apparatus (SCBA).
Bureau of Logistics and Supply shall ensure
that PPE properly fits each
employee/member, according to NFPA
standards, before issuance. If PPE needs
alteration to ensure proper fit, this shall be
coordinated through Logistics by an approved
vendor, and the PPE shall not be issued until
alterations are made.
High visibility vests are required when
personnel are engaged in non-firefighting
operations on a roadway. SCBA shall be
worn at all times while engaged in any
operation in an atmosphere that is imminently
dangerous to life or health (IDLH), as defined
in General Order 06-01. SCBA shall
continue to be worn on all incidents until such
time as the Incident Commander has
determined:
•
•

That there are no hazardous materials
or toxic products of combustion
present, or
Personnel are not operating in an
oxygen deficient atmosphere.

Only protective clothing and equipment
issued or approved by the Prince George’s
Fire Department may be used by personnel on
any fire/rescue incident. Protective clothing
and equipment will be in compliance with
current editions of the National Fire
Protection Association (NFPA) and the
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration Standards (OSHA).
1
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With the approval or concurrence of the
Incident Commander, officers-in-charge
(OIC) may allow members to remove turnout
coats and pants at non-fire emergencies and
when overhauling at fire scenes provided the
removal of such turnout coats and pants does
not endanger such members.
On other emergency incidents not involving
interior structural firefighting, the OIC may
determine the appropriate level of protective
clothing to be worn. The safety of fire/rescue
personnel shall be the prime consideration for
making this determination. Full PPE (helmet,
turnout coat, gloves [firefighting, or as listed
below], turnout pants, and boots) shall be
worn by all members while engaged in
automobile extrication activities. Full PPE
ensemble, including SCBA, shall be worn by
all members during automobile fires, and on
other exterior fire incidents as determined by
the Incident Commander. The appropriate
level of protection shall apply to all members
operating on the incident, regardless of
company, bureau, assignment, or rank.
Turnout pants with approved boots shall be
worn on all incidents that normally involve
the hazards of thermal or steam burns, or
exposure to hazardous materials such as:
•
•
•
•

Structural firefighting operations.
Vehicular or tank fires.
Hazardous materials incidents.
Natural gas leaks or fires.

The OIC shall have the discretion to allow
personnel to remove turnout pants and wear
either short rubber boots, three-quarter length
rubber boots, approved leather firefighting
boots, or approved (standard) leather work
boots (with or without running pants) when
conditions are safe to do so, such as:
•
•

Brush fires (when conditions warrant).
Rescue or medical emergencies.
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•

•
•

Vehicular accidents when not engaged
in firefighting operations (High
visibility vests are required when
working on a roadway).
Outside trash fires (when conditions
warrant).
Other situations when the safety of
personnel is not jeopardized.

Three-quarter length boots or approved
leather boots may be worn by exterior
command officers in lieu of turnout pants and
short boots.
Apparatus operators are not required to wear
their Personal Protective Equipment while
driving. However, full PPE ensemble must be
worn when involved in operations away from
the vehicle. This will include SCBA when
operating in or near an IDLH atmosphere.
NFPA and American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) approved eyewear shall be
issued to all personnel as part of the standard
issue helmet. Additionally, such eyewear
may be obtained on an as-needed basis to
replace the flip down face shield on
previously issued helmets.
The goggles may be removed from the helmet
and carried in a pocket of the turnout gear
until such time as they are needed. Eye
protection shall be required during any
activity which may result in falling or flying
debris. The SCBA face-piece with the
regulator attached is considered full eye
protection. Members may use safety glasses
during auto extrications and other
emergencies deemed appropriate by the
Incident Commander, as long as they are
NFPA/ANSI approved, and purchased at the
member’s expense.
However, if SCBA is not required, the
goggles/approved eyewear must be worn.
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2.

expense may be used on nonfirefighting or rescue calls. (Example:
working with winch cables, or
engaged in high altitude rescues such
as water towers or scaffolds.)

Non-Issued Personal Protective
Equipment

Approval and inspection of non-issued
equipment shall be the responsibility of the
appropriate volunteer chief or career
supervisor utilizing the following guidelines:
•

•

•

The only approved helmets other than
standard issue from Logistics are:
Cairns Sam Houston, Model N6A1,
leather helmet with shell liner and
approved eye protection, Cairns
Classic 1000 and 1010, Cairns 1044
w/EES Innerzone 2 goggles, standard,
the Kevlar or fiberglass composite
version of the Sam Houston style, the
Morning Pride Ben 2 Plus Fire
Helmet.
The only approved footwear for
interior firefighting that meets the
NFPA #1971 standard, other than
standard issue from Logistics are: Pro
Boot, by the Warrington Group, Black
Diamonds, and Globe Magnum Fire
Boots.
Logistics is only issuing one type of
firefighting glove. The only other
approved firefighting glove is the
Morning Pride/American Firewear
Sleevemate gloves.

Issued rubber boots and gloves must be worn
except as noted below:
•

•

At the discretion of the OIC, the use
of non-issued smooth toe (standard)
leather work boots with steel toes and
inner soles, which comply with
current OSHA Standards, may be
worn on non-firefighting rescue calls,
brush fires, emergency care incidents,
and service calls.
If approved by the Unit OIC, nonissued OSHA certified leather work
gloves purchased at the wearers
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3.

Protection Level Requirements

Fire and rescue apparatus is fully enclosed
when it includes a full roof and doors at all
riding positions.
Approved hearing protection will be worn on
all apparatus.
Personnel riding in tiller positions shall wear
full running gear while responding on all
emergency incidents.
•

•

On trucks equipped with fully
enclosed tiller compartments (with
compartment secured) the tiller-man
may dispense with the use of
protective clothing while driving, if
approved by the OIC.
On non-emergency conditions, the
OIC of tiller trucks may allow the
tiller-man to remove protective gear
except for the helmet.

On ambulances, sedans, and utility vehicles,
the wearing of protective clothing is optional.
Riding on the back step of apparatus is
prohibited.
The following guide is to be used by the OIC
to determine the appropriate level of
protective clothing to be worn at all times.
Participants in the Ride-Along Observer
Program shall wear an orange fire helmet
clearly marked “Observer.” They are not to
engage in any actual firefighting or rescue
operations and shall not be required to wear
full protective clothing as outlined above.
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*The Unit OIC has the discretion to allow the
removal of running coats when the safety of
personnel is not endangered.
4.

Standardized Markings

Officer rank designation will be indicated on
each side of the bonnet as illustrated in
Attachment #1. Volunteer Command Officer
Ranks may be indicated as illustrated in
Attachment #1.

Helmets

Assignment and Rank Designations

Only issued and approved markings will be
allowed on helmets. Helmet distribution will
be as follows:

Numeral and letter sizes shall be 2”.
Designations requiring more than double
numerals or letters will be permitted on an
adhesive label. All numerals and letters will
be reflective gold with black outline.

•

•

•
•

•

Career Firefighters and Fire
Technicians will wear yellow helmets
with the appropriate reflective
striping, 2” wide around the bonnet.
Emergency medical, rescue personnel
and Paramedic personnel will be
issued blue helmets with appropriate
striping when their existing helmets
are replaced. Existing helmets must
be yellow with blue reflective striping,
2” wide around the bonnet.
Probationary Firefighters, those not
yet acquiring Firefighter I, will wear
red helmets with appropriate striping.
Observers, those personnel
participating as ride along/observer,
will wear orange helmets clearly
marked “observer” with the
appropriate striping. 2” around the
bonnet.
Volunteer Firefighters who have
successfully acquired Firefighter I
shall wear yellow helmets with the
appropriate striping, 2” wide around
the bonnet.

Command Officer Rank Identification
Assignment designation initials or numbers
will be worn on the sides of the helmet as
indicated in Attachment #1. Assignment
designations will be indicated by reflective
labels issued by the Bureau of Logistics and
Supply.
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Helmet shields will be on printed reflective
labels as indicated in Attachment #1.
Volunteer companies may purchase their own
reflective shield labels with the approval of
the Fire Chief.
Leather shield fronts may be worn, and may
include the member’s ID#, rank, and/or
Company number. However, these optional
shield fronts will be purchased at the
member’s expense, and will maintain a
presentable and professional appearance at all
times.
Temporary or acting duty assignments for
extended periods will be indicated by using a
temporary rank shield on the present marked
helmet.
Example: Lieutenant shield on yellow 660C
to indicate Acting Lieutenant rank.
Bomb Squad Personnel – Certified personnel
are those assigned to the Fire Department
Bomb Squad. The Bomb Squad helmet
markings shall be reflective gold with black
outline.
Certified personnel shall wear the marking
“BOMB SQUAD” and their designated
identification number centered on each side
of the helmet (See Attachment #1).
4
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Haz Mat Personnel – Certified personnel are
those who have completed the Prince
George’s County Hazardous Materials
Certification Program. The Haz Mat helmet
markings shall be red reflective; letter and
numeral sizes shall be 1”.

Do not neglect the interior fittings, especially
the suspension. Remove and examine impact
cap for damage to the foam core.

Level II – Certified personnel shall wear the
marking HM II centered on the back of the
helmet brim (See Attachment #1).

Continuously inspect face shield to ensure
integrity, replace as required.

Level III – Certified personnel shall wear the
marking HM III centered on the back of the
helmet brim (See Attachment #1).
5.

Personal Protective Equipment
Maintenance

All personal protective equipment is subject
to inspection and removal from service at the
discretion of the officer-in-charge.
Helmet Maintenance
Do not alter the helmet in any way. Use only
accessory equipment of the type included in
the original helmet or as approved by the
manufacturer.
Do not paint the helmet shell without
complying with written instructions from the
helmet manufacturer.

Inspect the interior fittings regularly. Replace
worn or dirty suspension laces.

Check all mechanical hardware for proper
adjustment regularly. All screws and nuts
must be tight. Face shield clutch mechanism
should be in proper tension. Chin straps and
buckles should be checked for corrosion.
Turnout Coats and Pants
Only issued and approved markings will be
allowed on turnout coats and pants.
All turnout coats and pants will have
reflective tape stripes to enhance visibility.
Three inch (3”) letters, “PG” will be placed
on each shoulder. “PGFD” will be placed on
the back of all turnout coats. This will serve
to easily distinguish members of our system
from mutual aid companies and deter theft.
(Attachment #2)

Helmets shall be kept clean. Use mild
solvents such as ethyl alcohol or mild
detergent (Winsol Equipment Cleaner and
Spot Remover). Maintain in accordance with
the manufacturer’s instructions.

Volunteer companies may have Logistics
affix their company’s name/initials/company
# (maximum of 10 characters/spaces), if
desired, on the back of the coat, using issued
reflective numerals and letters (Attachment
#2). This will be at the individual member’s
or Company’s expense.

Do not wash with strong solvents or cleaning
agents such as tar remover acetone, paint or
lacquer thinner, or any other chlorinated
organic solvents.

Yellow Nomex or PBI/Kevlar turnout coats
will be worn by Firefighters, Fire
Technicians, and line officers; all command
officers will wear white Nomex coats.

Avoid prolonged storage in direct sunlight.
DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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All turnout coats and pants will be kept clean
and in a proper state of repair.
Keeping the turnout coat and pants clean
increases the life expectancy and ensures the
desired flame resistance. Abrasive flammable
dirt and contaminants detract from the
personal protective equipment designed
performance standard. All gear should be
cleaned on an annual basis, or when
necessary, such as after exposure to
hazardous materials, blood borne pathogens,
or petroleum products. Gear shall only be
cleaned or repaired by the Department’s
certified vendor. Career supervisors and
Volunteer Chief Officers will be responsible
to inspect the PPE of all employees/members
under their command on a monthly basis.
REFERENCES
N/A
FORMS/ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1 – Helmet Illustration
Attachment 2 – Coat Illustration
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Division 08

Health and Safety

Chapter 14– Preventing Violence in the Work Place
January 2010

POLICY
To establish a policy concerning work place
conduct, work place security, and specific
safety standards for firearms/weapons that is
applicable to all members of the Fire/EMS
Department.
Employees/members violating the provisions
of this general order shall be immediately
placed on administrative leave and/or
removed from operations pending an
investigation and administrative review of the
circumstances surrounding the incident.
DEFINITIONS

Fire Arms – any type of gun to include but
not limited to:
• Handgun
• Pellet gun and/or air gun
• BB gun
• Stun gun
Facing Off Position – when two employees
come face to face with each other in a
threatening demeanor.
Assault - the actual threat to use force with
the apparent ability, if not prevented, to
execute that attempt which creates reasonable
fear of imminent peril.
Battery - the unlawful touching of another

Workplace Violence – Any physical assault,
threatening behavior, or verbal abuse
occurring in the work setting.
Workplace – Any location, either permanent
or temporary, where an employee performs
any work-related duty.
Department Disciplinary Coordinator
(DDC) – Ensures establishment of guidelines
for proper intake, documentation, and the
handling of Disciplinary actions taken against
an employee. These procedures are
established in order to ensure that discipline
is distributed fairly and equitably and in
accordance with the guidelines that have been
established in the Collective Bargain
agreement, Personnel Laws, volunteer
Disciplinary Process, and the General Orders.

Work site or workplace - any location
whether owned or leased by the county or any
other location not owned or leased by the
county where a county employee is carrying
out the responsibilities and duties of his/her
job.
Property damage - intentional damage to
property which includes property owned by
the county, employee, visitors, or vendors.
4 categories of workplace violence:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Stranger on employee
Customer on employee
Significant other on employee
Employee on employee

Weapons – an object or device designed to
injure or that could be to cause a harmful
effect.
\
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PROCEDURES
1.

Background
•

The goal of preventing violence in the
workplace is to provide employees with a
place of employment that “is free from
recognizable hazards that are causing or
likely to cause death or serious harm to
employees.”

•

Employees have the duty and obligation to
bring potentially violent situations to the
attention of their immediate supervisor or
manager.
The objective is to ensure the highest
standard of health and safety for all members
and the general public and to provide for the
efficient and effective operation of the
Department. This shall be accomplished by
stating what is acceptable work place
conduct, recognizing breaches in work place
security, establishing a policy regarding
firearms and weapons, and training members
to recognize potential threats to personal
safety in the work place and on the
emergency scene.
Regarding violence in the workplace, the
Department will maintain a “zero tolerance”
policy.
2.

Prohibited Conduct

Verbal
•

•

Threats to inflict bodily harm,
including vague or covert threats
such as but not limited to:
¾ “I am going to come back
after duty and get you.”
Abusive language and/or gestures
toward supervisors, co-workers, or
the public

DIVISION 08 – Personnel Management
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¾ “Displaying ones hand in
the shape of a gun and act
like you are shooting at a
co-worker.”
Making delusional statements
inflicting harm
¾ “I should go home get a
gun and blow these
people’s head off.”
Threats to destroy property
¾ “I am going to burn your
house down.”

Physical
•
•
•
•

3.

Attempting or carrying out
physical Assaults
Striking, pushing, and other
aggressive physical acts against
another person
Disorderly conduct (shouting,
throwing, or pushing objects, and
punching walls)
Bringing guns or other weapons
into the workplace (unless
authorized)

Firearms/Weapons

The bringing of unauthorized firearms and
other weapons into fire stations and/or other
work sites is prohibited.
If a member is employed by a law
enforcement agency that does not require the
individual to carry an off-duty weapon, one
shall not be worn in or around the fire station
and/or other worksite. If the member is
required to carry an off-duty weapon, every
effort must be made to keep the weapon out
of plain view when visiting the fire station/
worksite. The weapon of the member must
not be visible to persons entering the fire
station/worksite. It is the responsibility of the
individual to properly secure their weapon.
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•

No firearms of any type will be allowed to be
worn or carried by fire and rescue personnel
who are involved in emergency operations or
during training evolutions.
The practice of bringing weapons in for
cleaning, repair, or storage shall be limited to
authorized facilities only.
Fire stations that host turkey shoots or gun
shows shall notify the Office of the Fire Chief
24 hours prior to the event and have
appropriate permits on display. Ammunition
must be kept separate from the firearm while
in the station.
Volunteer members who possess a gun permit
for fund-raising activities shall follow the
same guidelines as off-duty law enforcement
officers.
NOTE: The above prohibition does not
preclude authorized Prince George’s County
Fire Investigators from carrying out their
official duties.
4. Work Place Security
It shall be the responsibility of the career
supervisor/volunteer chief to ensure that a
safe and secure work place exists for all
members.
A periodic security assessment shall be done
to ensure that a safe environment does exist.
Items to be considered:
•
•
•
•
•

Increased outdoor lighting in parking
areas and corners of the building.
Maintaining locks on windows and
doors.
Closing bay doors when not in
quarters.
Providing central entry points.
Installing electronic security devices
(i.e., cameras, buzzers, etc.).

DIVISION 08 – Personnel Management
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•

5.

Questioning “strangers” in the work
place.
Background/security checks of new
members as per General Order
Division 11 Chapter 23.
Appropriate Work Place Conduct

All members shall conduct themselves in a
courteous, efficient manner; be fair, impartial,
ethical, and dignified in their relations with
others.
•
•

•
•

They shall be respectful and
compliant to their supervisors.
They shall refrain from using harsh
and violent language and from
disturbing other members
unnecessarily.
They shall not engage in altercations
or boisterous arguments.
Threats and physical altercations will
not be tolerated.

6. Protective Orders
•

If an employee/member has any type
of protective order in place or
pending, the employee or member
should notify his/her immediate
supervisor.
• A picture of the person who has
the protective order against shall
be provided and kept on file at the
station/worksite
• Consideration shall be made to
temporarily change the
complainants work site.

Types of Orders
•

Peace Order - A peace order is a
civil protection order that you can
file for in district court, which is
supposed to help protect you from
someone who is abusing you.
3
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•

•

Protective Order - In litigation, an
order that prevents the disclosure
of sensitive information except to
certain individuals under certain
conditions.
Ex Parte Order - Restraining any
party from going onto the grounds
of or entering the dwelling that the
parties share, from the residence,
workplace, or school of the other,
or from the day care or school of a
child until further order of the
court; prohibiting any party from
knowingly coming within, or
knowingly remaining within, a
specified distance from a specified
location.

When confronted with a violent situation,
personnel should keep the following steps in
mind:
• Stop and quickly analyze the situation.
• Take steps to ensure personal safety
and the safety of others.
• If a gun or weapon is present, take
cover and get underneath something,
• Call police, activate the emergency
identifier on radio, and notify
communications.
Complaints involving violence in the
workplace
All complaints involving violence whether
verbal or physical will be handled using a
Three (3) Step Process.

7. Rude Conduct

Step One (1)

Conduct that a “reasonable person” would
classify as inappropriate or unprofessional in
the workplace, will not be considered
“violence in the workplace”, but rather a
violation of the “Code of Ethics.”

This step is used for minor disturbances
between employees and/or members in which
the station Commander or Volunteer
Command Officer, worksite Manager, or
senior firefighter can handle quickly and
effectively. The employees and/or members
can continue to work together without any
further disruptive behavior. The Duty Major
shall be notified of the situation and kept
abreast of any further incidents.

Non-Emergency behaviors that would fall
into this category include but are not limited
to:
•
•
•

8.

Snapping fingers at another person
Making a statement in a angry voice
Display of being upset, angry, or
frustrated.
Implementation/Enforcement

When an employee observes an act of
violence or the threat of violence at work,
whether involving employees or members of
the pubic, the employee should report the
incident immediately to his/her supervisor,
the nearest supervisor or other management
personnel.
DIVISION 08 – Personnel Management
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The “Workplace Disturbance Report” shall be
completed by the highest ranking officer
present at the time of the incident, no matter
how minor in nature and forwarded to the
Office of Professional Standards for record
keeping purposes. The Employee’s
Assistance Program or Volunteer Assistance
Program is an option to be for all personnel.
Step Two (2)
This step is used for moderate disturbances
between employees and/or members which
4
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rise to a point that cannot be handled at the
station/worksite level. The Volunteer Chief,
Duty Chief, Civilian Manager, Volunteer
Major, or Battalion Chief shall be
immediately notified. The employees and/or
members shall be immediately separated and
monitored until the arrival of the Command
Officer.
Depending on the severity of the incident,
placing the station/worksite out of service
until the incident can be brought under
control and/or resolved may be considered.
Examples of actions which are considered
moderate in nature include, but are not
limited to:
• Yelling and screaming
• Slamming doors
• Aggressively shuffling items on a
desk
• Profane and/or abusive language
• Angered state that can’t be brought
under control quickly or he/she
continues after attempts have been
made to halt the behavior.
The employees can be separated by either
moving them to another work site, which will
be determined by the Duty Chief or placing
the employees on Administrative
Leave/Leave Without Pay (LWOP).
Both employees and/or members shall be
referred to EAP/VAP through a supervisory
referral.
The “Violence in the Workplace
Questionnaire” shall be completed by the
complainant(s) and collected by the Battalion
Chief and/or Major/Manager with the
assistance of the station officer or volunteer
command officer.

shall complete written statements
immediately.
The Battalion Chief and/or Major/Manager
shall collect all statements, review the
package for completeness, and forward to the
Office of Professional Standards by 0900 the
next business day. If the incident occurs
during the weekend, holidays, or after normal
business hours, notification shall be made to
the Departmental Disciplinary Coordinator
(DDC) via email or through the Call Center.
Each employee/member shall be directed to
contact the Office of Professional Standards
to schedule an interview with the DDC. The
DDC will ensure the following actions occur:
• Review the Violence in the
Workplace Package and statements
• Schedule interviews with
employee/member
Step Three (3) “Zero Tolerance”
Involves overt, obvious acts of violence either
verbal, physical, or both. When disturbances
involving employees and/or members rise to
this level, rapid and immediate actions are
required. The Station Officer/Manager or
volunteer command officer shall immediately
request the assistance of the Battalion Chief,
On Duty Major, and the police department if
the violent acts were physical in nature. The
employees and/or members shall be
immediately separated and monitored until
the arrival of the Battalion Chief or
Major/Manager. If an operational capacity,
the station shall be immediately placed out of
service and additional fire/EMS units shall be
dispatched if EMS care is required. The
station will remain out of service until the
incident is declared under control by either a
Major/Manager or the highest ranking
command officer available.

Each employee or member involved in the
violent behavior as well as any witnesses
DIVISION 08 – Personnel Management
Chapter 14– Preventing Violence in the Work Place
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Actions which are considered “Zero
Tolerance” in nature are:
• Physical altercations
• Overt threats to inflict harm or bodily
injury
• Pushing, shoving, chest bumping
• Employees/Members are in a “facing
off” position, in a nose to nose
position
• Stalking, chasing, and/or holding
against ones will.
• Any display of guns or knives
• Any object picked up or displayed that
can be used as a weapon
The Battalion Chief and/or Major/Manager
shall operationally remove
employees/members and on Administrative
Leave/ Leave Without Pay (LWOP).
The “Violence in the Workplace Package”
shall be completed by the complainant(s) and
collected by the Battalion Chief and/or
Major/Manager with the assistance of the
station officer, Volunteer Command Officer
or the Lt. Col. in charge of that respective
command.
Each employee or member involved in the
violent behavior as well as any witnesses
shall complete written statements
immediately.
The Battalion Chief/Manager and/or highest
ranking Chief Officer is responsible to ensure
that all statements are collected and forward
to the Office of Professional Standards by
0900 the next business day. If the incident
occurs during the weekend, holidays, or after
normal business hours, notification shall be
made as soon as practical to the Departmental
Disciplinary Coordinator (DDC) by email or
thru the Operations Call Center.
Direct each employee/member to contact the
Office of Professional Standards to schedule
DIVISION 08 – Personnel Management
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an interview with the DDC. The DDC will
ensure the following courses of action are
completed:
• Review the Violence in the
Workplace Package and statements
• Schedule interviews with
employee/member
Both employees and/or members shall receive
a supervisory referral to EAP/VAP.
Failure to comply with orders contained
herein will result in disciplinary action.
9.

Additional Information

Warning signs of possible violent behavior:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Evidence of possible drug use or
alcohol abuse
Serious stress in individuals personal
life
Continual excuses/blame
Inconsistent work patterns
Poor on-the-job relationship
Concentration problems/confusion
Poor health and hygiene
Unusual/changed behavior
Previous threats/threatening actions
Decreased productivity
Attendance problems

Escalating levels of violence: Level One
•
•
•
•
•

Refuse to cooperate
Spreads rumors and gossip to harm
others
Consistently argues with co-workers
Belligerent towards customers/clients
Constantly swears at others

Escalating levels of violence: Level Two
•

Argues frequently with customers,
vendors, co-workers, and management
6
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•
•
•
•

Refuses to obey company policies and
procedures
Sabotage
Verbalizes wishes to hurt co-workers
and/or management
Overly interested in discussing violent
crimes

Escalating levels of violence: Level Three
Frequent displays of intense anger resulting
in:
•
•
•
•
•

Recurrent suicidal threats
Recurrent physical fights
Destruction of property
Utilization of weapons to harm others
Murder, rape, and/or arson

De-escalation techniques
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extend empathy and avoid ridicule,
threats, blame or belittling
Allow the hostile person to save face
Redirect their energy
Remain calm, speak slowly, softly,
and clearly
Avoid being defensive
Provide space and watch body
language
Listen carefully and ask clarifying
questions
Remain non-confrontational
Focus on behavior, not attitude.
FORMS/ATTACHMENTS

VIWP - initial report and Questionnair.xls

DIVISION 08 – Personnel Management
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Office of Professional Standards

Violence in the Workplace (VIWP) Questionnaire
Name of Person Filing Report:

Phone:

Department & Shift Assignment:

Date Completed:

Name of Supervisor Notified:

Date Notified:

Name of person alleged to be acting violently or making threats:
Date on which this occurred:
Place at which this occurred

(give

specific fats indicating where incident occurred) :

Who else was present? Include
name, department, address, and
phone number.
Did the respondent use or threaten to use physical force against you? explain ( type of threats

made, degree of threats, & how the

threats were made).

Did physical action accompany the threat? If so, describe.

Did the respondent use a weapon? Have access to weapons? What type of weapon? Where it was located?
What weapons were used, if any?

Did the respondent have the ability to carry out the threats or use physical force? Explain

Did the respondent have to be restrained or prevented from using physical force against you?
were restrained)

(by whom and who they

Did the respondent put you in fear of your life or safety? How?

Did the respondent threaten you with immediate or future harm? Explain?

Did you engage in an argument with the respondent? What was the argument about? Who started the
argument? Explain.

Did the respondent use harsh or violent language towards you? Explain

Did the respondent harass you? Explain how you were harassed.

Was this the first time the respondent threatened to use or used physical force/violence against you? If not,
explain the previous incident.

What injuries did you suffer as a result of this? Did you require medical treatment or hospitalization? Explain.

Where the police called to the scene? By Whom? What was the name of the Officer(s)) that responded? What did the Officers do upon
arrival?

Was a criminal complaint filed? By whom? Were any arrests made? Explain
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Division 08

Health and Safety

Chapter 15 – Wellness and Fitness
January 2010

•

POLICY

•

The purpose of this GO is to improve the
overall fitness and performance level of all
members and employees of the Prince
Georges County Fire/EMS Department. This
GO establishes a clear and defined
commitment to improving and strengthening
the human beings that are the foundation of
the Prince George’s County Fire/EMS
Department and reducing the fiscal impact of
injury and illness.
DEFINITIONS

•

C.

N/A
PROCEDURES

Implementation of individual and
organizational wellness and fitness
training.
•

Goals
•

The three major goals of this GO are the
following:
A. Individual and Departmental safety.
•
•
•
•

•
Decreasing injuries and illnesses
Increasing job performance and
confidence
Decreasing physiological and mental
stress
Manage overweight and high risk
employees through fitness and
behavior modification

B. The individual and overall readiness of
the Prince George’s County Fire/EMS
Department

DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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2.

Maintain a more physical and
mentally prepared fire service
Increasing the performance of
physically strenuous job tasks
in emergency and nonemergency situations
Educating fire service
personnel that total body
wellness will lead to more
fulfilling careers and personnel
lives as it positively reflects on
the community that is served

Start and establish a wellness
and fitness program that is
proven and acts as a solid
foundation to build on
Establish wellness and fitness
programs that are flexible,
individualized, and easy to
improve over time
Establish wellness and fitness
programs that are feasible,
fiscally responsible, and easily
funded

Description

Wellness and Fitness program components
revolve around the systems of Total Health
Risk Management. They are designed to
protect the health and well being of the
individuals in the Prince George’s County
Fire/EMS Department and decrease the fiscal
impact of injury, illness, and sick leave use.
Individual health and fitness performance
1
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will be confidential and accessible to
individual personnel through the Risk
Management
Office. Three major systems of health and
safety are focused on:
•
•
•

Health and Fitness of Individuals
Prevention and Protection from Injury
and Illness
Proper Medical and Rehabilitative
Care

The following Wellness and Fitness
Program components support Total Health
Risk Management Systems:
• Annual Medical Physical Program
• Injury/Illness Back To Work Program
• Fitness Training Programs
• Peer Fitness Trainer Programs
• Pre-Hire Medical Screening Program
• Pre-Hire Fitness Preparation Program
• Recruit Fitness Training Program
• Fitness Center Operations
The program components shall utilize a board
certified physician designated by the
Fire/EMS Department to provide professional
expertise and oversight in the areas of
wellness and fitness as they relate to the fire
service. The Wellness and Fitness Medical
Director shall understand the physiological,
psychological, and environmental demands
placed on fire service personnel.
The program shall also utilize a Wellness and
Fitness Coordinator designated by the
Fire/EMS Department who, under the
oversight of the Wellness and Fitness Medical
Director, will coordinate and be responsible
for Departmental Wellness and Fitness.
Annual Medical Physical Program
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1. The Risk Management Office (RMO)
shall schedule the employee's medical
examinations annually.
2. Employee shall report to the
examining location for their medical
examination at the designated time
and sign in. If the employee is unable
to keep the scheduled appointment
due to an unforeseen conflict prior to
the appointment (i.e. emergency
holdover or emergency leave), the
employee's supervisor shall contact
RMO about the conflict as soon as
possible to reschedule the
examination.
3. At the completion of the medical
examination, if the employee has not
been advised of failing any portion of
the medical examination, then the
employee will sign out of the
examining facility and if on duty,
shall return to full duty. Upon
notification from the examining
facility that the employee has
successfully completed all portions of
the medical physical, RMO will notify
the employee, in writing, that they are
fit for duty based on the minimum
medical standards.
4. The notification will also advise the
employee if any issues should be
discussed and/or followed up with
their personal physician. The
employee may obtain a copy of their
medical examination report from
RMO by submitting a written request
to RMO.
5. If the employee has been advised of
failing any portion of the medical
examination at the completion of the
examination, then:
6. The employee will sign out of the
2
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examining facility and immediately
report to RMO.
7. RMO will advise the employee to see
their personal physician. The
employee will have up to 10 days to
submit a course of action to be taken
by the employee to facilitate the
successful completion of the medical
examination.
8. If it is determined the employee has a
job-related injury or medical
condition, the appropriate steps, in
accordance with General Order 08-20,
Reporting Injuries on the Job, will be
followed and the employee will be
afforded disability leave or light duty
under the direction of their medical
documentation at that time.
9. If it is determined the employee has
an on job-related injury or medical
condition, the appropriate steps in
accordance with General Order 08-11,
Non-Service Connected Temporary
Disability, Parental Leave and FMLA
Leave, will be followed and the
employee may request sick leave or
light duty under the direction of the
medical documentation at that time.
10. Once the injury or medical condition
has been resolved, the employee is
still required to successfully complete
the medical examination.
11. If no injury or medical condition is
identified, RMO will place the
employee in a non-operational status
and may consider the employee for a
light duty assignment. As part of this
assignment, the employee will comply
with General Order 08-25,
Sworn/Uniformed Personnel Physical
Fitness Standard. General Order 08-25
DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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may be modified to satisfy the
recommendations of the employee's
physician.
12. If no medical reason is submitted for
the failure of the medical examination,
a retest will be scheduled within 30
days.
13. Physical examinations conducted by
private physicians or other sources
will not be substituted for the required
Department medical examination.
However, if using the Department's
standards, the Department's
examining physician may consider
those results to determine the health
and physical capabilities of the
employee. These physical
examinations will be at the employee's
expense.
14. Upon notification of second failure of
medical examination:
a. Employee will immediately
report to RMO for counseling
and be placed on Leave
Without Pay (LWOP). The
employee may request to be
placed on emergency annual
leave. Notification will be
made to the Fire Chief of the
employee's leave status.
b. RMO will schedule the
employee for an Independent
Medical Evaluation (IME).
c. The results of the IME may be
reviewed at the next Medical
Advisory Board (MAB)
meeting.
15. The Medical Advisory Board may
recommend the employee be:
a. Recommended medically fit
for full duty. The appointing
authority may return the
3
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employee to full duty.
b. Afforded more time to
successfully complete the
medical examination. The
appointing authority may grant
additional time to successfully
complete the medical
examination.
c. Deemed medically unfit for
full duty for their specific job
classification and have their
case reviewed by the
Disability Review Board
(DRB). Pending the results of
the DRB meeting, the
appointing authority may take
the appropriate action as per
Personnel Law, Subtitle 16,
Division 12, Section 16-189,
Separation --disability.
d. Deemed unfit for full duty for
their specific job classification.
The appointing authority may
take the appropriate action as
per Personnel Law, Subtitle
16, Division 13, Section 16194, Performance-related
disciplinary actions.
16. All employees are required to
maintain a minimum aerobic capacity
of 13 METS (42 ml/kg/min) that is
determined during an employee’s
medical physical.
17. All employees are required to
maintain a Body Mass Index of
twenty-nine (29) or less based on
standard body composition BMI chart,
clinical judgment and the physician
conducting annual medical physicals
for employees. (Attachment 1)
18. All employees that are unsuccessful in
passing any portion of the
Departmental medical physical may
DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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consult with the Wellness and Fitness
Medical Director for support and
guidance concerning their medical
condition. It shall be an ongoing
objective of the Department and the
Risk Management Office to assist
personnel in obtaining the best
medical care that is needed to return
to full duty where possible. This also
includes personnel affected by
occupational injuries or illnesses in
their rehabilitation to return to light
duty and/or to full duty.
Injury/Illness Back To Work Program
1. The Risk Management Office will
conduct IOJ/light duty/FMLA case
review meetings on a weekly basis.
Members who fail their annual
medical physical and/or need medical
follow-up will also be reviewed
during the case review meeting.
2. The Risk Management Office may
contact the Prince Georges County
Medical Review Officer and the
Departmental Wellness/Fitness
Medical Director for consultation and
individual case management.
3. The Risk Management Office and
Wellness/Fitness Coordinator may
assist personnel to coordinate
injury/illness follow-up medical
appointments to facilitate healthier
and proper back to work timeframes.
4. The Departmental Wellness/Fitness
Coordinator and Peer Fitness Trainers
may liaison with physical therapists to
enhance and assist individuals’
treatment and fitness plans.
Physical Fitness Training Programs
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1. Physical Fitness Training – A
minimum of one and one-half (1-1/2)
hours three (3) days each week will be
provided for personnel on day work
and two (2) hours every work shift for
employees on shift work. The
facilitation of physical fitness training
shall be realistic and appropriate as
emergency call volume can permit.
Records of all physical fitness
activities will be documented on the
Physical Fitness Training Record.
(Attachment #2)
2. Physical fitness training shall utilize
the National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) 1583 Standard on
Health-Related Fitness Programs for
Fire Fighters to develop and
implement physical fitness training
activities and exercise regimens.
3. While on duty, the following physical
fitness training activities and exercise
regimens should be followed.
Activities not written within this
General Order are not authorized to be
performed while on duty. Personnel
will consider and utilize the following
components:
•

promote flexibility and
reduce muscle soreness.
• Cardiopulmonary fitness –
Aerobic workouts enhance
the bodies’ ability to take in,
transport, and utilize oxygen;
improved muscular activity
for a prolonged period of
time. Activities that include
large muscle groups in a
rhythmic continuous manner
increase aerobic fitness.
Authorized on duty aerobic
activities include walking,
running, elliptical trainers,
cycling, rowing, stair
climbing, and rope skipping.
Considerations in
determination of aerobic
exercise activities should
include the following:
o Individual preferences
o Availability of proper equipment
o Risk of injury versus benefit of
activity
o Specificity to occupational
demands
•

Warm-up and cool-down
exercises – Each workout
session should begin with at
least a 5-10 minute warm-up
period. This will prepare the
body for more strenuous
exercise and decreases the
risk of injury, and improves
performance. 10 -15 minute
warm-down periods should
follow each workout. This
period gradually reduces
exercise intensity and should
be followed by stretching to
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Muscular strength and
muscular endurance –
Activities that provides
resistance that muscles have
to overcome can be used to
improve muscular strength
and endurance. Muscular
strength and endurance
modalities will be separated
into four groups:

o Machine Weights. Equipment
that uses pulleys, cables, and
weight to provide resistance to
the muscles. The controlled
movements of machine weights
5
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are ideal for starting a muscular
fitness program and/or
individuals recovering from
muscular-skeleton injuries.
o Free Weights. Equipment that
uses barbells, dumbbells, kettle
bells and/or tools and equipment
(e.g., hose bundles, ladders, tool
bags) to provide resistance to the
muscles. The balance between
weight and individual while
lifting weight improves strength
transfer to real-life movements
during emergency operations.
o Calisthenics. Participants
perform exercises using an
individual’s body weight to
provide resistance to the muscles
(e.g., push ups, lunges, leg lifts,
free squats, core stabilization
exercises) can be used. Since
fire service personnel support
their body weight and additional
loads such as PPE and SCBA,
using a weighted vest while
performing calisthenics can
benefit participants.
o Circuit Weight Training.
Participants perform a series of
exercises using a variety of
modes (e.g., machine weights,
free weights, calisthenics)
organized to work all major
muscle groups. Work periods are
15 – 30 seconds long. And rest
intervals between exercises vary
from 15 seconds to one minute.
•

Functional Physical Fitness
Training – (Attachment #3)
This training is designed to
offer the opportunity to
combine physical fitness
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training with heavy exertion
skills and movements
required of job tasks that are
specific to emergency
operations. Examples of
activities would include:
o High rise operations
o Ladder and heavy
equipment operations
o Hose line deployment
(charged and
uncharged)
o Cot and EMS
operations involving
stairs
o RIC operations
o Extrication operations
Note: Personnel and supervisors
should be creative and consider real
life scenarios when developing
Functional Physical Fitness Training
activities. To ensure that realistic and
appropriate activities are performed,
crews should consider the following
guidelines:
Specific - What is the specific task?
Measurable - What will be measured?
Attainable - Is the task to hard or difficult?
Relevant - Is the task applicable to the needs
of emergency operations?
Time-bound – Can the task be timed?
o Battalions Chiefs and company
officers should consider in station,
parking lot and first due
geographical locations to perform
this training. Training and tasks
can be conducted individually or
as crew. Records of all Functional
Physical Fitness Training will also
be documented on the Physical
Fitness Training Record.
(Attachment #2)
6
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o Battalions Chiefs and company
officers should forward copies of
Functional Physical Fitness
Training forms to facilitate
research and development of
improved fitness training and
safety within the Department.
4. Dress requirements – Personnel are
allowed to wear tee shirts, sweat shirts,
sweat pants, shorts, balls caps, wool caps,
and while en route to or from the exercise
sites. All clothing will be navy blue in
color. Tee shirts, sweat shirts, and ball
caps will be required to have Prince
George’s County Fire/EMS Department
logos or seals that will identify personnel
during emergency incidents that occur
during physical fitness training. Union
logos will be permissible in addition to
any departmental logos or seals.
5. Temporary inability to participate in the
Department’s Physical Fitness Program
must be documented using the forms;
Attending Physician’s Statement and
Temporary Disability Form. These forms
shall be forwarded via chain-of-command
to the Occupational Safety and Health
Office
6. All injuries as a result of the Physical
Fitness Training, while on duty and
adhering to this General Order will be
considered on the job injuries. On-the-job
injuries related to Physical Fitness
Training will be reported in accordance
with General Order 5-4, Reporting
Injuries on the Job.
7. Consultations with the Wellness and
Fitness Medical Director are available
for any personnel requesting support
and guidance that may be helpful in
attaining and/or maintaining physical
DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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fitness levels needed to operate safely
during emergency operations.
Consultations will be scheduled through
the Risk Management Office.
Peer Fitness Training Program
1. Peer fitness trainers will be assigned to
all battalions to conduct physical fitness
appraisals, maintain equipment, and
facilitate wellness/fitness education and
promotion at the station/battalion level.
Peer fitness trainers are responsible for
the coordination and communication of
information and data to the Risk
Management Office and the Wellness
and Fitness Coordinator.
2. Peer fitness trainers will be available for
one-on-one individual fitness goal
setting, fitness regimen prescriptions,
education, and coaching.
3. Selection and education of personnel to
become Departmental peer fitness
trainers will be coordinated by the Risk
Management Office, the Wellness and
Fitness Medical Director and the
Wellness and Fitness Coordinator.
4. Peer fitness trainers will administer and
schedule physical fitness assessments.
This will enable personnel to have their
current physical fitness level assessed
and evaluated for baseline, progress, or
regression of their individualized fitness
level. All fitness performance
assessment information is confidential
and will be forwarded to the Risk
Management Office to become a part of
the employee’s medical file.
5. A physical fitness regimen and plan will
be provided as a result of the physical
fitness assessment. The potential and
course of action for physical fitness
7
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improvement will be specific to the
level of fitness at the time of the
physical fitness assessment.
6. Consultations with the Wellness and
Fitness Medical Director are available
for any personnel requesting support
and guidance that may be helpful in
attaining and/or maintaining physical
fitness levels needed to operate safely
during emergency operations.
Consultations will be scheduled through
the Risk Management Office.
Pre-Hire Medical Screening Program
1. The Risk Management Office will
liaison with Public Safety Investigations
(PSI) to ensure pre-hire medical
screening processes are followed for
potential new employees.
2. The Risk Management Office will
liaison with the County Medical Review
Officer for pre-hire case review that
pertains to potential new employees.
3. The Risk Management Office will
provide education and training as
needed for pre-hire medical physical
review processes by PSI.
4. The Risk Management Office will
liaison with the Research, Planning and
Development (Recruitment) during any
hiring process to enable timely medical
screenings and any needed medical
follow up needed for potential new
Departmental employees.
5. The Risk Management Office will
liaison with the Office of Law and
County Risk Management Office for
direction and legal consul that involves
pre-hire medical screenings.
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Pre-Hire Fitness Preparation Program
1. The Wellness and Fitness Coordinator
and Peer Fitness Trainers will provide
fitness training and preparation classes
for the Departmental Physical
Abilities Test (PAT) to potential new
employees.
2. Wellness and Fitness Coordinator and
Peer Fitness Trainers will provide
education and familiarization of fire
service and Departmental
Wellness/Fitness Program Training
during the recruit class orientation
phase for potential new employees.
3. The Risk Management Office,
Wellness and Fitness Coordinator, and
Peer Fitness Trainers will liaison with
the Research, Planning and
Development (Recruitment) during
any hiring process to enable fitness
training and preparation for the
Departmental PAT to potential new
employees.
4. The Risk Management Office,
Wellness and Fitness Coordinator, and
Peer Fitness Trainers will continue
research and development of
improved physical ability testing for
potential new employees.
Recruit Fitness Training Program
1. The Risk Management Office,
Wellness and Fitness Coordinator, and
Peer Fitness Trainers will assist and
provide guidelines for wellness/fitness
training, education and promotion for
recruit classes ate the FETA.
2. The Wellness and Fitness Coordinator
and Peer Fitness Trainers will provide
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recruit physical fitness appraisals
during recruit class.
3. The Risk Management Office,
Wellness and Fitness Coordinator, and
Peer Fitness Trainers will continue
research & development of improved
recruit fitness training methods for
future recruit classes
4. The Risk Management Office,
Wellness and Fitness Coordinator, and
Peer Fitness Trainers will
communicate and coordinate with the
FETA for scheduling and logistical
needs for wellness and fitness
training.
Fitness Center Operations
1. The Risk Management Office,
Wellness and Fitness Coordinator, and
Peer Fitness Trainers will coordinate
Fitness Center Operations that include
the following:
• Wellness and Fitness Education,
Training and Seminars
• Support of the Pre-Hire Fitness
Preparation Program
• Coordination of Mandatory
Orientation Training Sessions
• Proper and Safe Use of
Equipment
• Enforce Fitness Center Rules,
Codes of Conduct and Entry
Security/Sign In Procedures
• Ensure Proper Maintenance,
Cleanliness and Appearance
3.

Responsibilities
A. Personnel
1. Each member of the Department
shall review the Wellness and
Fitness GO. It is the individual
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employee’s responsibility to
participate in the annual medical
physical and physical fitness
training. Failure of the employee
to comply with this GO may result
in disciplinary action as stated in
Prince George’s County Personnel
Law, Sec. 16-194 (a)(1)(2)(3).
2. Each employee of the Department
shall maintain and monitor their
own physical fitness. It is the
individual employee’s
responsibility to maintain a
training log of documented
physical fitness training and
functional physical fitness
training. (Attachment #2) This
training log is required to be
signed by the individual
employee’s supervisors and
presented upon request to the Risk
Management Office.
3. It is the individual employee’s
responsibility to recognize the
need and seek assistance from
Departmental peer fitness trainers
and/or the Wellness and Fitness
Coordinator to enable the adequate
health and fitness levels to
perform their assigned duties in
the Department.
B. Battalion Chiefs/Station Supervisors
1. Battalion Chiefs/Station
Supervisors shall encourage and
ensure that employees understand
the importance of physical fitness
in the fire service and their role in
the Wellness and Fitness Program.
It is the Battalion Chief/Station
Supervisors responsibility to
recognize the need and seek
assistance from Departmental
9
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peer fitness trainers and/or the
Wellness and Fitness Coordinator
to enable the adequate health and
fitness levels of employees to
perform their assigned duties in
the Department.
2. Supervisors shall be creative and
resourceful in enabling the time
and effort to be contributed to
physical fitness training and the
wellness of the employees they
supervise. Any need for education
and/or training in a battalion
and/or station can be requested
through the Risk Management
Office.
3. It is the station supervisor’s
responsibility to review and sign
employees’ annual training log of
documented physical fitness
training and functional physical
fitness training.
C. Peer Fitness Trainers
1. Peer Fitness Trainers (PFT) will
have responsibilities within the
Risk Management Office to
provide to Departmental personnel
as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wellness/fitness education and
promotion
Physical fitness appraisals
Peer Fitness Trainer continuing
education and training
Recruit physical fitness
appraisals and pre-hiring
wellness/fitness mentoring
Research & development of new
wellness/fitness methods
Communication/coordination of
activities, information, and data
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with the Risk Management
Office
D. Wellness and Fitness Coordinator
1. The Wellness and Fitness
Coordinator will have
responsibilities within the Risk
Management Office to provide
to Departmental personnel as
follows:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consultation and liaison with the
Wellness and Fitness Medical
Director and the County Medical
Review Officer
Maintain physical fitness
program and physical fitness
appraisals
Communication/coordination
with Fire Training Academy
staff
Communication/coordination of
Battalion Peer Fitness Trainers
Maintain employee medical
files, databases, overall
wellness/fitness data collection
Wellness/fitness education
Research & development
Wellness/fitness promotion – all
levels
Provide resources for behavioral
health to personnel

E. Wellness and Fitness Medical
Director
1. The Wellness and Fitness
Medical Director shall be
responsible for guiding,
directing, and advising
members with regard to their
health and fitness as explained
in NFPA 1582 and NFPA
1583.
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2. The Wellness and Fitness
Medical Director shall
maintain a liaison relationship
with the Fire/EMS Department
Physician, the Departmental
Employee Medical Services
Physician and the
Departmental Occupational
Safety and Health office that
includes the Departmental
Wellness and Fitness
Coordinator.

regimens to enable employee’s
reaching and maintaining
required fitness levels and/or
recovery from injuries to
facilitate an effective and
manageable “back to work”
time frame. The appropriate
use of peer fitness trainers
from within the Department
for coordination and support
would be incorporated in this
process.

3. The Wellness and Fitness
Medical Director, when
necessary, will facilitate
appropriate referrals for
mental health and/or
behavioral modifications as
required by Departmental
guidelines.

7. The Wellness and Fitness
Medical Director shall review
and evaluate the progress of
rehabilitation programs for
employees that have been
injured and under specific care
to return to their assigned job
tasks.

4. The Wellness and Fitness
Medical Director shall review
annual individual Fitness
Performance Appraisals and
progress reports that are
conducted under his/her
auspices though performed by
the Departmental peer fitness
trainers.

8. The Wellness and Fitness
Medical Director shall review
all participating individual’s
coronary risk factors, failed
medical physicals, injuries,
activity level and fitness level.

5. The Wellness and Fitness
Medical Director shall review
all Departmental wellness and
fitness aggregate data with the
Wellness and Fitness
Coordinator on a quarterly
basis and generate a quality
assurance update report and/or
modifications made to the
Wellness and Fitness Program.
6. The Wellness and Fitness
Medical Director shall review
evaluate wellness and fitness
DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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9. The Wellness and Fitness
Medical Director shall assist
on all issues of development
with the current Wellness and
Fitness Program, as well as
future methodology changes
and improvements for the
program.
10. The Wellness and Fitness
Medical Director shall work
with a certified nutritionist(s)
to develop weight loss and/or
create individualized diet plans
to achieve and maintain
optimum health, body weight

11
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while reducing chances for
disease.
FORMS/ATTACHMENTS
Attachment # 1 - Body Mass Index Chart
Attachment # 2 - Physical Fitness Training
Record
Attachment # 3 - Functional Physical Fitness
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Body Mass Index Chart
Height

Weight
Normal BMI(<30) Abnormal BMI( 30+)

4'10"

142 lb or less

143 lb or more

4'11"

147 lb or less

148 lb or more

5'0"

152 lb or less

153 lb or more

5'1"

157 lb or less

158 lb or more

5'2"

163 lb or less

164 lb or more

5'3"

168 lb or less

169 lb or more

5'4"

173 lb or less

174 lb or more

5'5"

179 lb or less

180 lb or more

5'6"

185 lb or less

186 lb or more

5'7"

190 lb or less

191 lb or more

5'8"

196 lb or less

197 lb or more

5'9"

202 lb or less

203 lb or more

5'10"

208 lb or less

209 lb or more

5'11"

214 lb or less

215 lb or more

6'0"

220 lb or less

221 lb or more

6'1"

226 lb or less

227 lb or more

6'2"

232 lb or less

233 lb or more

6'3"

239 lb or less

240 lb or more

6'4"

245 lb or less

246 lb or more

**Clinical judgment will be used when evaluating Body Mass Index**
•
•

If male waist girth is less than 41 inches and BMI greater than 29 is considered normal
(Measurement at beltline)
If female waist girth is less than 36 inches and BMI greater than 30 is considered normal
(Measurement at level of navel)

Prince George's County Fire/EMS Department
Physical Fitness Training Record
Name ____________________________
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Rank__________

PGFD ID # ___________

Assignment:___________________

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 TOTAL

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

F = Functional Physical Fitness Training
AE = Aerobic Training
AN = Anaerobic Training
R = Resistance Training - Calestenics/ Weight Lifting
FPA = Fitness Performance Appraisal
CMP = County Medical Physical

Notes:

Prince George’s County Fire/EMS Department
Functional Physical Fitness Training

Specific - What is the specific task? Ex. Crew and specialty equipment to specific floor of high rise
Measurable - What will be measured? Ex. Number of floors and elapsed time
Attainable - Is the task to hard or unsafe? Ex. Temperature and/or unreasonable expectations of crew
Relevant - Is the task applicable to the needs of emergency operations? Ex. High-rise evolution
Time-bound – Can the task be timed? Ex. Elapsed time from crew in cab to specific location

Date:

Time of day:

Location: (In station, parking lot, or address)

Weather:

Company:

Measurement: (distance, floors, remaining air etc.)

Baseline Time - Date: ___________

Today’s Time – Date: ______________

Minutes: _____Seconds: ______

Minutes: _____Seconds: ______

Task Description:

Comments:
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Division 08

Health and Safety

Chapter 16 – Reporting Injuries on the Job
January 2010

POLICY
This General Order shall define mandatory
steps that all Prince George’s County
Fire/Emergency Medical Services (EMS)
Department employees and volunteer
members must take following an injury on the
job.
DEFINITIONS
Compensable Accidental Injuries –
Compensable accidental injuries are injuries
that have arisen “out of and in the course of
employment.” Not all work place injuries
are compensable.
Compensable Occupational Diseases –
Compensable occupational diseases are
ailments resulting from work conditions
inherent and inseparable from employment.
Risk Manager – The Risk Manager, as
designated by the Fire Chief, shall be the
Manager of the Risk Management Office
(RMO). The Risk Manager may designate a
Risk Management Coordinator to assist in
carrying out delegated responsibilities.

If the supervisor is unavailable,
employee/member shall notify the Fire/EMS
Operations Center who will notify the
Departmental Duty Officer.
Employee/member shall make proper entry in
duty station/office log book, including name,
ID number, date, time, and nature of injury.
If medical treatment is sought, the
employee/member shall alert physicians,
hospitals, and clinics of the following
information:
•
•
•

•

PROCEDURES
1.

Reporting

Career/Civilian/Volunteer Injury Claims
Employee/member shall notify his/her
supervisor immediately of accidental injury
or within 24 hours of when the employee
knew or should have known of the existence
of an occupational disease.
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•

That the injured person is a County
employee or volunteer member.
That the case is a Workers’
Compensation claim.
That all bills, medical reports, and
inquiries related to the injury are to be
forwarded to: Prince George’s County
Fire/EMS Department, Risk
Management Office, Fire Services
Building, Room 120, 6820 Webster
Street, Landover Hills, Maryland
20784
That the physician completes and
signs the Attending Physician’s
Statement and submits to the RMO
the next business day. These forms
must be updated and submitted to the
RMO a minimum of every 30 days.
However, more frequent reporting
may be required.
All Departmental burn injuries,
regardless of the degree of injury,
shall be assessed in the Burn Center at
Washington Hospital Center
(BCWHC). Acute burn injuries can be
received at MedStar then triaged to
1
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the Burn Unit or the Burn Clinic, as
indicated. Release to full duty from
burn injuries will only be approved by
the Fire Department from the
authorized representatives of the Burn
Clinic.
All injury on-the-job notifications require the
submission of the forms indicated below.
Volunteer members shall additionally
complete and sign the form in 6.d. with their
employer’s information. A Fire Fighter
Casualty Report and EMAIS report shall also
be completed and forwarded to Information
Management within 72 hours of the incident.
These forms are available on the share drive.
To file an injury claim, the following forms
must be completed and signed by the
immediate supervisor, and submitted to the
RMO via chain-of-command, even if medical
treatment is not sought at the time of injury:
•

•
•
•
•

Appropriate Workers’ Compensation
Employer’s First Report of Injury or
Illness, Acord 4 (Attachment #1a or
#1b). The employee/member’s current
home address and telephone number
must be on the form.
Supervisor’s Accident Investigation
and Report for Personal Injury, PGC
Form 1384 (Attachment #2).
Supervisor’s Follow-up and Return to
Work Notice, PGC Form 1383
(Attachment #3).
Provident First Notice of Claim
(Attachment #7).
Fire Fighter Casualty Report

Injury claims will be reviewed by RMO for
completeness and accuracy and forwarded to
the appropriate agencies in accordance with
Prince George’s County Fire/EMS
Department rules and regulations.
2.

Injury
Any recurrence of a previously reported and
properly documented injury or illness will
require the completion and submission of all
forms indicated for a new injury, with the
exception of the Acord 4 form.
All supervisor responsibilities remain
unchanged; however, an additional Acord 4
form is not required.
“Recurrence” should be written in the upper
right hand corner of each form of the
recurrence package. The new paperwork
should indicate the reason for the recurrence.
3.

Reimbursement for Prescriptions

Receipts for prescriptions issued by the
physician for an injury or illness may be
forwarded to RMO with a statement that
includes the date of injury, physician’s name,
and the name of the medicine.
Employee/member needing long-term
maintenance prescriptions filled may contact
the RMO or the Department’s program
administrator for assistance.
4.

Hospitalization

Career employees and volunteer members of
the Prince George’s County Fire/EMS
Department shall immediately notify, or
arrange for notification to, Public Safety
Communications (PSC) and/or Fire/EMS
Operations Center of entry and/or discharge
from the hospital when such hospitalization is
the result of a job-related injury or illness.
This information will be made available to
the Office of the Fire Chief, the Departmental
Duty Officer, and the Fire/EMS Department
Chaplain.
5.

Career and Civilian Light Duty

Recurrence of Previously Reported
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Personnel shall report to the RMO for a lightduty assignment when released by their
physician or by order of the Fire Chief (or
designee).
Personnel must bring a completed Attending
Physician’s Statement Temporary Disability
Form with them when reporting to the RMO.
Personnel detailed to a light-duty assignment
will be informed as to whom their new
supervisor will be. That supervisor will be
responsible for the employee’s administrative
functions, i.e. verifying light-duty hours on
the time sheet, leave used, and forwarding
timesheet to the RMO for final verification,
etc.
Personnel will remain on light duty until they
are released by their treating physician or
ordered back to full duty by the Fire Chief (or
designee). The employee will report to the
RMO with the completed Attending
Physician’s Statement Temporary Disability
Form indicating the employee has been
released to full duty.
The RMO will make all assignments of career
and civilian personnel to light-duty positions.
Light-duty assignments will be based upon:
•
•

•

The needs of the Fire/EMS
Department.
The medical information provided by
the treating/examining physician,
medical records, and/or the Medical
Advisory Board.
The particular talents, qualifications,
and rank of the light-duty employee.

Commands and offices within the Fire/EMS
Department will notify the RMO of their
needs/requests for light-duty personnel.
Requests shall be made on the appropriate
“Request for Light-Duty Personnel” form
(Attachment #8) and a file will be maintained
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in the RMO of current requests.
Personnel will remain on light duty until they
are released by their physician or ordered
back to full duty by the Fire Chief (or
designee). The employee will report to the
RMO with the completed Attending
Physician’s Statement Temporary Disability
Form, indicating the physician has released
the employee to full duty.
6.

Volunteer Light Duty

This applies to all volunteer members who
have been injured on-the-job and have been
assigned to light duty by a treating or
examining physician. Volunteer light-duty
members will remain assigned to their
respective stations. Members’ duties will be
limited to administrative functions only
involving non-emergency operational
activities.
Members will remain on light duty until
released by their physician and they have
physically reported to the RMO with their
completed Attending Physician’s
Statement/Temporary Disability Form
releasing them back to full duty. Members
will then notify their volunteer chief they are
back on full duty.
7.

Reporting Disability Leave/Light
Duty Hours on Timesheets

All timesheets with disability leave and/or
light duty hours are to be submitted to the
RMO for verification, authorization, and
submission to Fiscal Affairs.
All disability leave reported on time sheets
must have appropriate medical documentation
submitted to verify hours. The original forms
must be submitted to the RMO. For example,
if an employee is on light duty, but uses
disability leave to see a physician for -up
3
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care, an Attending Physician’s
Statement/Temporary Disability Form must
be submitted to verify these hours. All
employees on disability leave will be
temporarily re-assigned to the RMO. All
disability leave timesheets will be maintained
by the RMO and must be approved by the
Risk Manager or designee.
A maximum of four hours/day of disability
leave will be allowed for a physician/medical
specialist office visit or follow-up
appointment unless written verification is
received from the physician/medical
specialist indicating the medical need for
more time. This provision is for treating
doctor’s visit only as per current Labor
Agreement or Personnel Law.
An employee who does not have the proper
medical verification for disability leave or is
not in compliance with their current Medical
Advisory Board/Disability Review Board
ruling may be subject to the provisions of
Personnel Law Section 16-226, Absence
without leave. Conversion to other leave may
be approved by the Fire Chief upon
presentation of acceptable proof by the
employee that the unauthorized absence of
the employee was due to extenuating
circumstances beyond the employee's control.
This request must be in writing to the Fire
Chief within two weeks of the acceptable
proof.
The need for disability leave may be
reviewed by the Department’s Medical
Review Officer and voted on by the
Disability Review Board.
8.

Responsibilities

Career/Civilian Employee
Each career/civilian employee of the
Department should review these procedures.
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It is the individual employee’s responsibility
to ensure the completion and submission of
all appropriate forms in a timely manner. The
original Attending Physician’s Statement and
the Temporary Disability Form must be
submitted to the RMO.
When totally or partially incapacitated and
unable to perform regular work for more than
three days, a claim for compensation must be
made on the Employee’s Claim – Worker’s
Compensation Commission, WCC Form C1
(Rev 3/98) (Attachment #6). Form C1 must
be fully completed and mailed promptly to
the Workers’ Compensation Commission at
the address on the top of the form. It is the
employee’s responsibility to submit this form.
All employees must cooperate in the
investigation of the circumstances causing the
injury or illness.
Employees will be placed on the appropriate
leave status based upon the employee’s
current labor agreement or Personnel Law.
Employees on disability leave who have a
part-time job must report the name and
address of the business, work days and hours,
and current supervisor. A memorandum with
this information must be sent, through the
chain-of-command, to the RMO upon being
placed on disability leave. An employee on
disability leave cannot work a part-time job
without forfeiting their disability benefits.
Employees on disability leave are not
expected to leave their residence during
normal work hours without first obtaining
approval by the Fire Chief (or designee),
except for necessary medical services, legal
hearing regarding the disability, or in the
event of a family emergency. Failure to
follow proper procedures may result in the
employee being placed in the disciplinary
process and having to use annual leave,
4
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and/or jeopardize the employee’s disability
leave status.
Career/Civilian Supervisors

Risk Manager
The Risk Manager, or designee, shall be
responsible for:

Career/civilian supervisors shall:
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
Ensure that their employees
understand their role in the IOJ
process.
Ensure the completion of the
appropriate forms and sign the Acord
4 in “Preparer’s Name & Title” block.
Complete the Supervisor’s Follow-up
and Return to Work Notice, PGC
Form 1383 (Attachment #3).
Submit additional narratives as
necessary for further clarification of
information pertinent to the injury or
illness.
Forward all forms, via chain-ofcommand, to the RMO by 0900 hours
the next workday.
All work status changes to light or full
duty must be reported to the RMO.

Battalion Chiefs
Battalion Chiefs shall:
•
•
•

•

Ensure that employees and career
supervisors understand their role in
the IOJ process.
Review all claim forms for legibility
and accuracy.
Complete and sign the “Sub-Activity
Review and Appraisal” section of the
Supervisor’s Accident Investigation &
Report for Personal Injury form.
Forward all forms to the RMO by
0900 hours the next workday.

Majors/Managers
Majors/Managers shall ensure compliance
within their area of responsibility.
DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
Chapter 16 – Reporting Injuries on the Job

•

•

Review, accuracy, and timely
submission of all IOJ reports to the
appropriate agencies in accordance
with the Department’s rules and
regulations.
Ensuring all disability time reported
on time sheets has a current Attending
Physician’s Statement and Temporary
Disability Form submitted to verify
hours requested.
Posting the OSHA Form 300A,
Summary of Work Related Injuries
and Illnesses for the Prince George’s
County Fire/Emergency Medical
Services (EMS) Department, in
accordance with OSHA requirements.

The RMO may forward the request for
disability leave to a County-authorized
physician for an Independent Medical
Evaluation (IME). Cases will also be subject
to review by the County Medical Advisory
Board. Personnel who are on disability leave
for more than one week may be subject to a
medical examination. A County-authorized
physician will do the medical examination.
Medical examination results will be
forwarded to the County Medical Advisory
Board (MAB) for determination of continued
disability leave, full duty, light-duty status, or
retirement.
Volunteer Members
Each volunteer member of the Department
should review these procedures. It is the
individual member’s responsibility to ensure
the completion and submission of all
appropriate forms in a timely manner. The
original Attending Physician’s Statement and
5
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•

the Temporary Disability Form must be
submitted to the RMO.

•
When totally or partially incapacitated and
unable to perform regular work for more than
three days, a claim for compensation must be
made on the Employee’s Claim Form,
Workers’ Compensation Commission, WCC,
Form C1, (Rev. 3/98) (Attachment #6). The
member is responsible to submit this form.
Form C1 must be fully completed and mailed
promptly to Workers’ Compensation
Commission at the address at the top of the
form.

•

Volunteer Chief and/or President
The Volunteer Chief and/or President shall:
•

All members must cooperate in the
investigation of the circumstances causing the
injury or illness.
All volunteer members receiving temporary
total disability benefits who have a full or
part-time job must report the name and
address of the business, work days and hours,
and current supervisor. Members on disability
leave would not be expected to be working
full or part-time. A memorandum must be
sent, through the chain-of-command, to the
Fire Chief, or designee, within one week of
receiving temporary total disability benefits.
Volunteer Supervisors
Volunteer supervisors shall:
•
•
•
•

Ensure that their members understand
their role in the IOJ process.
Ensure the completion of the
appropriate forms and sign the Acord
4 in “Preparer’s Name & Title” block.
Complete the Supervisor’s Accident
Investigation & Report for Personal
Injury, PGC Form 1384.
Complete the Supervisor’s Follow-up
and Return to Work Notice, PGC
Form 1383.

DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
Chapter 16 – Reporting Injuries on the Job

Complete the Provident First Notice
of Claim.
Complete additional narratives as
necessary for further clarification of
information pertinent to the injury or
illness.
Forward all forms, via chain-ofcommand, to the RMO by 0900 hours
the next workday.

•
•

•

9.

Ensure that all members understand
their role in the IOJ process.
Review all claim forms for legibility
and accuracy.
Complete and sign the “Sub-Activity
Review and Appraisal” section of the
Supervisor’s Accident Investigation &
Report for Personal Injury form.
Ensure all forms are forwarded to the
RMO by 0900 hours the next
workday.
Claim Distribution

Career/Civilian Employees
One copy of each claim package will be kept
in the RMO. The original claim package will
be forwarded to the appropriate Workers’
Compensation carrier.
The RMO will complete the Disability Leave
Form, PGC Form 2099, for all career
employees upon release to full or light duty
status. Copies will be distributed to the
appropriate claims service contractor, the
Office of Personnel and Labor Relations,
Pensions Division, and the career employee’s
file.
The Office of Personnel and Labor Relations,
Pensions Division, completes and distributes
6
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the Disability Leave Form, PGC 2099, for all
civilian employees.

Attachment #3 - Complete the Supervisor’s
Follow-up and Return to Work Notice, PGC
Form 1383

Volunteer Members
One copy of each claim package is kept in the
RMO. The original claim will be forwarded
to the appropriate Workers’ Comp carrier.
Volunteer member and his/her supervisor
must complete the Provident First Notice of
Claim form. (Attachment #7)
10.

Attachment #4 - Attending Physician’s
Statement/Temporary Disability Form
Attachment #5 – Employee/Member’s
Statement of Injury or Illness
Attachment #6- Employee’s Claim Form,
Workers’ Compensation Commission, WCC,
Form C1, (Rev. 7/07)

Compliance

Failure to follow this General Order may
result in the denial of a claim. It is unlawful
for any employee or member to make a false
statement in connection with any of the
matters covered by this General Order. If an
employee or member makes a false statement
in connection with any of the enumerated
provisions, the employee or member shall be
subject to disciplinary action up to and
including immediate dismissal. A false
statement in connection with any of the
matters covered by this General Order shall
amount to the falsification of County reports
or documents under Section 16193(c)(1)(A)(iv) of the Prince George’s
County Code.

Attachment #7- Provident First Notice of
Claim
Attachment #8 - Request for Light-Duty
Personnel

REFERENCES
N/A
FORMS/ATTACHMENTS
Attachments 1a and 1b - Appropriate
Workers’ Compensation Employer’s First
Report of Injury or Illness
Attachment #2 - Supervisor’s Accident
Investigation and Report for Personal Injury,
PGC Form 1384

DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
Chapter 16 – Reporting Injuries on the Job
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PRINCE GEORGE’S COUNTY
SUPERVISOR’S INCIDENT INVESTIGATION & REPORT FOR PERSONAL INJURY
EMPLOYEE
OCCUPATION
ORGANIZATION
DATE OF ACCIDENT

SOCIAL SECURITY NO.
EMPLOYMENT (IN YEARS)
AGE
SUB-ACTIVITY
FUNCTIONAL AREA
ON DUTY
TIME
POLICE ONLY:

OFF DUTY

LOCATION OF ACCIDENT
INCIDENT DESCRIPTION

INJURY DESCRIPTION

WHY DID THIS INCIDENT OCCUR?

HAZARD PRESENT (SPECIFY)
CONTRIBUTING FACTORS

WERE ESTABLISHED SAFETY STANDARDS FOR THIS TASK ENFORCED BY THE SUPERVISOR?
USED? YES
NO
EXPLAIN:
IDENTIFY THREE EDUCATIONAL/CORRECTIVE ACTIONS THAT YOU WILL TAKE WITH YOUR CREW
WITHIN 10 DAYS TO PREVENT THIS TYPE OF INCIDENT IN THE FUTURE?
1.
2.
3.
CORRECTIVE ACTION TAKEN? – DATE
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT REQUIRED (SPECIFY TYPE)
USED? YES
MEDICAL TREATMENT (WHERE?)
DID INJURY RESULT IN EMPLOYEE’S DISABILITY?
HAS EMPLOYEE RETURNED TO WORK? (IF YES, DATE & TIME)
DATE & TIME INCIDENT REPORTED BY EMPLOYEE
DATE OF INVESTIGATION
SIGNED (SUPERVISOR OR INVESTIGATOR
PGC #1384 Rev 02/08

NO

SUB-ACTIVITY REVIEW AND APPRAISAL
1.

IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT WAS THE IMMEDIATE CAUSE OF THIS ACCIDENT?

2.

IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT WERE THE CONTRIBUTING FACTORS?

3.

WHAT ARE YOUR RECOMMENDATIONS?

4.

HAVE THEY BEEN IMPLEMENTED?
IF ‘NO’ EXPLAIN:

SIGNED

YES

NO

DATE
(Sub-Activity Reviewing Authority)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
ORGANIZATION REVIEW AND ASSIGNMENT OF CODES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

ORGANIZATION/SUB-ACTIVITY/FUNCTIONAL AREA
AGE
OCCUPATION
EXPERIENCE
TYPE OF ACCIDENT
CLASS OF INJURY
NATURE OF INJURY
PART OF BODY
SOURCE OF INJURY
HAZARD
UNSAFE ACT
CONTRIBUTING FACTOR
ESTIMATED TIME LOST
ACCIDENT LOCATION (POLICE AND FIRE)
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PUBLIC WORKS)

SIGNED

DATE
(Organization Review Authority)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
FOR SAFETY OFFICE USE ONLY
CASE NUMBER
OCCUPATIONAL INJURY

MOSHA LOG ENTRY?
YES
OCCUPATIONAL ILLNES

NO

PRINCE GEORGE’S COUNTY
SUPERVISOR’S FOLLOW-UP AND RETURN TO WORK NOTICE
EMPLOYEE
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
ORGANIZATION

SUB-ACTIVITY

DATE OF ACCIDENT

FUNCTIONAL AREA

DATE OF REOCCURRENCE

SUPERVISOR’S FOLLOW-UP (Sign and date below)
HAD EMPLOYEE BEEN CONTACTED SINCE THE INJURY?

YES

NO

DATE EMPLOYEE WAS CONTACTED
HOW WAS EMPLOYEE CONTACTED?
EMPLOYEE’S STATUS (INCLUDE CURRENT CONDITION AND ANTICIPATED DATE
OF RETURN TO WORK)

RETURN TO WORK NOTICE
DATE RETURNED TO WORK
HAS EMPLOYEE BEEN REASSIGNED AS A RESULT OF INJURY?

YES

NO

NUMBER OF WORK DAYS LOST DUE TO INITIAL INJURY
NUMBER OF WORK DAYS LOST DUE TO REOCCURRENCE
NUMBER OF DAYS ON LIGHT DUTY
WORK RESTRICTIONS

SUPERVISOR

DATE

REVIEWING
AUTHORITY

DATE

_ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
FOR SAFETY OFFICE USE ONLY
CASE NUMBER

MOSHA LOG ENTRY?

TOTAL WORK DAYS LOST
P.G.C. FORM #1383

(Rev. 6/78)

YES

NO

EMPLOYEE'S CLAIM
WORKERS' COMPENSATION COMMISSION
10 East Baltimore Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21202-1641
BALTIMORE PHONE 410-864-5100
TOLL FREE 1·800-492-<l479IN MARYLAND
TTY USERS CALL VIA MARYLAND RELAY

Do NOT WRITE

•

DATE STAMP

IN CLAIM NUMBER BOX

CLAIM NUMBER

•••••••••••••••••••

~1"'~'~~~
1. Claimant First Name

II!!I"~!!!Iia~a~;~s1l·'~u~,!~'~!~il~.~.'!;f~'j~'·~'~"~·'~f~!!!!I
••••••••••••••••••••••••••, 
2. Middle Initial
3. Claimant Last Name

5. Street Address

4. Phone Number

8. State

7. County

6. City

l1.Sex

10. Social Security Number

12. Date of Binh

13. Marital Status
M
S

M
F

9. Zip Code

14. Gross Wages Per Week

15. Paid lulll'fages
for day?

17. What Was Your Work When Injured?

16. What Is Your Regular Work?

""~~!!!!!!!I!!~!!!!!!!!I!!!!!!!!!I!'~!I!!!!!!!!~I!I
• •••••••••••Ii#mltiillla~·ri·~FI·ii;al~'l:ll!jil·~ha!~@t~·'iiilll!·~"II• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••
18. Full and oorrect business name of your employer
19. Employer Phone Number

YES
NO

1_

20. Complete Address

22. State

21. City

23. Zip Code

24. NO·.lce of
Injllry Given?
YES
NO

26. Location where accident occurred

25. Nature of Employe(s business

29. Occupal.
Disease?

28. First Day Not Worked

27. Whom did you notify of the accident?

30. Date of accidenVoccupational
disease disablement

A~I

Time

PM

Yes
No

QB

31. Describe how accidental injUry occurred

NOTE:

32. Describe how occupationai disease occurred

Failure to disclose information or giving false information, including information regarding any work related actiVity or retum to work either bafore or after an award of benefits, mllY subject
you to fines, imprisonment, or both, and disqualify you from reoeiving banefits. A CLAIMANT'S FAILURE TO COMPLETE THIS FORM IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE DIRECTIONS ON
PAGE 3 MAY RESULT IN THE CLAIM BEING REJECTED. TO EXPEDITE YOUR CLAIM, YOU MAY SEND A COPY OF THE COMPLETED FORM TO YOUR EMPLOYER.

34. Amputation 35. Employer requested

33. What member of your body was injured?

ReqUired?

to provide medical care?

YES
NO

YES
NO

36. Medical care
provided?

37. Date retumed to Work

YES
NO

39. Street Address

38. Attending Physician Name

40. Apt. I Surte

41. City

44. 11 you were in a hospital- Hospital Name

42. Slate

43. Zip CodE'

48. State

49. Zip Code

45. Street Address

46. Apt. I Suite

47. City

50. If Health Insurance used, give name of Insurance Co.

I hereby make claim for compensation for an injUry resulting in my disability due to
an accident (or disease) arising out of and in the course of my employment, and in
supporT of it make the foregoing statement of facts. I hereby cenify that the informa
tion I have given is accurate and that I have read the information on this form.

SIGNATURE

DATE

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACE BELOW
INS. CO.

Recognilion Ready Form
Form C1 (Rev 7(07)

wee

AnY

INS. GO. 2

ATTY

EMPLOYER

•

EMP.

AnY

GLMT. ATY

Page 1 of 3

MARYLAND WORKERS' COMPENSATION COMMISSION
AUTHORIZATION FOR DISCLOSURE OF HEALTH INFORMATION
Pursuant to Labor and Employment Article, §§ 9-709, 9-710, and 9-711, Annotated Code of Maryland this
authorization must be signed and filed with the Workers' Compensation Commission of Maryland in
conjunction with any claim for workers' compensation benefits.
A

Person Covered by Authorization
This document authorizes the disclosure of protected health information regarding:

Name/Claimant
B.

Date of Birth

Purpose of Disclosure

This document authorizes the disclosure of protected health information for the purpose of processing, ad. udicating
and resolving workers' compensation claims.
C.

Entities Authorized to Make Disclosure

This document authorizes any health plan, physician, health care professional, dentist, hospital, clinic, IE,boratory,
pharmacy, medical facility, or other health care provider that has provided payment, treatment or services to me )1' on my
behalf to disclose my protected health information consistent with this directive.
D.

Entities Authorized to Receive Protected Health Information

This document authorizes the disclosure of my protected health information to the following entities and thei r agents:
my attorney, my employer, and my employer's workers' compensation insurer.
E.

Information to be Disclosed
This document authorizes the entities listed in C to disclose protected health information that is relevant to:
1.
The member of the body that was injured as indicated on the claim application form. (see box 33)
2.
The description of how the accidental injury occurred as indicated on the claim application form. (see bl)x 31)
3.
The description of how the occupational disease occurred as indicated on the claim application form. (see
box 32)

The protected health information that may be disclosed includes, but is not limited to: history, findings, office am! patient
charts, files, examination and progress notes, and physical evidence.

F.
I understand that I may revoke this authorization by giving written notice to all parties to my claim for
compensation, except to the extent that this authorization has already been acted on prior to receipt of my revocation.

~orkers'

I understand that the information disclosed by this authorization may be subject to redisclosure by the recipient to a
medical manager, health care professional or registered rehabilitation practitioner, and others consistent with state and
federal law.
By signing this form, I am authorizing the disclosure of my protected health information. This authorization iSlalid for
one year from the date the claim is filed.

Patient/Claimant Signature

Date

A photocopy, facsimile or electronic transmission of this signed authorization form is valid.

Recognition Ready Form
WCC Form C1 (Rev 7/07)

Page :'
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WORKER’S COMPENSATION – FIRST REPORT OF INJURY OR ILLNESS
EMPLOYER (NAME & ADDRESS INCL ZIP)

G
E
N
E
R
A
L

Prince George’s County Volunteer Fire Dept.
6820 Webster Street
Landover Hills, MD 20784
SIC CODE

JURISDICTION

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACE BELOW
EMPLOYER’S LOCATION ADDRESS (IF DIFFERENT)

A
D
M
I
N

LOCATION #
PHONE #

FED TAX

I.D. NO.:

52-6000998

301-583-1951

CARRIER (NAME, ADRRESS & PHONE NO)

C
A
R
R
I
E
R

JURISDICTION CLAIM NUMBER

UNEMPLOY

N/A

C
L
A
I
M
S

OSHA CASE/FILE#

CARRIER/ADMINISTRATOR CLAIM NUMBER

POLICY PERIOD

American International Group, Inc.
1700 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215) 255-6307

CHECK IF APPROPRIATE

X
CARRIER FIEN

CLAIMS ADMINISTRATOR (NAME, ADDRESS & PHONE NO)

Prince George’s County Fire/EMS Dept.
6820 Webster Street, Rm 120
Landover Hills, MD 20784

STATE FUND

POLICY/SELF-INSURED NUMBER

ADMINISTRATOR FEIN

9844525
AGENT NAME & CODE NUMBER
NAME (Last, First, Middle)

E
M
P
L
O
Y
E
E

DATE OF BIRTH

ADDRESS (INCL ZIP)

SEX

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

DATE HIRED

MARITAL STATUS

OCCUPATION/JOB TITLE

MALE

UNMARRIED
SINGLE/DIVORCED

FEMALE

MARRIED

UNKNO
WN
# OF DEPENDENTS

TELEPHONE (INCLUDE AREA CODE)
REGULAR DEPT. OR DIVISION

STATE OF HIRE

EMPLOYMENT STATUS

SEPARATED
UNKNOWN

NCCI CLASS CODE

Occupation

Volunteer Firefighter
W
A
G
E

WAGE INFORMATION
FOR REGULAR
EMPLOYER

# DAYS WORKED/WEEK
HOUR

FULL PAY FOR DAY OF INJURY?

YES

NO

DID SALARY CONTINUE?

YES

N
O

PER:

$

Week

TIME EMPLOYEE
BEGAN WORK

A
M
P
M
CONTACT NAME/PHONE NUMBER

O
C
C
U
R
R
E
N
C
E

MONTH

OTHER:
AVERAGE WAGE/WEEK AT TIME OF INJURY $

DATE OF INJURY/ILLNESS

TIME OF OCCURRENCE

DATE EMPLOYER NOTIFIED

INDIVIDUAL NOTIFIED

PM
DATE RETURNED TO WORK

DID INJURY/ILLNESS EXPOSURE OCCUR ON EMPLOYER’S PREMISES?
YES

AM

TYPE OF INJURY/ILLNESS CODE

PART OF BODY AFFECTED CODE

NO

OCCURRENCE
PLACE OF ACCIDENT OR OCCURRENCE (INCL. State)
DESCRIBE NATURE OF INJURY OR ILLNESS IN DETAIL (Include part of body affected, eg. amputation of right index finger at 2nd joint, fractured arm, lead poisoning)

DESCRIBE EMPLOYEE’S ACTIVITIES WHEN INJURY OCCURRED WITH DETAILS OF HOW EVENT OCCURRED (Include name of other individuals involved, tools, machinery, objects, vapors, chemicals, radiators, unnatural
motions of employee)

DATE RETURN(ED) TO WORK

IF FATAL, GIVE DATE OF DEATH

WERE SAFEGUARDS OR SAFETY EQUIPMENT PROVIDED?
WERE THEY USED?

T
R
E
A
T
M
E
N
T
O
T
H
E
R

PHYSICIAN/HEALTH CARE PROVIDER (NAME & ADDRESS)

N/A

HOSPITAL (NAME & ADDRESS)

N/A

YES

NO

YES

NO

INITIAL TREATMENT (CHECK ONE)
NO MEDICAL TREATMENT
MINOR: BY EMPLOYER
MINOR CLINIC/HOSP
EMERGENCY CARE
HOSPITALIZED > 24 HRS

WITNESS TO INJURY (NAME & PHONE #)

DATE MAILED TO INSURER

ACCORD 4 (4/93)

FUTURE MAJOR MEDICAL/
LOST TIME ANTICIPATED

DATE PREPARED

PREPARER’S NAME & TITLE

PHONE NUMBER

NOTICE
This form is NOT a claim for compensation. Failure to file a claim within 2 years of the date of
accidental injury may bar an employee’s claim for compensation. Employees may obtain
claim forms from the Workers’ Compensation Commission.
EMPLOYER:
COMPLETE BOTH SIDES OF THIS FORM AND SEND IT IMMEDIATELY TO –

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION COMMISSION
6 NORTH LIBERTY STREET, BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21201-3785
A copy of this form must be mailed to the DIVISION OF LABOR AND INDUSTRY, 1100 N. EUTAW STREET, SUITE 611, BALTIMORE,
MARYLAND 21201 and an additional copy should be sent by the employer to his or her workers’ compensation insurance carrier. The weekly
earnings schedule below of the employee whose injury is being reported on the front side of this form should be completed at the time the
report is submitted if at all possible, but in any event the wage information must be supplied no later than ten (10) days following the employer’s
receipt of a Notice of Claim form the Commission. An employer’s failure to submit the wage information as required will result in the
Commission’s use of information supplied by the Claimant to the possible detriment of the employer.

REPORT OF WAGE INFROMATION
Injured Employee Name

Week No.
1

Month

Social Security Number

Week Ending
Day

Year

Days Worked

GROSS

Amount Paid Including
all Overtime

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Was this employee given free rent, lodging, board, tips or other allowances in addition to the above earnings? If yes,
state weekly value thereof. $

Signed

WORKER’S COMPENSATION – FIRST REPORT OF INJURY OR ILLNESS
County Executive and County Council
For Prince George’s County
Room 3200, County Admin. Bldg.
14741 Governor Oden Bowie Drive
Upper Marlboro, Maryland 20772

G
E
N
E
R
A
L

SIC CODE

JURISDICTION

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACE BELOW
EMPLOYER’S LOCATION ADDRESS (IF DIFFERENT)

A
D
M
I
N

LOCATION #

PHONE #

FED TAX

52-6000998

I.D. NO.:

CARRIER (NAME, ADRRESS & PHONE NO)

C
A
R
R
I
E
R

JURISDICTION CLAIM NUMBER

UNEMPLOY

N/A

C
L
A
I
M
S

OSHA CASE/FILE#

CARRIER/ADMINISTRATOR CLAIM NUMBER

EMPLOYER (NAME & ADDRESS INCL ZIP)

CLAIMS ADMINISTRATOR (NAME, ADDRESS & PHONE NO)

POLICY PERIOD

07/01/65

CorVel Corporation
9475 Lottsford Road #220
Landover, MD 20785
(301) 925-4024

TO

Prince George’s County Fire/EMS Dept.
6820 Webster Street, Rm 120
Landover Hills, MD 20784

Present
CHECK IF APPROPRIATE

X
CARRIER FIEN

SELF INSURANCE

POLICY/SELF-INSURED NUMBER

ADMINISTRATOR FEIN

S-1810
AGENT NAME & CODE NUMBER
DATE OF BIRTH

NAME (LAST, FIRST, MIDDLE)
ADDRESS (INCL ZIP)

SEX
MALE

TELEPHONE (INCLUDE AREA CODE)

STATE OF HIRE

MARITAL STATUS
UNMARRIED
SINGLE/DIVORCED

OCCUPATION/JOB TITLE

FEMALE

MARRIED

EMPLOYMENT STATUS

UNKNOWN

SEPARATED

Full Time

UNKNOWN

NCCI CLASS CODE

# DAYS WORKED/WEEK
HOUR

W
A
G
E

PER:
Week
TIME EMPLOYEE
BEGAN WORK

AM

MONTH

FULL PAY FOR DAY OF INJURY?

DATE OF INJURY/ILLNESS

TIME OF OCCURRENCE

X

YES

NO

X

YES

NO

AM

LAST WORK DATE

DATE EMPLOYER NOTIFIED

INDIVIDUAL NOTIFIED

PM

CONTACT NAME/PHONE NUMBER
DID INJURY/ILLNESS EXPOSURE OCCUR ON EMPLOYER’S PREMISES?
YES

X

DID SALARY CONTINUE?

OTHER:
AVERAGE WAGE/WEEK AT TIME OF INJURY $

PM
TYPE OF INJURY/ILLNESS

PART OF BODY AFFECTED

TYPE OF INJURY/ILLNESS CODE

PART OF BODY AFFECTED CODE

NO

PLACE OF ACCIDENT OR OCCURRENCE (Incl. State)

DESCRIBE NATURE OF INJURY OR ILLNESS IN DETAIL (Include part of body affected, eg., amputation of right index finger at 2nd joint, fractured arm, lead poisoning)
DESCRIBE EMPLOYEE’S ACTIVITIES WHEN INJURY OCCURRED WITH DETAILS OF HOW EVENT OCCURRED (include name of other individuals involved, tools, machinery, objects, vapors, chemicals, radiations, unnatural
motions of employee)

DATE RETURN(ED) TO WORK

IF FATAL, GIVE DATE OF DEATH

WERE SAFEGUARDS OR SAFETY EQUIPMENT PROVIDED?
WERE THEY USED?

T
R
E
A
T
M
E
N
T
O
T
H
E
R

DATE HIRED

# OF DEPENDENTS

RATE

O
C
C
U
R
R
E
N
C
E

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

PHYSICIAN/HEALTH CARE PROVIDER (NAME & ADDRESS

N/A

HOSPITAL (NAME & ADDRESS)

N/A

X
X

YES

NO

YES

NO

INITIAL TREATMENT (CHECK ONE)
NO MEDICAL TREATMENT
MINOR: BY EMPLOYER
MINOR CLINIC/HOSP
EMERGENCY CARE
HOSPITALIZED > 24 HRS

WITNESS TO INJURY (NAME & PHONE #)

DATE MAILED TO INSURER

ACCORD 4 (5/01)

FUTURE MAJOR MEDICAL/
LOST TIME ANTICIPATED
DATE PREPARED

PREPARER’S NAME & TITLE

PHONE NUMBER

NOTICE
This form is NOT a claim for compensation. Failure to file a claim within 2 years of the date of
accidental injury may bar an employee’s claim for compensation. Employees may obtain
claim forms from the Workers’ Compensation Commission.
EMPLOYER:
COMPLETE BOTH SIDES OF THIS FORM AND SEND IT IMMEDIATELY TO –

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION COMMISSION
6 NORTH LIBERTY STREET, BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21201-3785
A copy of this form must be mailed to the DIVISION OF LABOR AND INDUSTRY, 1100 N. EUTAW STREET, SUITE 611, BALTIMORE,
MARYLAND 21201 and an additional copy should be sent by the employer to his or her workers’ compensation insurance carrier. The weekly
earnings schedule below of the employee whose injury is being reported on the front side of this form should be completed at the time the
report is submitted if at all possible, but in any event the wage information must be supplied no later than ten (10) days following the employer’s
receipt of a Notice of Claim form the Commission. An employer’s failure to submit the wage information as required will result in the
Commission’s use of information supplied by the Claimant to the possible detriment of the employer.

REPORT OF WAGE INFROMATION
Injured Employee Name

Week No.
1

Month

Social Security Number

Week Ending
Day

Year

Days Worked

GROSS

Amount Paid Including
all Overtime

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Was this employee given free rent, lodging, board, tips or other allowances in addition to the above earnings? If yes,
state weekly value thereof. $

Signed

(MD Supp Rev 12/97)

Prince George’s County Fire/EMS Department
Attending Physician’s Statement/Temporary Disability Form
-Report to be completed by employee/member and the employee/member’s treating physician-

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE EMPLOYEE/MEMBER

Recurrence: Yes
Date of Injury:
FD ID #:

Employee/Member:

No

Description of event causing injury:
Employment Status:
Normal Work Hours:

Career

Civilian

Volunteer

Shift work, up to 24 hours

Job Description:

Day work, up to 10 hours

FF/EMT

FF/PM

PM

Admin

Volunteer work, averaging a/an

Other

hour shift

Position Description: The employee/member shall check all that apply.
Firefighter: Firefighters are responsible for performing firefighting and rescue operations that expose them to
extreme heat, toxic products of combustion, and hazardous materials. They may be required to: carry a forcible entry bag
(weighing 26 lbs) and climb 46 steps, return to ground and carry another entry bag and climb 31 steps; remove a 14’ roof
ladder from hangers and carry ladder 75 feet without ladder touching ground; drag a person weighing approximately 150
lbs for 75 feet; as well as drive fire apparatus under emergency conditions. Studies have shown that firefighters may
achieve heart rates of 85 to 100% of their maximum capacity, and that this level may be sustained for long periods of
time.
EMT or Paramedic: EMTs or paramedics are required to respond utilizing lights and sirens to the scene of various
types of medical emergencies as well as hazards such as fires and chemical spills. As a result, they may be exposed to
infectious diseases, toxic products of combustion, hazardous vapors and temperature extremes for long periods of time.
Their job entails that they be part of a two-person team that regularly lifts an average 150 lb patient and additional
equipment weighing approximately 50 lbs up and down stairwells and into and out of ambulances. They are required to
communicate both orally and in writing to hospitals, their supervisors, and the public.
Career Employee: Career employees assigned to Full Duty are required to participate in physical training as a part of
the employee’s job description. The Department conducts annual fitness performance appraisals for employees that
incorporate an 85% sub-maximal graded treadmill test, maximum push-ups, maximum sit-ups, flexibility, maximal grip
strength, and body mass index. All career employees are required to maintain an aerobic capacity of 42 ml/kg/min
measured during Departmental medical physicals. Physical fitness training regimens may vary due to individual medical
conditions but all employees who fail to obtain the prescribed aerobic capacity will not be allowed on Full Duty until the
Medical Advisory Board makes a determination.
Civilian Employee: Assigned duties vary by position. The employee should provide a job description to the
physician for review. Please contact the Prince George’s County Fire/EMS Department, Risk Management office at 301583-1951 for additional information.

TO BE COMPLETED BY PHYSICIAN – Medical Condition
Date of Medical Appointment:
Is the injury or illness related to the patient’s involvement with the PGC Fire/EMS Department? Yes No
Diagnosis (Primary diagnosis and secondary conditions, including any complications):

Treatment Plan:

Unknown

TO BE COMPLETED BY PHYSICIAN continued – Work Status
Work Status: Check the appropriate work status block and complete any additional information requested based on the
employee/member’s medical diagnosis, treatment plan and capacity to work. An employee can only be placed on
disability leave or light duty from the Fire/EMS Department upon receipt of this completed, signed and dated form.
The Fire/EMS Department Physician and/or Medical Advisory Board may review your medical evaluations, objective findings and work status
determination. They may require additional medical information, department physical, or an independent medical evaluation prior to authorizing an
employee to return to work. They may also approve, deny, or change the employee’s work status.

FULL DUTY: All assigned activities as applicable and listed in the position description(s), regardless of present work
assignment, may be performed as well as any applicable physical training requirements. Physical training requirements
may be altered, but prescribed aerobic capacity must be met in order to qualify for full duty.
Date released to full duty:

Alterations in physical training requirement:

LIGHT DUTY: No assigned activities as applicable and listed in the position description may be performed and the
employee/member may not continue in a full duty assignment. A light duty assignment normally is an 8-hour/day work
assignment. The Department can accommodate most work restrictions and limitations with modified/alternative work
assignments and hours. If the patient demonstrates a limited loss of function, please provide restrictions and limitations
and the date they began below.
Restrictions (what the patient should not do):
Limitations (What the patient cannot do):
Date released to full duty:

- or -

Date of next appointment/evaluation (30 day max):

NO DUTY: Employees/members shall be considered on light duty unless there is total incapacity and inability to
perform any assigned work. This employee/member is temporarily and totally incapacitated and unable to perform any
assigned work. The employee is required to remain at home recuperating except for medical visits, legal visits related to
the injury and/or family emergencies. The medical reason for the employee/member’s total incapacitation and inability to
work light duty with listed restrictions or limitations is:

If you would like the employee/member to continue in some type of physical training or therapy, please list types of
activities they may engage in:
Date released to

full duty or

light duty

- or -

Date of next appointment/evaluation (30 day max):

REQUIRED ATTACHMENTS AND SIGNATURES
Please make sure that office notes, test results, and discharge summaries are attached or provided to the Prince George’s County third party claims
administrator. This will help reduce additional requests.
FRAUD NOTICE: Any person who knowingly files a false statement of claim containing false or misleading information is subject to criminal
penalties, civil penalties, and for employees/members, disciplinary action up to and including dismissal. This includes Employee and Attending
Physician portions of this form.

Name of Physician (print)

Degree:

Street Address:
City:
Signature of Physician:

Medical Specialty:
Phone #:

State:

Zip Code:

Fax #:
Date:

*Note: If you have any questions regarding this form, the individual’s job description(s), etc. please contact the Prince George’s County Fire/EMS
Department, Risk Management office at 301-583-1951.

Prince George’s County Fire/EMS Department
Employee/Member’s Statement of Injury or Illness

GENERAL INFORMATION

Recurrence:

FD ID #:

Date of Initial Injury:

Rank:

Employee/Member Name:

Yes

No

,

Date of Injury:

Supervisor and/or Ops Center notified:

Do you have part time employment:

Yes

No

Yes

Logbook entry made:

No

Yes

No

(Yes requires business name, address, work hours and supervisor information be sent to Risk

Management)

NOTE: If this is an occupational exposure, follow reporting procedures outlined in General Orders 5-16, 5-17, or 5-19

INJURY INFORMATION
Description of injury:
(Medical condition, body part, etc.)
Why did this incident occur?

(Give brief description as to why you feel this incident occurred?)
Were you authorized by supervisor and/or employer to engage in activity resulting in injury:

Yes

No

What would have prevented this incident from occurring?

(Give brief description of what you feel would have prevented this incident from occurring?)
Supervisor at time of injury:

,

Supervisor’s rank:

Description of event causing injury:
(Who, what, when, where, why, and how….)

Other contributing factors to injury:

Yes

If yes, explain:

No

Were safety hazards present that contributed to injury:

Yes

No

Were you following Department rules and regulations at time of injury:

If yes, explain:
Yes

No

If no, explain:

Was Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) required to be worn during time of injury (see General Orders):
Was all PPE worn at time of injury:

Yes

No

N/A

Was PPE worn properly at time of injury:

Was all PPE Department approved:

Yes

No

N/A

Was PPE clean at time of injury:

Any PPE malfunctions:

Yes

No

Yes

If yes, explain:

Other safety equipment available, i.e., needle safety container, seat belt, etc.:
If available, was other safety equipment used:

Yes

No

Yes

No Type:

If no, explain:

Recommended corrective action, policy and/or rules and regulation changes to prevent future injuries:
Recommended safety equipment or equipment upgrades to prevent future injuries:

Yes
No

Yes
No
N/A

No
N/A

Additional Information:

REPORTING
Date Prepared:

Preparer’s Name: Last Name, First Name MI

FRAUD NOTICE: Any person who knowingly files a false statement of claim containing false or misleading information is subject to
criminal penalties, civil penalties, and disciplinary action up to and including dismissal. This includes the MAIS report, the Employer’s
First Report of Injury or Illness, the Employee/Member’s Statement of Injury or Illness form, the Attending Physician’s
Statement/Temporary Disability form and any other required or requested statement, report or form.
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INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM
PRINCE GEORGE’S COUNTY, MARYLAND

DATE __________________

TO:

Erroll W. George, Sr., Major
Risk Management Office

VIA:

Chain-of-Command

FROM: ______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
RE:

Request For Light-Duty Personnel

I am requesting _____ Light-Duty personnel for assisting me with a project. I understand
using Light-Duty personnel will benefit the Department and the citizens of Prince George’s
County. The estimated duration of the project is _____ week(s). The individual(s) will normally
work an 8-hour day assignment. The work may include but is not limited to the following
activities: (please check the categories that the employee is required to perform)
_____Data entry into computer systems
_____Office duties
_____Operation of non-emergency vehicles
_____Lifting light equipment of less than 40 lbs.
_____Communication duties (e.g., phone/radio operations)
_____Building inspections (can include inspecting hazardous areas and climbing stairs)

Additional comments: ___________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

PRINCE GEORGE’S COUNTY, MARYLAND

FIRE/EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT GENERAL ORDERS

Division 08

Health and Safety

Chapter 17 – Respiratory Protection Program
January 2010

POLICY
This General Order shall establish a
Respiratory Protection Program for all work
areas of the Department that contain, or
potentially contain, hazardous atmospheres to
which employees/members could be exposed.
To fully comply with all applicable codes,
regulations, and standards pertinent to
respirator use for the Department including,
but not limited to, OSHA 29 CFR 1910.134
Respiratory Protection.
DEFINITIONS
Air-Purifying Respirator - a respirator with
an air-purifying filter, cartridge, or canister
that removes specific air contaminants by
passing ambient air through the air-purifying
element.
EMS ONLY Member - a volunteer member
that participates in an operational capacity as
part of an EMS crew only, either by personal
choice or related to the use of respiratory
protection. Without more specific information
on the individual’s training and/or
certification, an EMS ONLY member shall
not perform any operational activity within an
IDLH atmosphere. However, an EMS ONLY
member must be trained and qualified to use
the SCBA and maintain certification to wear
SCBA. Members who have not yet obtained
SCBA Training will be required to do so
within 18-months from the time this General
Order takes effect.
Fire/EMS Department Physician - a
physician employed by or under contract to
the Prince George’s County Fire/EMS
Department. The physician shall be familiar
DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
Chapter 17 – Respiratory Protection Program

with the operations and operational
environment of the Department and with the
Respiratory Protection Program.
Immediately Dangerous to Life or Health
(IDLH) - an atmosphere that poses an
immediate threat to life, would cause
irreversible adverse health effects, or would
impair an individual’s ability to escape from a
dangerous atmosphere.
Interior Structural Firefighting - the
physical activity of fire suppression, rescue or
both, inside of buildings or enclosed
structures, which are involved in a fire
situation beyond the incipient stage.
Operational Activity - any duty,
responsibility, or function that involves the
delivery of service, training, etc. This
includes drivers/operators of vehicles,
command officers, and emergency medical
service providers.
Member - any career employee or volunteer
member of the Prince George’s County
Fire/EMS Department.
Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus
(SCBA) - a County-approved, atmospheresupplying respirator for which the breathing
air source is designed to be carried by the
user.
Supplied-Air Respirator (SAR) or Airline
Respirator - an atmosphere-supplying
respirator for which the source of breathing
air is not designed to be carried by the user.
PROCEDURES
1.

Use of SCBA and Air-Purifying
1
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Respirators
All members who participate in operational
activities and/or may be potentially exposed
to respiratory hazards shall be qualified and
maintain their qualification to use the
Department-approved air-purifying respirator,
which is the N99 respirator.
All members that are involved in operational
activities as part of a crew on any fire
suppression vehicle (including driver) shall
obtain and maintain certification to wear
SCBA.
All members who are, or could be, exposed to
IDLH atmospheres during fire suppression
operations and/or training exercises shall use
SCBA. This includes:
•
•

All interior structural firefighting
operations.
Interior and/ or exterior exposure to
smoke or other products of
combustion.

SCBA or SAR shall be used by members
exposed, or potentially exposed, to IDLH
atmospheres at any other type of incident or
training exercise including:
•
•
•
•

Oxygen deficient atmospheres.
Carbon monoxide incidents.
Confined space rescue operations.
Hazardous materials incidents.

• Protection from asbestos particles during
salvage, overhaul, and fire investigation.
• Certain hazardous materials incidents.
• Dust producing activities.
Air-purifying respirators shall not be used in
areas that are, or have the potential, to
become IDLH or oxygen deficient
atmospheres. The particular filter media
(filter or chemical canister) to be utilized
must be selected for the specific application.
The N99 respirators shall be used in
accordance with General Order 08-26.
Unit officers or command officers who have
“Observer/ Ride Alongs” (as defined by
General Order 13-05) on board their unit shall
be responsible for ensuring that these persons
are not permitted to enter any potential IDLH
zone that exists or may present itself during
any incident. Observer/Ride-Alongs shall be
left outside of all IDLH hazard zones, as
required, until atmospheric conditions permit
their entry.

2.

Training Policy

All members who are expected to perform
interior fire suppression operations, and all
members who are expected to operate at
emergency incidents in areas that could
involve respiratory hazards, shall be qualified
to use SCBA.

Members operating in the vicinity of known or
potential IDLH atmospheres, who could be
required to enter the IDLH area shall wear SCBA
or have SCBA or SAR available for immediate
donning and use.

Members shall not be permitted to use
respirators in hazardous atmospheres or at
emergency incidents unless they have been
trained and qualified to use the specific type
and model of respirator.

Air-purifying respirators (filter masks) may
be used to provide respiratory protection in
situations where SCBA use is not required.
This includes:

The initial qualification process to use a
respirator, including SCBA, requires:
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•

Medical evaluation that includes
2
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•
•
•

the an OSHA Respiratory Medical
Evaluation Questionnaire.
Fit testing.
Training.
Demonstration of proficiency.

Members must qualify annually to use
respirators. Qualification requires:
•
•
•
•

Annual refresher training within
60 days of fit testing.
Fit testing.
Demonstration of proficiency.
Annual medical clearance utilizing
an OSHA Respiratory Medical
Evaluation Questionnaire.

The Commander of the Fire/EMS
Training Academy shall maintain the
records of members who are qualified to
use each type of respirator. These records
shall be regularly provided to the
Emergency Operations Command to
identify the members who are qualified to
participate in operational activities.
3.

Availability

An adequate number of approved SCBAs
shall be provided on each fire suppression e
and AEMS vehicle for crewmembers that are
expected to perform interior fire suppression
operations and/or operate in an IDLH
atmosphere.
Additional SCBAs shall be provided to
ensure that one is available for each member
who is required to use a SCBA. This includes
extra SCBAs provided for:
•
•
•
•

Staff and command vehicles.
Special use vehicles.
Training.
Replacement of units that are out-ofservice for maintenance or repairs.

DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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At least one spare air cylinder shall be carried
on each fire apparatus for each SCBA
assigned to that vehicle. Additional spare air
cylinders and/or refilling capabilities shall be
provided for long duration incidents.
SCBA carried on apparatus for the use of
crewmembers shall be secured in brackets
and stored in a manner that protects the
SCBA from contamination by dirt, dust, or
weather conditions. Additional respirators
shall be in enclosed compartments and/or
carrying cases.
An adequate number of approved N99
respirators shall be provided on each fire
suppression and emergency medical vehicle
for crewmembers that are expected to
perform emergency medical duties. These
respirators shall be stored in a manner that
protects them from contamination by dirt,
dust, and weather conditions.
4.

Respirator Selection

The approved standard respirator used by the
Prince George’s County Fire/EMS
Department for fire suppression and other
IDLH emergency operations shall be Scott
Air-Pak Fifty 4.5, Single EBSS, AV-3000
Face piece, 2002 NFPA and CBRN
Compliant. All members exposed to IDLH, or
potential IDLH atmospheres shall use this
respirator. This unit may be used with 45 or
60 minute rated air cylinders.
Only approved supplied air respirators (air
line breathing apparatus) may be used in
IDLH or potential IDLH atmospheres.
Supplied air respirators are reserved for
special applications requiring long duration
and/or reduced weight and bulk, including
confined space rescue and hazardous material
incidents. These units shall only be used by
members who have been trained in their use.

3
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The MSA Advantage 1000® system is
approved as an alternative respirator for nonIDLH exposure to hazardous vapors, gases,
and/or particulate matter. Air purifying
respirators shall only be used in situations
where the atmosphere contains at least 19.5%
oxygen, the nature and concentration of the
contaminant(s) are known, and the
appropriate chemical or particulate airpurifying cartridge is available. All other
respiratory exposure situations require the use
of SCBA.
All members shall wear the NIOSH
approved N99 respirator when providing
care to the following high risk group of
patients or patients who exhibit signs and
symptoms (persistent cough ≥ three weeks,
bloody sputum, night sweats, weight loss,
anorexia, and fever) suspicious of
Tuberculosis (TB):
•

•

•

•

Person with HIV infection, close
contacts of infectious TB cases,
foreign-born persons from countries
with a high prevalence of TB (e.g.,
Asia, Africa, Latin American and
some Caribbean and European
countries), or medically under served,
low-income populations, including the
homeless and residents of shelters.
Alcoholics and intravenous drug
users, persons currently
incarcerated/history of incarceration
or residents of mental institutions, and
long-term care facilities.
Persons with medical conditions
(silicosis, gastrectomy, jejunoileal
bypass, chronic renal failure, diabetes
mellitus, leukemia and lymphomas),
conditions requiring prolonged high
dose corticosteroid and other
immunosuppressive therapy, and
weight of 10% or more below ideal
body weight.
The use of other alternative respirators
for particular situations may be

DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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authorized, in writing, by the Fire
Chief or his/her designee. This shall
be based on a detailed review of the
specific situation and the alternatives
that are available.
Additional information can be found in
General Order 08-26.
5.

Medical Evaluation

Initial Evaluation
The Fire/EMS Department physician shall
examine each member before being
authorized to use a respirator. The physician
shall issue a written recommendation that the
member is medically qualified to use a
respirator and to engage in emergency
operations before the member shall be
permitted to be fit tested or to use a respirator
within a hazardous environment.
A confidential medical file shall be
maintained for each member under the
control of the Manager of Risk Management.
The physician’s recommendation shall be
maintained in the member’s file. A copy of
the physician’s recommendation will be
provided to the member upon written request
to the Manager of Risk Management. The
member will have the opportunity to discuss
the recommendation with the physician.
Re-evaluation
Members shall be reevaluated for respirator
use by the Fire/EMS Department physician if:
•

The member reports medical signs or
symptoms relating to his/her ability to
use a respirator to a supervisor or to
the Fire/EMS Department physician.
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•
•

•

Responses to items in the medical
questionnaire indicate the need for
reevaluation.
The supervisor has reason to believe
that the member requires further
medical evaluation or requires a
member to be reevaluated for any
other reason.
There is a significant change in the
member’s work conditions related to
respirator use.

All career employees and volunteer members
who are scheduled for a full physical
examination by the Fire/EMS Department
physician shall also have their status for
respirator use reviewed at that time using an
OSHA Respiratory Medical Evaluation
Questionnaire.
All career employees and volunteer members
will complete an OSHA Respiratory Medical
Evaluation Questionnaire annually.
6.

Confidentiality of Records

The questionnaire is a confidential medical
record and the responses shall only be
reviewed by the Fire/EMS Department
physician or a qualified medical professional
working under the direction of the Fire/ EMS
Department physician. If the need for a
medical reevaluation is identified, the
member shall be notified to contact the
Fire/EMS Department physician within 30
days. If the member has not responded to the
notification within 30 days, the Manager of
Occupational Safety and Health will be
notified and the member’s authorization to
use a respirator shall be suspended until the
medical reevaluation has been completed.
7.

Fit Testing

Test Requirements
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Members shall successfully complete a
quantitative fit test administered by the Prince
George's County Fire/EMS Department
before being authorized to use SCBA or other
respirators in a hazardous or potentially
hazardous atmosphere. Annual fit testing
shall be required for all members to retain
their qualification to use respirators and
participate in operational activities.
Fit testing shall be conducted as part of the
initial training program and the annual
respirator training program by individuals
who have been trained and are qualified to
use the fit testing apparatus. The fit test
records will be maintained by the Manager of
the Fire/EMS Apparatus Maintenance.
Members who have any presence of facial
hair that comes between the sealing surface of
the face piece and the face, or interferes with
the operation of the unit, shall not be fit
tested. Additional fit testing may be required
if:
• The member reports changes in
his/her physical condition or problems
maintaining a seal during respirator
use.
• Recommended by a supervisor or the
Fire/EMS Department physician.
• A new or different type of face piece
is to be used by the member.
Use Requirements
Members shall only use the type and size of
face piece that was used when completing the
fit test.
Members shall be issued a proper fitting face
piece for their personal use.
Members who have any presence of facial
hair that comes between the sealing surface of
the face piece and the face, or hair that could
interfere with the operation of the unit, shall
5
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not be permitted to use respiratory protection
at emergency incidents, IDLH, or potentially
IDLH atmospheres, and shall not be
authorized to participate in operational
activities. These restrictions shall apply
regardless of the specific fit test measurement
that can be obtained under test conditions.
Nothing shall be allowed to enter or pass
through the area where the respirator face
piece is designed to seal with the face,
regardless of any specific fit test
measurement that can be obtained.
Members shall always perform a self-check
of the face piece seal when donning an SCBA
before entering a hazardous atmosphere.
8.

Training

Initial Training
All members who perform fire suppression
operations and/or any other emergency
operational activities shall be trained and
certified in the use of SCBA and the N99
respirator prior to being authorized to
participate in emergency incidents, training
exercises, or other activities that involve
respiratory hazards.
Members who are expected to use other types
of respirators shall be trained in the use of
that specific equipment prior to use.
The initial training shall ensure that the
member is thoroughly familiar with the
respirator and has experience in using it in a
non-hazardous environment. The initial
training shall address:
• Why the respirator is necessary and how
improper fit, use, or maintenance can
compromise its protection.
• Capabilities and limitations of the
respirator.
DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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• Inspection, donning, doffing, seal
checking, and normal use of the
respirator.
• Emergency procedures, including
situations that involve malfunction of
the respirator, maintenance, and
storage procedures.
• Recognition of medical signs and
symptoms that may limit or prevent
effective use of the respirator.
• The general requirements of 29 CFR
1910.134, Respiratory Protection.
Each member shall demonstrate proficiency
in the proper procedures for:
• User inspection of the respirator.
• Donning the respirator, including the
seal check.
• Confident use of the respirator.
• Emergency procedures.
• Doffing, cleaning, and maintenance.
Annual Refresher Training
Each member who is authorized to participate
in operational activities and required to use
SCBA, the N99 respirator, or other
respirators, shall be required to participate in
an annual refresher training and requalification program. The refresher training
shall ensure the member is able to meet the
objectives listed for initial training and
provide any new information that is required.
Each member shall also demonstrate
proficiency in the same skills as are required
for initial training program.
Training Records
The Fire/EMS Training Academy shall
maintain the training records, and the records
of annual refresher training, of all members
who have been initially trained and certified
to use respirators.
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Supervisors shall ensure that all career
members maintain their qualification to use
respirators. Each volunteer company shall
ensure that all members participating in
Fire/EMS Department operational activities
have met the specific requirements.
9.

Maintenance and Inspections

•
•
•

found to be below 90% of the rated
capacity (4050 psi for a 4500 psi
SCBA).
The regulator, low-pressure alarm,
heads up display, and integral PASS
device function properly.
All parts are in operable condition.
The unit is clean and ready for use.

Inspection

Cleaning and Sanitizing

Respirators shall be maintained in working
order and in a clean and sanitary condition.
Units that require maintenance or repairs shall
be removed from apparatus and tagged to
prevent inadvertent use.

Respirators shall be cleaned and sanitized
following the manufacturer’s instructions,
after each use, and at any other time when the
need for cleaning is identified.
Function Testing

Regular inspections of respirators shall be
conducted in accordance with the following
schedule:
•
•

•

•
•

SCBA carried on in-service apparatus
for the regular use of crewmembers
shall be checked daily.
SCBA and spare air cylinders carried on
apparatus, including reserve
apparatus, command and staff
vehicles, shall be checked weekly.
SCBA reserved for training and spare
units shall be checked before each use
and before being placed in regular
service.
Other types of respirators shall be
checked weekly and before each use.
All respirators shall be checked after
each use, after cleaning and servicing,
and before being placed back in
service.

Respirator inspections shall follow the
manufacturer’s recommended procedures.
Regular user inspections of SCBA shall
include verification that:
•

The air cylinder is full - cylinders
shall be refilled if the pressure is
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Each SCBA unit shall be thoroughly
inspected and flow tested annually by a
qualified technician following the
manufacturer’s recommended procedures.
Units shall also be flow tested after major
maintenance or repairs are conducted, and
before being returned to service.
Maintenance, inspection, and flow test
records for each SCBA unit shall be
maintained by the Manager of Apparatus
Maintenance.
Maintenance and Repairs
Maintenance and repairs shall only be
performed by Apparatus Maintenance
Personnel who have been trained and certified
to perform such operations on the specific
make and model of respirator, and by using
parts and procedures approved by the
manufacturer. Personnel who have been
trained and certified by the manufacturer shall
perform repairs or adjustments to highpressure components, regulators, or lowpressure alarms. SCBA respirators requiring
maintenance shall be sent to Apparatus
Maintenance.
7
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A maintenance record for each SCBA
respirator shall be maintained at Apparatus
Maintenance.
Air Quality
Breathing air compressors, air storage
systems, and refill stations shall be regularly
inspected and maintained in compliance with
the manufacturer’s recommendations. The
Manager of Apparatus Maintenance is
responsible for ensuring that all such systems
are properly inspected and maintained.

Apparatus Maintenance shall also maintain
records for each breathing air refill system,
including compressors, filters, air storage
cylinders, and refill stations. This record shall
track all maintenance, inspection, repairs, and
modifications to the system.
10.

The Manager of RMO and the Infection
Control Officer shall annually review the
effectiveness of the Respiratory Protection/
Tuberculosis Program and develop a report to
the Fire Chief. This review shall include:
•

Compressed gaseous breathing air for SCBA
cylinders shall meet the requirements of
ANSI/CGA G-7.1, Commodity Specification
for Air with a minimum air quality of Grade
D, even though it will be tested to Grade E
specifications.
Air produced by each of the Department’s
compressor and refill systems shall be tested
at least quarterly by an independent
laboratory to ensure that it meets the required
specification. The test results shall be
maintained by the Manager of the Apparatus
Maintenance.
A certificate of compliance certifying that
the air has been analyzed by a reputable
testing agency, and complies with the
required specification, shall accompany
air obtained from other sources. These
certificates shall be maintained at the
location where the air is stored until it is
expended then forwarded to the Manager
of the Risk Management Office (RMO).
Apparatus Maintenance shall maintain a
record of each SCBA respirator noting the
dates of acquisition and assignment, annual
inspections and function tests, modifications,
overhaul, and repairs.

DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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Program Evaluation

•
•
•

An assessment of compliance with the
program requirements.
Analysis of reports of respiratory
injuries and exposures.
Review of changes to applicable
regulations and consensus standards.
Advances in respiratory protection
technology.

The Manager of Occupational Safety and
Health and the Infection Control Officer shall
periodically develop and issue updates to this
Respiratory Protection/ Tuberculosis Program
and to related procedures and practices.
11.

Responsibilities

All employees who might be required to wear
tight fitting respirators as a condition of
employment shall be required to remove all
visible facial hair (clean shaven/clipped to the
skin) at the start of each tour of duty per
General Order 08-11. This should prevent
facial hair from coming between the face and
the sealing portion of the SCBA face piece or
respirator.
All members shall be required to remove all
visible facial hair (clean shaven/clipped to the
skin) prior to participating in an operational
activity. This should prevent facial hair from
8
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coming between the face and the sealing
portion of the SCBA face piece or respirator.
All members are required to comply with the
specific requirements of the program that
relate to their duties and activities.
Authorization to participate in operational
activities shall be dependent upon the
member’s full compliance with the specific
requirements.
All career and volunteer members shall be
responsible to ensure that all operational
members under their supervision are in full
compliance with the specific requirements.
The Manager of RMO is responsible for the
overall administration and management of the
Respiratory Protection Program, and is
designated as the Program Administrator.
The Infection Control Officer is responsible
for all aspects of the Tuberculosis Control
Program (see General Order 08-26,
Tuberculosis Exposure Control Program) and
management of suspected or confirmed
Tuberculosis exposure incidents.
The Commander of the Fire/EMS Training
Academy is responsible for the training
components of the Respiratory Protection
Program.
The Manager of Apparatus Maintenance is
responsible for the maintenance of respirators
and associated equipment, and administering
the fit testing of respirators.
REFERENCES
ANSI/CGA G-7.1, Commodity Specification
for Air
FORMS/ATTACHMENTS
N/A
DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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Division 08

Health and Safety

Chapter 18 – Safety and Investigation Team
January 2010

•

POLICY
This General Order shall establish a Safety
Investigation Team and the procedures for
conducting an investigation of a serious
injury, line-of-duty death, or a serious
departmental accident.

•
•
•
•

DEFINITIONS
Serious Injury- An injury sustained by a
member of the Prince George's County
Fire/EMS Department that could result in a
loss of life, permanent disability, extended
hospital treatment, or a prolonged
recuperative period.
Serious Accident – A vehicle accident
causing a serious injury, fatality, or excess
vehicle damage.
Safety Investigation Team (SIT) - A
designated team of individuals, appointed by
the Fire Chief to conduct an investigation of
the cause and circumstances of a situation
that results in serious injury, line-of-duty
death, or a serious accident. The
responsibility shall include collecting and
reviewing information on the incident,
developing reports on causal factors, and
making recommendations for policy and
procedural changes intended to reduce the
possibility of future occurrences.
The SIT is comprised of:
•
•

Departmental Safety Officer
(Chairperson) or Designee
Emergency Operations Command
Major or Designee
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Emergency Medical Services (EMS)
Supervisor (or on-duty EMS officer at
the time of the incident investigation)
Fire investigator
Local 1619 Representative (company
level officer)
A Volunteer Safety Officer
Other individuals assigned by the Fire
Chief with special qualifications
PROCEDURES

1.

Goals

The goals of the Safety Investigation Team
are:
• To determine the direct and indirect
causal factors that resulted in a serious
injury, line-of-duty death, or a serious
accident in order to prevent future
occurrences of a similar nature,
including:
¾ Identifying inadequacies
involving apparatus,
equipment, protective
clothing standard operating
procedures, supervision,
training, or performance.
¾ Identifying situations that
involve an unacceptable
risk.
¾ Identifying previously
unknown or unanticipated
hazards.
¾ Identifying actions that
must be taken to address
problems or situations
discovered in the
investigation.
1
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•

•
•

•
•

To ensure that the lessons learned
from the investigation are effectively
communicated to prevent occurrences
of a similar nature.

information developed by the SIT may be
used for training and safety bulletins.

To satisfy the requirements of the
Public Safety Officer Benefit Program
and other entitlements.
To ensure that the incident and all
related events are fully documented
and evidence is preserved to provide
for additional investigation or legal
actions at a later date.
To establish a custodian of documents
or evidence and maintain a chain-of –
custody.
To utilize the Critical Incident Stress
Debriefing Team (CISD) to work
through issues with those involved.

The Departmental Safety Officer will
mobilize the SIT when notified by Public
Safety Communications (PSC) of a service
connected serious injury, line-of-duty death,
or a serious accident involving an employee
or member of the Prince George's County
Fire/EMS Department.

The Prince George's County Fire/EMS
Department will conduct an investigation of
all serious injuries and line-of-duty fatalities
utilizing the SIT. The Fire Chief may also
direct the SIT to investigate incidents where
no injury occurred, but where the potential for
serious injury or death existed.
The Departmental Safety Officer must be
notified immediately when an employee
suffers a critical injury or a service connected
death.
The SIT will be mobilized immediately when
a serious injury or line-of-duty death occurs.
The Departmental Safety Officer will serve as
the team leader, unless specifically designated
otherwise by the Fire Chief
All reports and recommendations, including
the development of information that will
reduce the occurrences of future incidents of
a similar nature, will be submitted to the Fire
Chief. The Fire Chief will determine how and
when the report will be released. The
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2.

General Provisions

The team will meet at a location designated
by the team leader, usually the incident scene.
The first arriving SIT member will report to
the Incident Commander and ensure that the
scene is properly secured as soon as the
incident is under control. The SIT shall
receive the full cooperation of the Incident
Commander.
The SIT shall conduct preliminary interviews
and take statements from all personnel
involved in the incident. All personnel shall
cooperate with the SIT during the
investigation. Failure to cooperate or
interference with the investigation will not be
tolerated and will result in disciplinary action.
The on-duty EMS supervisor will establish a
liaison with the receiving hospital and request
appropriate tests (i.e., blood gases,
toxicology, etc.), when required.
The SIT will impound and secure all
protective clothing, SCBA, communication
and other records, tapes, dispatch reports,
incident reports, injury or casualty reports,
and all other evidence or information that is
pertinent to the investigation.
The scene should be photographed and
diagrammed as soon as possible photographs
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and drawings shall be delivered to the team
leader.
A final report of the incident will be prepared
by the SIT for the Fire Chief. This shall be
accomplished in a timely fashion, but not
rushed so as to ensure a proper analysis of all
information. The elements of the report may
include, but are not limited to, those items
outlined in Attachment I.
The Fire Investigations office will assign an
investigator to assist and maintain a liaison.
The SIT will cooperate with Fire
Investigations and any other law enforcement
agency involved in fire-cause determination
or criminal investigations related to the
incident.
The SIT will report directly to the Fire Chief:
through the team leader. During the initial
stages and throughout the entire course of the
investigation, the SIT will:
•
•
•

•

Cooperate with the Incident
Commander
Recommend the use of the Critical
Incident Stress Debriefing Team
(CISDT)
Utilize land line communication, as
much as possible, to reduce radio
traffic regarding the effected
personnel.
Issue no public statements unless
directed and approved by the Fire
Chief
REFERENCES

N/A
FORMS/ATTACHMENTS
N/A

DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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Division 08

Health and Safety

Chapter 19– Station Inspection and Evaluation Program
January 2010

POLICY
This General Order shall set forth guidelines
for the station level inspection and evaluation
program. The purpose of the station level
inspection and evaluation program is to
ensure a high level of station operation,
management, and compliance with
Departmental policies. This valuable tool will
measure both the administrative skills and
officers' ability to direct crews through basic
evolutions.
DEFINITIONS
N/A
PROCEDURES
1.

General Provisions

This evaluation and inspection process will be
conducted semiannually, and results will be
forwarded to individual stations through the
chain-of-command. The program will utilize
a regular review process to provide assistance
to station commanders in carrying out their
assigned duties. Items to be reviewed will
include, but not be limited to, the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

records Personnel roster
Maintenance of General Orders book
Preplan records
Quarterly institutional inspection
records Training records
Station logbook
Apparatus maintenance, hose test, and
rope records
Personal protective equipment (PPE)
Station maintenance program records
Apparatus maintenance (equipment
upkeep) Uniform appearance
Personnel knowledge of duties and
responsibilities
Fire Technician Study Guide
Material Safety Data Sheets
Knox Box information
Fixed assets
Multifamily inspections

Personal Protective Equipment
To ensure compliance with Departmental
guidelines and safety concerns.
Apparatus
To ensure that apparatus are operationally
ready and in compliance with General Orders.

Station Management
Building and Grounds
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Station filing system
Physical Fitness Program
Apprentice training books/career
recruit manuals
Station operation guidelines
Safety Zone material
Volunteer contact numbers
Attendance, comp, and overtime
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•
•
•
•
•

Building interior
Fire Protection System
Building exterior and grounds
Compressed cylinders
Electrical appliances

2. Training/Certifications/Conditions of
1
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Employment
Including but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.

AED Certification
CPR Certification
EMT
EVOC
Fit Testing
Haz/Mat Refresher
Infectious Control
Respiratory Protection
Driver's License
¾ ACLS*
¾ EMT-P*
*ALS providers only

Station officers are responsible to ensure that
the supervision of the career personnel is
conducted in accordance with established
rules and regulations.
REFERENCES
N/A
FORMS/ATTACHMENTS
N/A

Evolutions

Various evolutions as determined by the
Emergency Operations Command Lieutenant
Colonel or his/her designee to include EMS
skills, basic fire-ground evolutions, and
decision-making challenges to officers. The
Fire/EMS Training Academy shall provide
the training as specified by the EOC
Lieutenant Colonel.
4.

Station Quiz

A quiz composed of questions from various
Departmental procedures as well as area,
apparatus specifications, and locations of
tools and equipment.
5.

Responsibility

Battalion Chiefs shall conduct inspections
approximately three months after the
inspection. This will provide preparation for
and follow-up to the Departmental inspection.
Appropriate records shall be kept at the
Battalion level, with copies forwarded to the
appropriate Division Commander, including
corrective action taken or planned.

DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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Division 08

Health and Safety

Chapter 20– Substance Abuse Policy
January 2010

POLICY
This General Order shall establish a
comprehensive substance abuse policy for all
personnel. This general policy is
implemented to maintain the integrity of the
Department, as well as the safety of the
public and members of the Department.
The Fire/Emergency Medical Services (EMS)
Department is concerned with the overall
health and physical and emotional well-being
of all personnel, both career and volunteer.
The following policy will describe the
prohibited conduct, diagnostic procedures,
disciplinary actions, and
counseling/rehabilitative services that are
available.
DEFINITIONS

is strictly forbidden. It shall be the
responsibility of the individual to consult a
physician concerning the possibility of onduty impairment and report possible
impairment to their career supervisor or
volunteer chief officer. The significant
impairment of on-duty personnel from
prescription drug use may result in
disciplinary action up to and including
dismissal from employment/membership.
Personnel shall be made aware that the
consumption of alcohol while on duty is
strictly prohibited. In addition, the use or
abuse of alcohol which lead to on-duty
impairment and/or blood alcohol levels
elevated beyond .05 is also prohibited. Onduty use or impairment from alcohol may
result in disciplinary action up to and
including dismissal from employment/
membership.

N/A
2.

Routine Diagnostic Procedures

PROCEDURES
1.

Prohibited Conduct

Personnel shall be made aware that the use,
possession, or distribution of controlled
dangerous substance, whether on or off duty,
will not be tolerated by the Department. A
controlled dangerous substance shall be any
substance so defined in the Annotated Code
of Maryland, Article 271, Section 279. The
use, possession, or distribution of controlled
dangerous substances may result in
disciplinary action up to and including
dismissal from employment/membership.
Personnel are hereby advised that abuse of
prescription drugs or over-the-counter drugs
which lead to significant on-duty impairment
DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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All initial applicants for either career or
volunteer positions within the fire service will
be required to undergo a urinalysis for the
detection of controlled dangerous substances.
Positive, confirmed results for controlled
dangerous substances will result in the
disqualification of that individual.
Attempting to circumvent the entry or inservice screening process via deception or
fraud will disqualify an applicant and may
result in disciplinary action up to and
including dismissal for current
employees/members.
In-service physical examinations will include
testing mechanisms for controlled dangerous
substances. Any individual attempting to
1
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circumvent the in-service screening process
via deception or fraud may be subject to
disciplinary action up to and including
dismissal.
All personnel (career and volunteer) shall
report an arrest for any type of criminal
offense (including substance abuse violations)
to the Office of the Fire Chief within 24 hours
of occurrence. If the Office of The Fire Chief
is closed, the Duty Chief (Duty Chief 800)
shall be notified.
At the discretion of the Fire Chief or his
designee, an arrest for alcohol, or drug related
offenses will result in urinalysis, disciplinary
action, and/or referral to a Fire/EMS
Department assistance program. An arrest for
Driving while Intoxicated (DWI) or Driving
Under the Influence (DUI) shall
automatically result in referral to the
Employee Assistance Program (EAP) or the
Volunteer Assistance Program (VAP) by the
individual’s supervisor. Any conviction for
DWI, or other offenses which result in
incarceration or loss of driving permit, may
result in disciplinary action up to and
including dismissal.
All career employees and volunteer members
are required to report sentencing results, via
chain-of-command, to the Office of the Fire
Chief within 48 hours of adjudication by the
court.
3.

Diagnostic Procedures in the Case of
Reasonable Suspicion

Any fire services employee/member for
which reasonable suspicion exists that
indicates the abuse of alcohol or use of
controlled dangerous substances is subject to
undergo an immediate screening process to
determine their fitness for duty. Failure to
comply with the order for such screening may
result in discharge from the service. All
DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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diagnostic screening in this category must
have the prior approval of the Fire Chief
or designee.
“Reasonable Suspicion” means that a
command officer, investigator, official
designated by the Fire Chief, supervisor, or
other person has a belief, which the person
can articulate, that an employee/member is
impaired by a controlled dangerous substance
or alcohol, drawn from specific facts and
reasonable inferences from those facts.
“Reasonable Suspicion” that an
employee/member is using a substance that
impairs his/her ability to perform his/her job
duties may be based upon, but not limited to,
the following:
• Observable phenomena, such as direct
observation of drug use and/or the
physical symptoms of being impaired
by alcohol or a controlled dangerous
substance, i.e., slurred speech,
staggered gait, lack of coordination,
etc.
• A pattern of abnormal conduct or erratic
behavior
• Arrest or conviction for an alcohol or
drug related offense
• Information provided by reliable and
credible sources and independently
corroborated by other observations;
• Evidence that the employee/member has
tampered with a previous drug test.
The County reserves the right to conduct
searches or inspections of property assigned
to an employee/member and his/her personal
belongings whenever a supervisor has
reasonable grounds for suspecting that the
search will result in evidence of a violation of
this policy. Such searches or inspections may
include, for example, an employee/member’s
locker, desk, and County assigned vehicles.
All searches must have prior approval from
the Fire Chief. Property owners or leasers
2
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shall be notified prior to the search if at all
possible.

continuing to operate tools or equipment in an
unsafe manner.

All personnel shall be made aware that a
vehicular accident involving injury, death,
damage amounting to $2,000 or greater, or
other significant factors may provide
reasonable suspicion of alcohol and/or
substance abuse by the driver/operator. The
driver/operator will be required to submit to
tests for alcohol and substance use within six
hours of the accident.

Attachment I outlines a list of characteristics
often associated with impaired and/or
substance abuse behavior. The supervisor
can reference this list when determining
whether an employee/member is “fit for
duty.” In determining fitness for duty, a
supervisor will be responsible for specifically
documenting the reasons for confronting the
employee/member about his/her behavior.

Whenever an employee/member appears to
be impaired because of substance abuse, the
employee/member’s supervisor is responsible
for immediately investigating the matter and
initiating action consistent with this policy
and the Personnel Law.

From this point in the process, until the
employee/member is safely removed from the
work place or the situation is otherwise
resolved, it is important that the supervisor
ensures that the employee/member is not left
unattended by supervisory personnel, if at all
possible.

When a supervisor has a reasonable suspicion
that an employee/member is under the
influence of substances and, therefore, unfit
for duty due to substance us or abuse, the
supervisor should arrange, if possible, for
another supervisor or manager to verify
his/her reasonable suspicion.
“Unfit for Duty” means that a command
officer, investigator, representative
designated by the Fire Chief, or supervisor
has an articulated, reasonable belief that an
employee/member is under the influence, of a
substance(s) and would be incapable of safely
performing his/her assigned duties and
responsibilities. The supervisor should
request the employee/member to come to a
confidential area, away from the work station
and other employees/members and to ask the
employee/member to explain his/her
behavior. Nothing in this procedure should
be interpreted to prevent a supervisor from
taking any immediate action necessary to
ensure the safety of the employee/member,
his/her fellow workers, or the public, such as
preventing the employee/member from
DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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If the supervisor considers the
employee/member’s condition as one which
is disruptive or may present a danger, the
supervisor may consider requiring the
employee/member to submit to a drug/alcohol
test to assess fitness for duty.
The supervisor will immediately request
permission, via the chain-of command to the
Fire Chief, to arrange for, or to send the
employee/member for urinalysis testing.
Officers within the chain-of-command will
make every attempt to prioritize such
information so that it reaches the Fire Chief
or his designee within one hour.
Upon approval by the Fire Chief, the
employee/member will be informed, verbally
an in writing (see Attachment II), that a
fitness for duty examination is permitted by
the Personnel Law (Section 16-189) and this
General Order, and refusal to fitness for duty
examination is grounds for dismissal.
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At this time, the supervisor will issue the
employee/member the attached form
(Attachment II) and request that the
employee/member read and sign the form.
If the testing is the result of a vehicular
accident, Attachment II shall be used.
If the employee/member refuses to consent to
a fitness for duty examination, the
employee/member will be advised that he/she
is suspended from work and will be notified
whether or not and under what circumstances
he/she will be permitted to return work.
Arrangements will be made to have the
employee/member taken home. The
employee/member will not be allowed to
drive. If the employee/member insists on
driving, the County police will be
immediately informed, and attempts will be
made to delay the employee/member until the
police arrive. (For authority to suspend
employee/member, see Personnel Law,
Section 16-193 ( c) (2) (iv) .)
Upon approval from the Fire Chief and
written notification to the employee/member,
an officer of the Prince George’s County
Fire/EMS Department designated by the Fire
Chief will retrieve and transport the sample to
the testing laboratory. All tests will be
conducted at a facility approved by the Fire
Chief.
The sample bottle will be initialed by the
employee/member, and appropriate
documentation will be completed by all
Fire/EMS Department and laboratory
personnel
who handle the sample to
ensure chain-of-custody of the sample.
After the alcohol/drug screening procedure is
completed, the supervisor will arrange to
have the employee/member taken home
unless the employee/member is admitted to a
hospital. The supervisor will not request the
DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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test results. Test results will be forwarded to
the appropriate County authority. All test
results will be handled in a confidential
manner and will only be released to Fire/EMS
Department officers who re in a “need to
know” situation. The employee/member will
be informed that he/she is suspended from
work and will be notified whether or not and
under what circumstances he/she will be
permitted to return to work. (Personnel Law
Section 16-193 ( c) ( 2) (i). )
The supervisor must complete the detailed
report concerning the incident noting all
actions, observations, statements, and other
pertinent facts (i.e., date, time of day,
location, any witness to the incident). (See
enclosed form, Attachment III.) This
completed report will be forwarded no later
than the close of business on the date of
occurrence via chain-of-command to the Fire
Chief.
4.

Counseling/Rehabilitative Services

Counseling/rehabilitative services are
available to assist on-board personnel who
may develop alcoholism, drug dependency, or
personal problems and to assist them with
treatment programs before their problems
render them unacceptable for fire service
membership. The Department recognizes
alcoholism and drug abuse as problems that
can often be effectively treated in the early
stages.
The individual’s right to confidentiality and
privacy are also recognized. The pertinent
information and records of personnel who
seek and receive assessment, counseling, and
treatment will be preserved in the strictest
confidence in accordance with Volume 42 of
the Code of Federal Regulations.
The Department has two programs available
to assist personnel. The Employee Assistance
4
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Program (EAP) is designed for all career
personnel, and the Volunteer Assistance
Program (VAP) is available to all volunteer
members of the Department. Both are to
assist individuals with receiving appropriate
rehabilitative treatment.
Assessment and referral counseling services
are available for the following problem areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Substance Abuse/Alcoholism &
Alcohol Abuse DWI
Co-Dependency and Adult children of
Alcoholics
Issues
Martial Problems
Family Problems
Emotional and/or Psychological
Problems
Weight Control
Work Stress and Other Stress Issues
Critical Incident Stress
Legal Problems
Financial Difficulties
Sleep Disorders

FORMS/ATTACHMENTS
Attachment I – Behavior and Job
Performance “Warning Signs”
Attachment II – Prince George’s County Fire
Department Employee/Member Consent for
Drug and Alcohol Screening Test
Attachment III – Prince George’s County,
Maryland Substance Abuse Incident Report

Service of the EAP and VAP also include
educational programming on addition and
mental health issues, as well as on-going
support groups. Critical Incident Debriefings
are also available through the EAP and VAP.
The programs can be contacted at the
following numbers:
• Employee Assistance Program (EAP)
301 883-6270
• Volunteer Assistance Program (VAP)
301-883-6270
REFERENCES
N/A
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c.

ATTACHMENT

I

BEHAVIORAND JOB PERFORMANCE
"WARNINGSIGNS"
~ob behavior and work performance should be the concern of
every supervisor. Expert knowledge about abuse of controlled
substances or abused drugs is not necessary, but supervisors
should remain alert to changes from the normal work pattern
and/or behavior of an employee.
Listed below are various .symptoms. that usually appear on the
job, indicating some consequences of substance abuse_ These
warning signs can appear s~ngularly or in combination, and may
signify problems other than substance abuse. For example,
alcoholism, diabetes, high blood pressure, thyroid disease,
psychiatric disorders, emotional problems and certain heart
conditions all share some of the same signs_ Therefore, it's
important to remember that unusual or.odd behavior may not be
connected ~ any way with alcohol or drug abuse. The role of
the supervisor is to recognize and document changes without
makin an moral ud ent or takin the osition of counsellc~
or diagnostician.
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PRINCE GEORGE'S COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT
EMPLOYEE/MEMBER CONSENT FOR DRUG ~ND ALCOHOL SCREENING

TEST

DATE:

TO:
(Employee's/Member's

Name)

FROM:
(Supervisor)
You are hereby notified that you have been involved in a motor vehicle
accident, and that said accident meets the criteria for a drug and aLcohol
screen as established in General Order 5-7.
You are also notified

that:

1.

On behalf of the County Fire Chief, I am ordering that you submit to a
urine test and/~r breathalyzer test to determine the presence of alcohol
and/or a controlled dangerous substance in your blood system; and,

2.

Failure to sign this document and/or failure to obey this order will
result in disciplinary action against you, including the possibility of
the termination of your employment/membership with the Prince George's
County Fire Department for insubordination; and,

3.

If you submit to the test for alcohol and/or drugs, the test will be
conducted by a certified laboratory.
All positive samples will be
subjected to a second confirmatory test. A split sample of any speci~en
you give will be mai~tained by the laboratory and may be transported,
utilizing appropriate chain-of-custody procedures, by the Department to a
laboratory of your choosing as long as the laboratory meets the approval
of the Fire Chief.

4.

The results of the test may be .used against you in any disciplinary action
taken as a result of violation of Personnel Law Section 16-193 or General
Order 5-7.

.,

EMPLOYEE/MEMBER

CONSENT

I,
, have read and understand this order
for alcohol/drug testing and hereby grant my permission for the Prince
George's County Fire Department to a~range to collect a urine specimen from me
and to have the specimen{s) tested to determine the use or presence of alcohol
and/or drugs.
I also consent to breathalyzer testing.
Further, I consent to
the release of any test results to the Fire Chief of the Prince George's
County Fire Department for his/her use in reviewing any proposed disciplinary
action against me.
Employee's/Member's
;'li
tnessed

Signature

By:

Supervisor

-.,

(Date

&0 Time)
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PRINCE GEORGE’S COUNTY, MARYLAND

FIRE/EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT GENERAL ORDERS

Division 08

Health and Safety

Chapter 21- Smoking Policy
January 2010

POLICY
This General Order shall establish a smoking
policy for the employees/members of the
Prince George’s County Fire/EMS
Department.

use by its employees
A hallway
An assembly, conference, convention or
meeting establishment or enclosed
portion of the establishment

•
•

PROCEDURES
Code of Maryland Regulations 09.12.23.01
outlines employer’s responsibilities
pertaining to the prohibition of smoking in
enclosed spaces. The purpose of this order is
to clarify the Fire/Emergency Medical
Services (EMS) Department’s policy
regarding smoking.
The objective of this General order is to
ensure compliance with federal, state, and
county smoking regulations.
DEFINITIONS
Smoking - to use or carry any lighted:
•
•
•
•

Cigar
Cigarette
Pipe
Other tobacco products of any kind

Indoor Place of Employment –includes, but
is not limited to:
•
•

•
•
•
•

1.

Implementation

Smoking shall be prohibited as follows:
•
•
•

Smoking is prohibited in all enclosed
workplaces
Smoking is prohibited on the scene
of emergency incidents
At no time will members be allowed
to smoke while on moving apparatus

All Departmental facilities shall post at each
entrance to an indoor place of employment a
sign stating that smoking is not permitted.
REFERENCES
COMAR 09.12.23.01
2007 Maryland State Clean Indoor Air Act
(CIAA)
FORMS/ATTACHMENTS

An indoor work area
A vehicle other than a private vehicle,
when an employee uses it in the course
of employment and it is occupied by
more than one employee
An employee lounge or restroom
A conference and/or meeting room
A classroom
A cafeteria operated by an employer for

DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
Chapter 21 – Smoking Policy

N/A
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Division 08

Health and Safety

Chapter 22– Tuberculosis Exposure Control Program
January 2010

POLICY
This General Order shall govern the
Tuberculosis Exposure Control Program.
During emergency response and transport
situations employees/members may provide
emergency services to patients with suspected
or confirmed Tuberculosis (TB). The Prince
George’s County Fire/Emergency Medical
Services (EMS) Department recognizes its
employees/members are at risk for exposure
to Mycobacterium tuberculosis (TB). In
accordance with the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) 1994
Guidelines for the Prevention of
Mycobacterium Tuberculosis (TB) in Health
Care Facilities, all employees/members who
provide care to suspect or confirmed TB
patients shall comply with the provisions of
this TB Exposure Control Program. This TB
Exposure Control Program outlines
procedures for early detection, exposure
prevention, use of respiratory protection,
purified protein derivative (PPD) skin testing,
post-exposure notification, and medical
treatment.
DEFINITIONS
Acid-fast bacilli (AFB) – Bacteria that retain
certain dyes after being washed in an acid
solution. Most acid-fast organisms are
mycobacteria. When AFB is seen on a
stained smear of sputum or other clinical
specimen, a diagnosis of TB should be
suspected. However, the diagnosis of TB is
not confirmed until a culture is grown and
identified as M. tuberculosis.

DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
Chapter 22– Tuberculosis Exposure Control Program

Bacillus of Calmette and Guerin (BCG)
Vaccine - A TB vaccine used in many parts
of the world.
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) The virus that causes Acquired
Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS). HIV
infection is the most important risk factor for
the progression of latent TB infection to
active TB disease.
Induration - An area of swelling produced
by an immune response to an antigen. In
PPD skin testing or anergy testing, the
diameter of the induration is measured 48-72
hours after the injection and the results are
recorded in millimeters.
Infectious - Capable of transmitting
infection. For example, when persons who
have clinically active pulmonary or laryngeal
TB disease cough or sneeze, they can expel
droplets containing Mycobacterium
tuberculosis (M. TB) into the air.
Multi-drug Resistant Tuberculosis (MDRTB) - Active TB caused by M. tuberculosis
organisms that are resistant to more than one
anti-TB drug (anti-tuberculosis antibiotics).
Mycobacterium Tuberculosis (M. TB) - A
rod shaped bacterium that causes
tuberculosis. Normal air currents can keep
the particles (tubercle bacillus) airborne for
hours.
Purified Protein Derivative
(PPD)/Tuberculin Test (Mantoux Test) - A
skin test used to evaluate the likelihood that a
person is infected with M. tuberculosis. A
small dose of tuberculin is injected just
1
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beneath the surface of the skin and the area is
examined 48-72 hours after the injection. A
reaction is measured according to the size of
the induration. The classification of a
reaction as positive or negative depends on
the patient’s medical history and various risk
factors.
Purified Protein Derivative
(PPD)/Tuberculin Test Conversion - A
change in PPD skin test results from negative
to positive. A conversion within a two-year
period is usually interpreted as new M.
tuberculosis infection, which carries an
increased risk for progression to active
disease.
Risk Assessment - The Center for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC)
recommendation to: 1) evaluate the risk of
transmission of M. TB in specific area or
group; 2) develop and update the TB
infection control plan based on the results;
and 3) evaluate the infection control
program’s effectiveness.
Suspected TB Case - An individual
experiencing symptoms consistent with TB.
The patient may be diagnosed with a positive
AFB smear and started on anti-TB therapy, or
have a negative AFB smear with clinical or
radiographic evidence of TB and have been
started on anti-TB therapy.

person with the disease. State laws mandate
all TB cases be reported to the local health
department.
TB Exposure - Contact with a patient or
employee/member who has confirmed
laryngeal or pulmonary TB, in the absence of
respiratory protection or use of engineering
controls.
TB Infection - A condition in which living
tubercle bacilli are present in the body but the
disease is not clinically active. Infected
persons usually have positive tuberculin/PPD
skin test reactions, but they have no
symptoms related to the infection and are not
infectious.
Transmission – The spread of infection from
one person to another, the likelihood of
transmission is directly related to the duration
and intensity of exposure of M. tuberculosis.
Two-Step Purified Protein Derivative
(PPD)/Tuberculin Test (Mantoux Test)- A
procedure used for the baseline testing of
persons, who will periodically receive
tuberculin skin tests to reduce the likelihood
of mistaking old infection (boosted reaction)
for new infection.
PROCEDURES
1.

Tuberculosis (TB) - A clinically active,
symptomatic disease caused by an organism
in the M. tuberculosis complex (usually M.
tuberculosis or, rarely, M. bovis or M.
africanum). TB is a bacterial infection that is
spread through the air via contaminated
droplets and is spread most easily in closed
air spaces over prolonged time periods.
TB Disease - A particular episode of
clinically active TB. This term should be
used only to refer to the disease itself, not the
DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
Chapter 22– Tuberculosis Exposure Control Program

Administrative Controls

Tuberculosis (TB) Risk Assessment
The Infection Control Officer shall conduct
the annual risk assessment.
The risk assessment determines the risk for
transmission of TB during the provision of
services by area or work group.
The risk assessment includes a review of the
number of TB patients in the community, the
2
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number of infectious TB exposures, the
number of employee/member PPD skin test
conversions, and the rate of person-to-person
transmission of TB.
The risk assessment results determine the
frequency of PPD skin testing and assess the
need for additional TB control measures such
as respiratory protection.
2.

Patients with suspected or confirmed TB shall
be evaluated promptly to minimize the
amount of time employee/member is exposed.
Patients shall be provided with tissues and
instructed to cover their mouth and nose
when coughing or sneezing. They shall be
instructed to wear a standard surgical mask
during transfer from the medical office,
home, or hospital, as appropriate.

Work Practice Controls
3.

Employee/member shall wear the NIOSH
approved N99 respirator when providing care
to the following high-risk group of patients
OR patients who exhibit signs and symptoms
(persistent cough ≥ three weeks, bloody
sputum, night sweats, weight loss, anorexia,
and fever) suspicious of TB:
•

•

•

Persons with HIV infection, close
contacts of infectious TB cases,
foreign-born persons from countries
with a high prevalence of TB (e.g.,
Asia, Africa, Latin American and
some Caribbean and European
countries) or medically under served
low-income populations, including the
homeless and residents of shelters.
Alcoholics and intravenous drug
users, persons currently
incarcerated/history of incarceration
or residents of mental institutions and
long-term care facilities.
Persons with medical conditions
(silicosis, gastrectomy, jejunoileal
bypass, chronic renal failure, diabetes
mellitus, leukemia and lymphomas),
conditions requiring prolonged high
dose corticosteroid and other
immunosuppressive therapy, and
weight of 10% or more below ideal
body weight.

DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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Respiratory Protection Program

Employee/member shall comply with the
following criteria for use, maintenance, and
disposal of the Department issued NIOSHapproved N99 respirators.
Employee/member who has not received the
appropriate training/fit testing in the use and
maintenance of the N99 respirator shall not
wear the N99 respirators or enter rooms
where patients with known or suspect TB are
receiving care. (See General Order 08-17,
Respiratory Protection Program.)
Employees/members shall wear the N99
respirator when transporting patients with
suspected or confirmed pulmonary or
laryngeal TB. If feasible, during transport,
the windows of the vehicle shall be kept open
and the heating or air conditioning system
shall be placed on the non-recirculating cycle,
as appropriate.
Employees/members entering the room of a
patient with suspected or confirmed TB shall
keep the door closed and wear the Moldex
2315N99 respirator, as appropriate.
Employees/members performing procedures
or tasks or cough inducing procedures, such
as endotracheal intubation, extubation,
suctioning, or gastric lavage, shall wear the
N99 respirator and eye protection.

3
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N99 respirators may be worn as long as the
employee/member is able to obtain a secure
face fit, and the respirator is not visibly
damaged or misshapen, and
inhalation/exhalation is not impeded.
N99 respirators should be discarded after
each use. If the mask becomes wet from an
external source or is otherwise damaged, it
must be replaced.
N99 respirators are discarded in the general
waste. Respirators visibly soiled and dripping
with blood, or other potentially infectious
materials, are disposed of in the infectious
(red-bagged) waste stream.

the second PPD skin test is negative,
the person is considered uninfected.
Negative PPD Skin Tests
PPD skin test negative employee/member
shall undergo PPD skin testing
annually/periodically as determined by the
TB risk assessment.
PPD skin test negative employee/member
shall undergo PPD skin testing whenever they
are exposed to a confirmed TB patient and
appropriate precautions were not observed at
the time of exposure.

During the pre-employment, scheduled
physical examinations and annual training
programs, employee/member at risk for
exposure to TB, including those with a
history of Bacillus Calmette Guerin (BCG)
vaccination, are required to receive a PPD
skin test unless a previously positive skin test
can be documented.

PPD skin test negative employee/member
who has had a PPD skin test performed at
another medical facility within three (3)
months may provide (written) medical
documentation of the test results. The
documentation must include the date the PPD
skin test was administered, the PPD skin test
results with the induration measured in
millimeters (readings of “negative” will not
be accepted), and signature of the licensed
provider.

Two-Step PPD Testing Program

Positive PPD Skin Tests

Employee/member who has not had a
documented negative PPD skin test result
within one year of employment shall have a
two-step PPD skin test. The two-step PPD
skin test procedure is outlined below:
• Step 1 - An initial PPD skin test will
be placed and read within 48-72
hours. If the initial test is positive, the
person is considered infected.
• Step 2 - If the initial PPD skin test is
negative, a second PPD skin test will
be placed one to three weeks later and
read within 48-72 hours of placement.
If the second PPD skin test is positive,
the person is considered infected. If

Employee/member with a documented history
of a positive PPD skin test, adequate
treatment for disease, or preventive therapy
for infection is exempt from further
screening. These employees must promptly
report the development of any prolonged
pulmonary symptoms to the Infection Control
Officer for an immediate medical evaluation,
as appropriate.

4.

PPD Skin Testing Program

DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
Chapter 22– Tuberculosis Exposure Control Program

All new hires with a history of a positive PPD
skin test shall complete a questionnaire
regarding symptoms of TB at the time of hire
and on an annual basis. The physician shall
evaluate anyone who reports symptoms
suggestive of TB.
4
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PPD Skin Test Conversions
Employee/member with a newly recognized
positive PPD skin test result or PPD skin test
conversion should be evaluated promptly for
active TB. The health assessment shall
include a clinical examination and a chest xray.
Employee/member shall be excluded from
work if the medical history, clinical
examination, or chest x-ray is compatible
with active TB.
Employee/member cannot return to work
until the following criteria are met:
•
•

A diagnosis of active TB is ruled out
A diagnosis of active TB is
established, is being treated, and a
determination has been made by a
physician that the employee/member
is not infectious.

PPD Skin Test Interpretation
An authorized medical professional with the
appropriate training must interpret and
document all PPD skin test results.
Employee/member with TB at sites other than
the respiratory system (for example bone or
kidney) need not be excluded from work if
pulmonary or laryngeal TB has been ruled
out.
Employee/member, who is without evidence
of active TB, may refuse prophylactic
treatment for positive PPD skin test results.
TB Exposure and Follow-up Procedures
TB exposure is defined as contact with a
patient or employee/member who has
confirmed laryngeal or pulmonary TB, in the

DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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absence of respiratory protection or use of
engineering controls.
Employee/member with previously known
positive PPD skin test reactions does not
require repeat PPD skin test or chest x-ray
unless they have symptoms suggestive of TB
(e.g., cough or fever). If symptoms develop,
the employee/member shall be referred to the
physician, as appropriate.
Employee/member with a history of a
negative PPD skin test reaction shall have a
PPD skin test immediately after an exposure.
Employee/member with documentation of a
negative PPD skin test performed within 3
months preceding exposure shall be exempt
from the baseline PPD skin testing. If the
initial PPD skin test results are negative, the
PPD skin test shall be repeated at 12 weeks
after the exposure to assure the
employee/member has not converted to PPD
skin test positive. If any employee/member
converts during the 12-week check, the
employee/member shall be referred to the
physician and must complete a
Career/Volunteer Injury Packet.
Employee/member without documentation of
a negative PPD skin test performed within
three months preceding exposure should have
a PPD skin test immediately after the
exposure. If the initial skin test is negative,
the PPD skin test shall be repeated in 12
weeks post-exposure to assure the
employee/member has not converted to PPD
skin test positive. If any employee/member
converts during the 12-week check, they shall
be referred to the physician and must
complete a Career/Volunteer Injury Packet.
Medical care is provided free of charge for all
work-related PPD skin test conversions. If
exposure is not work-related, the employee
will be referred to their private physician

5
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and/or local health department, as
appropriate.
•
5.

Education and Training

Formal training programs are provided for
employee/member at risk for exposure to
suspected or confirmed TB persons. The TB
educational programs are: 1) required prior to
riding apparatus and/or providing patient
care; 2) coordinated by the Infection Control
Officer in conjunction with the Fire/EMS
Training Academy; and 3) mandatory annual
refresher training.

•

•
The following topics are covered:
• Potential for occupational exposure to
persons who have suspected or
confirmed infectious TB. Information
concerning the prevalence of TB in
the community and work environment
and the ability of the
employee/member to properly isolate
patients who have active TB.
• Principles and practices of infection
control that reduce the risk for
transmission. This includes
information concerning infection
control measures, policies and
procedures, and criteria for use and
disposal of respirators.
• Purpose of PPD skin testing, the
significance of a positive PPD skin
test result, and the importance of
participating in the PPD skin test
program.
• Principles of preventive therapy for
latent TB infection and drug therapy
for active TB, including the
indications, use, effectiveness, and the
potential adverse effects of the drugs.
• Employee/member responsibility to
seek prompt medical evaluation if a
PPD skin test conversion occurs, or if

DIVISION 08 – Health and Safety
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6.

clinical symptoms develop that could
be caused by TB.
Risks of TB infection in persons with
HIV infection or other cases of
severely impaired cell-mediated
immunity. The differences in the
clinical presentation of disease and the
high mortality rate associated with
Multi-Drug Resistant Tuberculosis
(MDR-TB) in such persons.
Importance of notifying the Infection
Control Officer if the
employee/member or patient is
diagnosed with active TB.
Responsibilities of the facility to
maintain confidentiality of the
medical record ensure the
employee/member receives
appropriate treatment, and that the
employee/member is non-infectious
before returning to duty.
Education and Training Records

Education and training records for
employee/member will be maintained in the
Infection Control Office.
Education and training records include the
date of the training, station, name, and ID
number of the attendees, and the name and
qualifications of the instructor.
Education and training records shall be
maintained for a minimum of three years
from the date on which the training occurred.
7.

Infection Control Exposure Records

All files shall include employee/member
name, and ID number, a record of PPD skin
test status, documentation on the routes of
exposure and circumstances under which the
exposure occurred.
All files shall include records related to TB
exposure incidents, including results of
6
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examination, medical testing, follow-up
procedures, and health care professional’s
written opinion.

•

All files shall include results of the source
patient’s test results/infectivity, if feasible and
not prohibited by state or local law.

•

All employee/member medical records
regarding exposure shall be kept confidential
and are not disclosed without written consent.
(See General Order 5-16, Authorization for
Release of Employee Medical Record, Form
Number 4558.)
All medical records shall be provided upon
request for examination and copying to the
employee/member, employee/member
representatives, and OSHA representatives,
where required by law.

•

•

•

All medical records shall be maintained for
the duration of employment plus thirty (30)
years.
8.

Public Health Department Reporting

The Infection Control Officer shall report all
patients and employees/members with
confirmed TB, positive AFB smears, cultures,
and sensitivities to the appropriate health
department.

Supervisors
Supervisors at all levels are responsible for
the following:
•
•

9.

Responsibilities

The Infection Control Officer
The Infection Control Officer is responsible
for the following:
•
•

Coordination and implementation of
the TB program.
Conducting an annual risk assessment
and review of the program’s
effectiveness.
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Coordinating initial and annual
educational programs limited to
annual employee/member PPD skin
test placement, as appropriate.
Coordination and administration of
new hire, annual and periodic PPD
skin tests, pre- and post-exposure
counseling, prophylaxis, treatment
and referral, as appropriate.
Providing employee/member 24-hour
advice, post-exposure notification and
referral to the physician or nearest
medical center, as appropriate.
The Infection Control Officer will be
responsible for notifying
employee/member involved in an
exposure incident to determine the
extent of the exposure, if any.
Maintaining medical records for
documentation of PPD skin test
administration and interpretation,
prophylaxis and/or treatment and preand post-test counseling records.

•

•

Ensuring employee/member reviews
and complies with the provision of
this General Order.
Conducting the initial and annual
reviews of this General Order and
ensure that employee/member attends
mandatory annual educational;
training sessions.
Immediately notifying the Operations
Center Supervisor or Infection Control
Officer upon being notified of a
possible exposure to a suspected or
confirmed TB patient.
Assisting the Infection Control Officer
with notification and tracking of
employee/member exposed to patients
with active TB, as appropriate.
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•

•

•

Instructing employee/member to
complete the Infection Control
Exposure Report and forwarding the
completed form to the Infection
Control Officer no later than 24 hours
post-incident. (See General Order 0809, Infection Control Program,
Attachment #3, Infection Control
Exposure Report, Form Number
4538.)
Completing the Career Injury Packet
or Volunteer Injury Packet for workrelated PPD skin test conversions or
illness as the result of a confirmed TB
exposure and forwarding the
completed packet to the Occupational
Safety and Health office.
Monitoring the condition and
availability of personal protective
equipment (PPE) and ensuring that
minimum equipment requirements are
maintained at all times. (See General
Order 08-09, Infection Control
Program, Attachment #2, Infection
Control Mandatory Equipment
Requirements, Form Numbers 4561,
4562, 4563.)

•

•

•

•

Employees/Members
Employees/members are responsible for the
following:
•

•
•

•
Demonstrating compliance with the
provisions of this General Order and
General Order 08-17, Respiratory
Protection Program. (See General
Order 08-17, Respiratory Protection
Program.)
Attending mandatory education and
training programs, wearing the
Department issued, NIOSH-approved
N99 respirator and complying with
the PPD skin-testing program, as
appropriate.
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•

Immediately notifying the Operations
Center Supervisor or Infection Control
Officer and Immediate Supervisor
upon being notified of a possible
exposure to a suspect or confirmed TB
patient.
Completing the Infection Control
Exposure Report and forwarding to
the Infection Control Officer no later
than 24 hours post-incident for
documentation of counseling session
and follow-up recommendations.
(See General Order 08-09, Infection
Control Program, Attachment #3,
Infection Control Exposure Report,
Form Number 4538.)
Scheduling and maintaining
appointments with the physician or
designated medical facility regarding
post-exposure follow up, PPD skin
tests, prophylaxis, and medical
treatment, as recommended.
Completing the Career Injury Packet
or Volunteer Injury Packet for workrelated PPD skin test conversions or
illness as the result of a confirmed TB
exposure. Forwarding the completed
packet to Occupational Safety and
Health. Remember that failure to seek
follow-up care regarding TB exposure
may jeopardize Workers’
Compensation claims!
Maintaining confidentiality of all
source patients regardless of exposure
to TB. For example, do not provide
source patient’s identity or medical
diagnosis such as TB over the
Department radio system.
Minimizing the risk of
exposure/transmission of TB to other
employee/member and the public by
utilizing sick leave when experiencing
non-work related signs and symptoms
consistent with TB, i.e., fever flu-like
symptoms, vomiting, chills, and/or
productive cough (bloody sputum).
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•

Manager of the RMO is responsible
for ensuring compliance with the
OSHA Standard 29CFR. 1910.134
“Respiratory Protection Standard.”
(See General Order 08-17,
Respiratory Protection Program.)

Other Personnel/Duty Officers
The Operations Center Supervisor and the
exposed employee are responsible for
notifying the Infection Control Officer, as
appropriate.
801 or the Departmental Duty Officer shall
provide the names and identification numbers
of all personnel who responded to the above
incident to the Infection Control Officer, as
appropriate.
Medical Centers are responsible for notifying
the Infection Control Officer of employee/
member exposure to TB, and providing
written notice to the Infection Control Officer
within 48 hours post-exposure, identifying the
employee/member who transported the
patient to the facility. (For a copy of the
1994, Ryan White Comprehensive AIDS
Resources and Emergency Act Regarding
Emergency Response, employees should
contact the Infection Control Officer.)
REFERENCES
N/A
FORMS/ATTACHMENTS
N/A
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